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About this report
This is the first annual assurance report on progress in implementing the Murray–Darling Basin
Compliance Compact (the Compact) since it was agreed by the Murray–Darling Basin Ministerial
Council in June 2018.
The Compact represents a commitment by Basin governments to address the serious issues
identified in a number of reviews into compliance and the integrity of water management in the
Basin1. It is a collaborative program of actions to improve consistency, transparency and
accountability in managing and regulating water resources in the Basin. Under the Compact Basin
governments have agreed collectively to a range of actions across the following five key themes, as
part of improving their compliance and enforcement arrangements:






transparency and accountability
compliance and enforcement frameworks
metering and measurement
finalising water resource plans, and
protecting environmental water

In addition to these five themes, the Compact also includes individual work programs tailored to
address each jurisdiction’s most pressing needs. This approach reflects the different stages that each
jurisdiction is at on the road to best compliance practice.
Annual reporting against the Compact commitments is important to ensure accountability and help
restore public confidence in the way our water is managed across the Basin. Each year, the Murray–
Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) must prepare an annual report for the Council of Australian
Governments and the Murray–Darling Basin Ministerial Council that includes:




a report by each Basin State, DAWR and the MDBA on their progress
an assurance report of Basin State’s progress by the MDBA
an assurance report of the MDBA’s progress by the Independent Assurance Committee (IAC,
a statutory advisory committee established by the MDBA to provide independent expert
advice on the design and implementation of the MDBA’s compliance function).

Part A of this report contains the MDBA’s assessment of Basin States’ progress. Part B contains the
IAC’s report on the MDBA’s progress, and the individual progress reports prepared by each state, and
the Australian Government are located in Part C of this report.

1

These reviews include: the Murray-Darling Basin Water Compliance Review (MDBA, 2017); The interim and
final reports of the independent investigation into NSW water management and compliance (Ken Matthews
AO, 2017); the independent audit of Queensland non-urban water measurement and compliance (March 2018)
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PART A – MDBA Assurance Report
Assessment of Basin State progress with Compliance Compact
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Executive Summary
The Basin Compliance Compact was agreed by the Murray–Darling Basin Ministerial Council in June
2018. In the relatively short time since then, Basin States have made considerable progress with
their commitments, and this is to be welcomed.
It is worth drawing attention to the many positive steps taken this year by Basin governments
collectively. For example, all governments participated actively in launching the national water
compliance community of practice; there was active participation in the work to improve the
metering standard, and in the reviews of both the joint governance arrangements for water in the
Basin and of the appointments process for Authority members; cooperation in the commencement
of the MDBA’s assurance program; and in some cases additional resources focused on the
compliance effort across the Basin. Much has been achieved in a short time.
As is often the case with an ambitious program of this kind, there are some actions that have not
been completed on time. That is not to say the actions are not progressing. In some cases it is
necessary to spend a bit more time in order to improve the quality of the outcome. In such
instances, it is important for relevant agencies to communicate this to the public.
All Basin governments are encouraged to continue building on the momentum established over the
past 12 months to fully meet all of their Compact commitments. To this end, the sections below set
out a range of matters for consideration by each jurisdiction.
It is noted that in preparing this assurance report, the MDBA was in some cases unable to assess
progress with some state actions due to inadequate information supplied by states in the short time
available. The MDBA also considered a range of publicly available information to assist its
assessment.

New South Wales
NSW has made significant progress in largely completing the Compact actions due to be delivered in
2018, and is progressing well to achieving its forward commitments, in particular around the
implementation of new metering arrangements and addressing the backlog of allegations of noncompliance in NSW.
It appears unlikely that NSW will be able to finalise its water resource plans by 30 June 2019. This is a
matter of ongoing discussion with the MDBA and the Australian Government to ensure there are
appropriate contingency arrangements in place. There could also be improved public information
over progress with the implementation of pre-requisite policy measures (PPMs) in NSW, as these are
central to the achievement of improved environmental flows and are required to commence by
30 June 2019.

Victoria
Victoria has met the majority of their 2018 Compact actions and appears to be progressing well to
achieving its forward commitments, noting that it has a relatively mature system in place. It is
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recommended that Victoria publish information in respect of its proposals for improved
transparency of information, its metering policy and implementation plan, and its review of internal
governance arrangements.

Queensland
While Queensland appears to be progressing its Compact commitments, it has provided inadequate
information to conduct assurance over many actions on the basis that the detail is yet to be
considered by the Queensland government, and this will need to occur prior to consulting with
stakeholders.
It is recommended that Queensland builds on its initial stakeholder engagement by providing as
soon as practicable a public report on its progress with the Compact, including the opportunities for
stakeholder input.

South Australia
South Australia has met its Compact commitments for 2018, noting that it also has relatively mature
compliance arrangements in place. That said, there are opportunities to review the draft SA
metering implementation policy to ensure it more closely aligns with the Compact requirements and
to publish progress on implementing SA’s commitments on Prerequisite Policy Measures (PPMs).

Australian Capital Territory
The ACT have completed many of the Compact actions which are due in 2018, and is progressing
well to achieving forward commitments outlined in the Compact. The risk of non-compliance in the
ACT is relatively low. The ACT could consider updating the ACT Water Meter Installation,
Maintenance and Replacement Guide 2015 to better reflect commitments in the Compact.

Department of Agriculture and Water
Resources (DAWR)
The key DAWR commitments involve ensuring funding to strengthen the MDBA’s compliance
capacity, drafting legislative amendments to give effect to the review findings, and reviewing how it
assesses State progress against the National Partnership Agreement milestones. The Department is
also leading, with the states, the conduct of a review on joint governments’ governance
arrangements, and a review of the appointments process for Authority members. All of the
Department’s actions have been completed or adequately progressed towards completion.

Murray Darling Basin Authority
The MDBA’s progress has been assessed by the Independent Assurance Committee (IAC) and is
located in Part B of this report.
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1. Methodology
The Compliance Compact sets out 26 actions that the Basin governments have committed to under
the five key themes of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

transparency and accountability
compliance and enforcement frameworks
metering and measurement
finalising water resource plans, and
protecting and managing environmental water.

In addition, specific work programs for each government are attached as schedules to the Compact.
These schedules set out additional actions tailored to address each jurisdiction’s most pressing
needs under these five themes.
The Compact therefore contains over 200 actions altogether. For practical purposes, the MDBA has
taken a risk-based approach in assessing progress against the Compact commitments. This has
allowed the MDBA to focus on those actions and work programs it considers most critical to
improving compliance and enforcement practices and achieving Basin Plan outcomes at this point.
The Compact recognises that each Basin state has a different starting point and therefore, different
issues to address in improving their compliance and enforcement frameworks and practices. This is
reflected by the individual jurisdiction work plans and the level of work to achieve priority areas of
actions.
The MDBA’s risk assessment identified five actions (out of the 26) and two individual state work
programs (New South Wales and Queensland – each with a further 37 and 24 actions respectively)
as the focus areas for the 2018 assurance review. These actions are set out below, together with the
rationale as to why they were selected as the focus areas for this assessment. Please refer to
Appendix A of this report for the MDBA methodology.
Compact Action 1.2(b) Work program to improve water take information
Timeframe: 30 June 2019
Relevant to: All Basin States
Each Basin State publish a work program to improve the transparency of information about
water take under entitlements to be implemented no later than 2025 that addresses:
i. Real-time information on flows, extractions and related rules in unregulated river systems.
ii. Location of take (e.g. pumps, bores or meters) and levels of take in all surface and
groundwater systems.
iii.Changes to water registers to ensure that information about water entitlements and
trades can be easily accessed by the public.
The work program should be rolled out progressively, with a priority on high risk areas, it
should respect relevant privacy laws, and include any exemptions made by the state should
be supported by justification published on the website of the relevant state agency.
Rationale
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Transparency is an essential element of compliance culture and builds public confidence in
the legitimacy and fairness of water sharing arrangements. This was a key focus of the Ken
Matthews investigation and the Murray–Darling Basin Water Compliance Review.
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Compact Action 3.1 (focusing on 3.3 & 3.5) Metering policy and implementation plan
Timeframe: 31 December 2018
Relevant to: All Basin States2
Each Basin State will publish a metering policy and implementation plan addressing 3.2-3.6
below.
3.3 Meter coverage:
i. All take via water entitlements to be metered by June 2025, and a plan for achieving this.
ii. Any exemptions to 3.3(i) made by the state to be supported by a justification, such as a
regulatory impact assessment, published on the relevant state agency website.
iii.The basis upon which meter thresholds have been set.
iv.Basin States and the MDBA will agree guidelines for reviewing metering thresholds by 30
June 2019.
v. Once finalised, Basin States agree to have regard to the guidelines when reviewing meter
thresholds.
3.5 The highest risk take, including large users in the Barwon–Darling, to be accurately
metered by December 20193.
Rationale
Accurate metering and measurement is fundamental for comprehensive water accounting.
Ensuring that water take is accurately and reliably determined is critical to achieving the
Compact (and Basin Plan) objectives.
Compact Action 3.9 Measuring floodplain harvesting and overland flows
Timeframe: 30 June 2019
Relevant to: NSW and Qld only
New South Wales and Queensland will publish their respective programs for improved
measurement of floodplain harvesting and overland flow harvesting.
Rationale
The accurate and comprehensive measurement of floodplain harvesting and overland flow
harvesting is critical to better management of water resources in New South Wales and
Queensland.
Compact Action 4.1 and 4.2 Finalising Water Resource Plans (WRPs)
Timeframe: 30 June 2019
Relevant to: All Basin States
4.1 Each Basin State will submit individual WRPs for Commonwealth accreditation in
accordance with the agreed timeline published by the MDBA.
4.2 Where necessary Basin States and the MDBA will increase resourcing for WRP
development.
Rationale
Water resource plans are essential to achieving Basin Plan outcomes, including implementing
the long term average sustainable diversion limits that are to take effect from 1 July 2019.

2

For Victoria, Queensland and South Australia, the due date of these actions are modified by commitments
made in their Work Programs. Refer to these State’s assessment findings table for detail on when these
actions are due.
3
The Compliance Compact states – Queensland to publish alternative dates for accurate metering and
telemetry in their metering policy.
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Compact Action 5.3 Protecting environmental water flows in the northern Basin
Timeframe: 30 June 2019
Relevant to: NSW only
In the unregulated systems of the northern Basin, including the Barwon–Darling River and
relevant unregulated tributaries, the New South Wales government will trial interim and
develop enduring solutions for the better protection and management of environmental
water, including held environmental water when left in-stream, to deliver Basin Plan
environmental outcomes. Where appropriate, these policies will be implemented through
amendments to NSW water sharing plans and incorporated into Basin Plan WRPs as part of
the accreditation process.
Rationale
Development of enduring solutions for better protection and management of environmental
water is critical to delivering Basin Plan outcomes in the unregulated systems in the northern
Basin.
New South Wales Schedule (Work program)
Timeframe: as per each action date
Relevant to: NSW only
The New South Wales work program actions align with the key themes of the Compact and
includes additional actions to address governance, and ethics related issues identified in the
Four Corners ‘Pumped’ program in 2017. It is important to note that these work program
actions are not static and have been developed to be flexible to emerging risks, and able to
adapt to new knowledge and technology as they arise.
NSW’s has a total of 37 work program actions. Please refer to New South Wales’s work
program actions in Appendix A.
Rationale
Following recent public inquiries, to regain public confidence it is important that New South
Wales ensure they continue to deliver on their commitment to establish a strong culture of
compliance and transparency in addition to work already completed in 2018.
Queensland Schedule (Work program)
Timeframe: as per each action date
Relevant to: Qld only
Queensland has a total of 24 work program actions which also align with the key themes of
the Compact, and includes additional actions to reflect their commitment for metering and
measurement, and protection and management of environmental water. Please refer to
Queensland’s work program actions in Appendix C.
Rationale
Implementation of the Compact work program is central to the Rural Water Management
program developed in response to findings from Queensland’s Independent Expert Panel
audit.
The MDBA considers that actions under the Compact should be implemented in a way that is
practical and proportionate to the risk being addressed, with a focus on achieving regulatory
outcomes in the most effective way. Consequently, the MDBA has given consideration to each Basin
state’s overall operating environment and risks when assessing the progress against each action.
For the five compact actions listed above and the New South Wales and Queensland work programs,
the MDBA undertook a more detailed analysis to assess progress, which included obtaining further
corroborating information from Basin States and subject matter experts in the MDBA. More detailed
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findings have been provided for these actions, while observations are presented for the remaining
actions.
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2. Key Findings
This section sets out the key findings for each state, focusing on the five focus actions identified by
the MDBA. For New South Wales and Queensland, this includes considering progress against their
full individual work programs.

2.1 New South Wales
NSW has made significant progress in largely completing the Compact actions due to be delivered in
2018, and is progressing well to achieving its forward commitments, in particular around the
implementation of new metering arrangements and addressing the backlog of allegations of noncompliance in NSW.
Of the 58 actions NSW has committed to under the Compact, 53 have been completed or
adequately progressed towards completion, two have been identified as inadequately progressed
towards completion, and three have been unable to be assessed due to insufficient information
being provided. Overall this is a considerable achievement by NSW given the short period since the
Compact commenced.
In terms of upcoming priorities, the MDBA is concerned that NSW will be unable to complete all of
its WRPs by 30 June 2019, and recommends that NSW, MDBA and the Australian government
develop contingency arrangements for this possibility. The MDBA also encourages NSW to increase
the transparency with which its pre-requisite policy measures (PPMs) are being developed, given the
significance of these for achieving improved environmental outcomes. The MDBA welcomes the
substantial progress made by NSW with its metering implementation program thus far, noting the
commitment in the program to install approved meters and telemetry in high risk systems by
December 2019.

Progress on actions
Compact Action 1.2(b) – Work program to improve water take information
This action is likely to be met by 30 June 2019.
While some real-time information (e.g. dam storage and river levels) is publicly available, and NSW
publishes the location of licensed bores, other types of information held in water registers are
restricted (e.g. individual water use) for privacy reasons. This is reasonable, as the Compact
recognises Basin states must consider relevant privacy laws. NSW published a consultation paper on
transparency measures in March 2018, including information that should be included in a water
register and how to improve information on when water can be taken. The legislation has been
passed and will allow the NSW government to implement key elements of water reform required to
address the recommendations of the Matthews Report.
In compliance with the new legislation, NSW will work to establish a single, integrated public register
of water take information. A plan will be developed by 30 June 2019 as previously agreed.
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In addition to the progress made, the MDBA considers there is an opportunity for NSW to further
improve the accessibility of information by consolidating the links to all relevant sources of NSW
water information and management rules in an easily accessible webpage.
Compact Action 3.1 (focusing on 3.3 and 3.5) – Metering policy and implementation plan
NSW has prepared a metering policy and implementation plan, and has met the 31 December 2018
milestone with the commencement of their non-urban water metering framework on 1 December
2018.
In assessing progress against this action, the MDBA has paid particular attention to the requirement
for the plan to address action 3.3 (meter coverage) and action 3.5 (having highest risk take, including
large users in the Barwon Darling, metered by December 2019). The NSW water metering
framework includes a policy and regulation intended to significantly improve meter coverage
addressing 3.3(i) - 3.3(iii). Under the new framework, all works that meet the metering thresholds
will need to be metered. The thresholds have been determined on risk and to meet the objective of
metering the vast majority of licensed water take. The new metering requirements will be rolled-out
in a staged manner, beginning with the state’s largest water users, and users with surface water
pumps of 500 mm or larger. These users are all required to be metered and telemetered by 1
December 2019. A regional roll-out will follow for all remaining works, from 1 December 2020 until 1
December 2023. The MDBA notes that telemetered data will be a useful addition for compliance
monitoring activities.
The installation of telemetered metering for high risk take, including large users in the BarwonDarling, is critical to addressing the findings and recommendations of the various compliance
reviews.
Under the new NSW non-urban water metering framework, all surface water works except pumps
authorised to be less than 200 mm will require telemetry. This includes all works where the
authority does not specify a size, where the pump installed is 200 mm or larger, and where the
authority authorises the pump to be 200 mm or larger.
Under the framework telemetry is not required for groundwater works. NSW advise that the vast
majority of groundwater users have a yearly allocation (without additional triggers such as placing an
order or reaching a commence-to-pump threshold). Accordingly, at this stage NSW does not
consider that the benefits of telemetry outweigh the costs for groundwater users. This is consistent
with the Basin Compact which provides that “telemetry may not be cost effective for some water
users. A risk-based approach will initially be taken, with the ultimate aim of achieving
comprehensive coverage of compliant meters and telemetry across the Basin.” However, data
loggers and tamper proof seals will be mandatory for all users.
For works that meet the telemetry threshold, the telemetry requirement will apply to all new and
replacement meters and pumps 500 mm or larger from 1 December 2019, and from the relevant
regional roll-out date for all remaining works. In addition, from 1 December 2019, new or
replacement meters installed on all works (regardless of infrastructure size) will need to be
telemetry ‘enabled’. Water users may still voluntarily install telemetry equipment even if not
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prescribed. In addition, any water user may be directed to install telemetry by an order of the
Minister made under section 326 of the Water Management Act 2000.
The telemetry requirement will be reviewed after 5 years as part of the review of the regulation and
policy. The review is a legal requirement and will assess the performance of the metering framework
against the objectives. The policy and regulation will be modified, if needed, to take account of new
information about coverage, cost and water take. As part of this review consideration should be
given to high risk groundwater take in the requirements for telemetry, as with high risk surface
water take.
The development of a data acquisition system in 2019 will ensure that telemetered data can also be
used for compliance and enforcement activity, as part of meeting action 3.5
Compact Action 3.9 – Improve measurement of floodplain harvesting and overland flow
This action is likely to be met by the due date of 30 June 2019.
NSW have provided a detailed project plan for its Healthy Floodplains project. This indicates that
NSW have undergone thorough internal and external consultation processes to determine
appropriate strategies for improving the measurement of floodplain harvesting (FPH). Moreover, the
NSW consultation information indicates that NSW are completing their FPH modelling, and are
implementing the policy – that is, to regulate the practice of FPH. Further, NSW together with the
MDBA, have commissioned an independent review which will consider all aspects of the issue in
NSW, to ensure it is compliant with the Basin Plan. This review will be completed in April 2019.
Compact Action 4.1 and 4.2 – Completion of WRPs
NSW will not meet the due date of 30 June 2019 for completion of all its WRPs.
NSW is making substantial efforts to complete its WRPs in 2019. Additional resources have been
assigned to the task, including the appointment of dedicated directors for surface and ground water
planning. The NSW Government has released eight draft plans for consultation between November
2018 and February 2019.
However, NSW is well behind schedule and will not meet the 30 June 2019 timeline for accreditation
of all WRPs. A number of complex issues are still to be resolved, including measures to improve the
protection of environmental water, implementation of pre-requisite policy measures and floodplain
harvesting. Noting that there is now a regulation in place to allow Basin States to apply for
extensions of time for the accreditation of their WRPs, the MDBA will continue working with NSW to
monitor and track plan development and progress.
Compact Action 5.3 – NSW to trial and develop enduring solutions for the better protection and
management of environmental water in the unregulated systems of the northern Basin
This action is likely to be met by the due date of 30 June 2019.
NSW is investigating possible enduring solutions for inclusion in the Barwon-Darling WSP and has
made amendments (through the Water Management Amendment Bill 2018) to the Water Sharing
Plans for the Barwon- Darling Unregulated and Alluvial Water Sources, the Macquarie Bogan
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Unregulated and Alluvial Water Sources, and the Unregulated and Alluvial Water Sources to allow
these plans to be amended to implement active management. An update on commitments,
progress to date and next steps will be published in December 2018.
New South Wales Schedule (Work program)
The NSW work program has been substantially completed.
Out of a total of 38 work program actions, the MDBA has assessed 36 of the actions as being met or
adequately progressed to meet the due date. This is a highly credible effort.
The following area for further action were identified:


NSW 2.2 and 3.1 development of audit priorities – the NSW operational plan detailing audit
priorities was not developed by the due date 30 June 2018. It is understood that NSW is
committed to publishing this document in December 2018, and that interim compliance
priorities were published by the NSW Natural Resource Access Regulator covering the period
since their inception in April 2018 and the end of the year.

MDBA’s findings for all NSW’s actions relating to the Compact key themes and individual work
program are set out in Table 1 below. Refer to Appendix A for the New South Wales Compact report.

Recommendations for NSW
The MDBA recommends that New South Wales:
1. Consider including links to all relevant sources of NSW water information in a consolidated
webpage, in order to improve transparency and accessibility of the information (Action 1.2(b)).
2. Consider publishing an updated schedule of progress regarding implementation of NSW
commitments on PPMs (NSW Work Program Action 5.2(a)).
3. Work with the MDBA and the Australian Government on the development of contingency
arrangements in case not all of the NSW WRPs are accredited by 30 June 2019.
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Table 1 The MDBA’s findings for each of the New South Wales Compliance Compact actions.
Actions for
each Status

Status

Actions

2018 Commitments

Completed or substantially complete

39/58

Insufficient evidence provided
Not complete
Forward Commitments

1/58
0/58

Adequate Progress

14/58

Insufficient evidence provided

2/58

Inadequate Progress

2/58

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

1.1
1.2(a)
1.2(c)
2.1
2.2
2.3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.8
4.2
3.6
NSW 1.1
NSW 1.2
NSW 1.5
NSW 1.6
NSW 1.7
NSW 1.9
NSW 1.11
NSW 1.12
NSW 1.13
NSW 1.14
NSW 1.15
NSW 2.1
NSW 2.2
NSW 2.3
NSW 2.4
NSW 2.5
NSW 2.6
NSW 2.7
NSW 2.8
NSW 2.9
NSW 2.10
NSW 2.11
NSW 3.1
NSW 3.6
NSW 5.1
NSW 2.12

1.2(b)
3.9
5.3
NSW 1.3
NSW 1.4
NSW 1.8
NSW 1.10
NSW 3.2
NSW 3.3
NSW 3.4
NSW 3.5
NSW 5.3
NSW 5.2(a)
NSW 5.2(b)
3.10
5.1
4.1
NSW 4.1
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2.2 Victoria
Victoria has met the majority of their 2018 Compact actions and appears to be progressing well to
achieving its forward commitments, noting that it has a relatively mature system in place. Out of
Victoria’s 38 Compact action and work program actions, 29 have been identified as completed or
adequately progressed towards completion, and two have been identified as not completed. Overall,
this is a credible response by Victoria.
Conducting assurance in relation to a further seven actions was difficult on the basis of public
information or information provided by Victoria. These areas include progress on parts of the
Victorian work program for improving transparency of information, metering policy and
implementation plan, and reviewing internal governance to ensure a strong compliance culture.

Progress on actions
Compact Action 1.2(b) – Work program to improve transparency of information about water take
Victoria’s current water information framework includes various online resources which align with
the intent of 1.2(b), such as the Victorian Water Register, Annual Water Accounts, current Water
Snapshot, water in your region map and water trading pages. The current resources have differing
levels of detail, accessibility and timeliness of information.
Victoria has commenced an impact assessment that will consider a range of options to address this
action and Victoria expects this to be completed by mid-2019.
The MDBA could not fully assess Victoria’s progress against this action due to limited supporting
information supplied. Victoria is encouraged to release more public information on progress with
this work.
Compact Action 3.1 (focusing on 3.3 and 3.5) – Metering policy and implementation plan
Victoria has divided this action into 2 stages – firstly the preparation of guidelines for rural water
corporations by March 2019, and secondly, the development of meter implementation plans by each
rural water corporation by mid-2019 as per action VIC 3.1. Victoria’s water corporations operate and
maintain a large meter fleet that monitors a high proportion of take under entitlements. It is noted
that Victoria’s current metering policy already meets some of the Compact commitments for
example under action 3.3 (metering coverage) and 3.5 (highest risk take).
It is recommended Victoria release more public information on progress with this work, including
the opportunities for stakeholder input.
Compact Action 4.1 and 4.2 – Completion of WRPs
Victoria’s WRPs are on track, and expected to meet the due date of 30 June 2019. This is to be
commended.
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The Victoria Wimmera-Mallee WRPs submission schedule has been revised from 2018 to 2019. The
remaining Victorian WRP areas will be submitted as a single ‘Northern Victoria’ plan, with a full draft
to be completed in consultation with the MDBA by the end of 2018 and final submission early 2019.

Other observations
Other observations include:







There is evidence of increased enforcement action in Victoria for 2017-18, which
demonstrates welcome additional effort.
For action 1.1 (and Victorian work program action 1.1), to review governance arrangements
for non-urban water compliance and enforcements, Victoria provided a project plan timeline
setting out the steps to be taken to publish this by 31 December 2018. Further information
provided by Victoria suggests that this project is running slightly behind this timeline,
however the actions should be completed early in 2019.
For action 2.1 (and Victorian work program action 2.1), to develop a revised compliance
framework by 31 December 2018, Victoria provided a project plan timeline setting out the
steps to be taken to publish the review by 31 December 2018. Victoria did not provide
further information detailing progress against this timeline and the MDBA is therefore
unable to provide assurance that the action will be completed by 31 December 2018.
For action 5.1 (PPM Implementation, due 30 June 2019), while it is understood that Victoria
has made significant progress with this work, this information was not clearly available in the
public domain. It would be useful for Victoria to provide a public update on progress with
this work.

MDBA’s findings for all of the actions relating to the Compact key themes and individual work
program are set out in Table 2 below. Refer to Appendix B for the Victorian Compact report.

Recommendations for Victoria
The MDBA recommends that Victoria:
1. Finalise its review of governance arrangements for non-urban water compliance and
enforcement as soon as possible (action 1.1 and Work Program action 1.1).
2. Publish progress reports on:
a. improving the transparency of information about water take under entitlements by
30 June 2019 (action 1.2(b), 2.1 and Work Program action 2.1).
b. the development of meter implementation plans (action 3.1).
c. implementing their PPMs by 30 June 2019 (action 5.1).
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Table 2 The MDBA’s findings for each of Victoria’s Compliance Compact actions.
Status

Actions for
each Status

Actions

2018 Commitments

Completed or substantially complete

19/38

Insufficient evidence provided

0/38

Not complete

2/38

1.1
1.2(a)
1.2(c)
2.2
2.3
3.8
VIC 1.1
VIC 1.2
VIC 2.3
VIC 2.5
VIC 2.6
VIC 2.7
VIC 2.10
VIC 2.11
VIC 3.2
VIC 3.3
VIC 3.4
VIC 3.6
VIC 3.7

2.1
VIC 2.1

Forward Commitments

Adequate Progress

10/38

Insufficient evidence provided

7/38

Inadequate Progress

0/38
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1.2(b)
3.10
VIC 2.2
VIC 2.4
VIC 2.8
VIC 2.9
VIC 3.1
VIC 3.5
4.1
4.2
5.1
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
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2.3 Queensland
Out of Queensland’s 42 Compact action and work program actions, 19 have been identified as
completed or adequately progressed towards completion, two have been identified as not
completed, and 21 have been unable to be assessed due to insufficient information being provided.
While willing to provide the MDBA with a verbal update on progress with actions under the
Compact, and a copy of the internal schedule for their Rural Water Management Program,
Queensland did not provide documents to demonstrate progress of many individual actions. This
was on the basis that specific actions proposed are yet to be considered by the Queensland
government, and this will need to occur prior to consulting stakeholders on the detail. Accordingly,
the MDBA was unable to conduct assurance of progress with a number of actions.
Queensland was able to provide evidence that initial engagement with key stakeholder bodies has
commenced in respect of the Rural Water Management Program, which is the program delivering
the Queenland Government Resonse to the Independent Audit of non-rural water measurement and
compliance recommendations and the commitment to the Compliance Compact.

Progress on actions
Compact Action 1.2(b) – Work program to improving transparency of information about water
take
The Queensland water allocations register can be accessed at a Department of Natural Resources,
Mines and Energy (DNRME) Titles Office. To conduct a search the lot number, crown plan and title
reference of the water allocation is needed and a fee also applies. DNRME publishes public notices
that relate to the release of unallocated water and moratoriums. Streamflow, groundwater and
other monitoring data is published through their Water Monitoring Information Portal.
The ‘Independent audit of Queensland non-urban water measurement and compliance’ made a
number of recommendations to improve transparency including that information should be released
on a catchment basis on water availability, water use and water traded and that water users should
be provided with information on their water entitlement, water use and any restrictions on taking
water. The Queensland government have committed to reviewing existing systems to identify
information needs and enhancements to improve transparency, and have conducted a dashboard
trial with water users in the Border Rivers. The DNRME Rural Water Management Program has
developed a Water Availability Online Tool and it is proposed to be publicly released by mid-January
2019.
The MDBA has not been able to view the results of the water dashboard trial, or documentation
about the proposed content of the online water availability tool.
Compact Action 3.1 (focusing on 3.3 and 3.5) – Metering policy and implementation plan
Queensland have advised verbally that they are developing a metering and measurement policy with
a view to providing a draft to the government in February 2019, consulting with stakeholders after
this, and finalising the policy by the end of 2019.
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The MDBA has not been provided any documentation on progress with this work.
Compact Action 3.9 – Improve measurement of floodplain harvesting and overland flow
Queensland have indicated verbally that a project is on track to deliver an environmental scan by
January 2019 with a view to developing a state-wide overland flow policy by 30 April 2019, and an
implementation framework by 30 June 2019 – the due date in the Compact for this action.
The MDBA has not been provided any documentation on progress with this work.
Compact Action 4.1 and 4.2 – Completion of WRPs
Queensland was the first state to submit a Water Resource Plan for accreditation under the Basin
Plan, the Warrego-Paroo-Nebine, which was accredited on 15 June 2017. The remaining Queensland
WRPs have been adequately progressed, and are likely to meet the due date 30 June 2019.
Queensland is encouraged to continue its good work in progressing these WRPs.
Queensland (Work program)
Queensland has completed or is on-track to meeting a number of work program actions in the areas
of transparency and accountability (QLD 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5), compliance and enforcement framework
(QLD 2.3), metering and measurement (QLD 3.6, 3.7, 3.9), finalising water resource plans (QLD 4.1,
4.2, 4.3), and protection and management of environmental water (QLD 5.1, 5.2, 5.3). The MDBA is
unable to assess around half of Queensland’s work program actions due to the limited supporting
information provided or available publicly.

Recommendations for Queensland
While Queensland appears to be progressing its Compact commitments, it has provided inadequate
information to conduct assurance over many actions, and a small number of Compact timelines have
been missed. While short delays on key issues such as the Queensland metering policy (3.1 – 3.6)
may be acceptable if this results in a higher quality outcome, it would assist with confidence in the
process if Queensland were to clarify when its commitments will be met and when there will be
opportunities for stakeholder input.
To this end, it is recommended that Queensland build on its initial stakeholder engagement by
providing a public report on progress with its Compact commitments and opportunities for
stakeholder input as soon as practicable.
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Table 3 The MDBA’s findings for each of Queensland's Compliance Compact actions.
Actions for
each Status

Status

Actions

2018 Commitments

Completed or substantially complete

9/42

Insufficient evidence provided

4/42

Not complete

2/42

1.1
2.2
2.3
3.8
QLD 1.1
QLD 1.2
QLD 1.3
QLD 1.5
QLD 5.3
QLD 1.4
QLD 2.1
QLD 3.3
QLD 3.4
1.2(a)
1.2(c)

Forward Commitments

Adequate Progress

10/42

Insufficient evidence provided

17/42

Inadequate Progress

0/42
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4.1
QLD 2.3
QLD 3.6
QLD 3.7
QLD 3.9
QLD 4.1
QLD 4.2
QLD 4.3
QLD 5.1
QLD 5.2
1.2(b)
2.1
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.9
3.10
5.2
QLD 1.6
QLD 2.2
QLD 3.1
QLD 3.2
QLD 3.5
QLD 3.8
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2.4 South Australia
South Australia (SA) has expressed the view that their performance should be assessed against the
commitments and timeframes provided in Schedule 5, as this Schedule details the actions that SA
was able to commit to in order to achieve the outcomes intended under the five elements of the
Compact with the resourcing available to them. Notwithstanding this, SA has met its Compact
commitments for 2018, noting that it also has relatively mature compliance arrangements in place.
This is a highly credible outcome.
Out of SA’s 44 Compact action and work program actions, 43 have been identified as completed or
adequately progressed towards completion and one has been unable to be assessed due to
insufficient information being provided. While overall progress against Compact commitments has
been substantial, the MDBA has some minor concerns regarding the alignment of the Compact
actions and the SA Work Program.

Progress on actions
Compact Action 1.2(b) – Improve transparency of information
The current SA water register provides information on current permits, licences, allocations and
approvals. Real-time river-level and flow information, groundwater information, water allocation
announcements, information on water resource availability, and the principles that guide the
process for allocation announcements and other water management rules are publicly available.
Access to the register is open to the public but knowledge of individual licence numbers is required
to access information on permits, allocations and approvals, thereby limiting the utility of the
database for the public. It is understood that South Australia is actively considering ways of
expanding access of this information to the public without breaching privacy laws, through a project
to develop a new state water register.
Where South Australia elects to exclude any requirements outlined under 1.2(b), it should be clearly
outlined and supported by justification as per the compact action.
In addition, consideration should be given to improving the accessibility of information by including
links to all relevant sources of SA water information and management rules in a single point on SA’s
webpage.
Compact Action 3.1 (focusing on 3.3 and 3.5) – Metering policy and implementation plan
In developing the Compact it was agreed that SA would deliver all Metering and Measurement
actions by 30 June 2019, as per the South Australian Work Program.
This action has been adequately progressed, and is likely to meet the due date of 30 June 2019.
South Australia has lodged drafting instructions with their legislative drafters to amend the Natural
Resources Management (Financial Provisions) Regulations 2005 (Regulations) to provide a guide for
the SA metering and implementation policy. These drafting instructions request changes to a range
of SA regulations that will bring SA meter accuracy in line with Australian Standard 4747 for non-
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urban water metering. Once all relevant regulations have been finalised, the existing SA metering
policy should be updated to more fully meet the requirement of action 3.1 (3.2-3.6).
Compact Action 4.1 and 4.2 – Completion of WRPs
South Australia’s WRP has been adequately progressed, and is likely to meet the due date 30 June
2019.
South Australia submitted its pilot WRP (South Australian Murray Region) for assessment and
accreditation on 8 January 2018, provided the MDBA with a first draft of the River Murray WRP for
review in July 2018, and released its state Water Allocation Plan for the River Murray for public
consultation in July 2018. In addition, South Australia has progressed the draft Eastern Mount Lofty
Ranges WRP and is anticipated to submit it for assessment in December 2018.

Other observations
Other observations include:








As required for action 1.2(a), South Australia has provided some information for the
reporting of significant water management decisions involving discretion that are not
related to compliance actions. However, the MDBA has identified a number of decisions
involving discretion that South Australia should update its reporting on in order to fully meet
this action.
As required for action 2.1, South Australia has published a revised compliance framework
addressing most of the requirements of recommendation 6 of the MDBA Water Compliance
Review.
South Australia has provided some evidence supporting their progress against action 5.1,
however it has not been sufficient to demonstrate their progress towards the
implementation of Pre-requisite Policy Measures (PPM) by the due date of 30 June 2019.
While South Australia has been in consultation with the MDBA, it would be helpful for SA to
publish an update on progress with this work.
MDBA’s findings for all South Australia’s actions relating to the Compact key themes and
individual work program are set out in Table 4 below. Refer to Appendix D for the South
Australian Compact report.

Recommendations for South Australia
The MDBA recommends that South Australia:
1. Review the SA work program to ensure it better aligns and includes all the requirements of the
Compact key theme actions.
2. Consider publishing an updated schedule of progress regarding implementation of SA’s
commitments on PPMs (action 5.1).
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Table 4 The MDBA’s findings for each of South Australia’s Compliance Compact actions.
Status

Actions for
each Status

Actions

2018 Commitments

Completed or substantially complete

28/44

Insufficient evidence provided

0/44

Not complete

0/44

1.1
1.2(a)
1.2(c)
2.1
2.2
2.3
3.8
SA 1.1
SA 1.2
SA 1.3
SA 1.4
SA 2.1
SA 2.2
SA 2.3
SA 2.4
SA 2.5
SA 2.6
SA 2.7
SA 2.8
SA 2.9
SA 2.10
SA 2.12
SA 3.1
SA 3.5
SA 3.6
SA 3.7
SA 3.9
SA 3.10
SA 4.1

Forward Commitments

Adequate Progress

13/44

Insufficient evidence provided

1/44

Inadequate Progress

0/44
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1.2(b)
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.10
4.1
SA 2.11
SA 3.2
SA 3.3
SA 3.4
SA 3.8
5.1
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2.5 Australian Capital Territory
The ACT have completed many of the Compact actions which are due in 2018, and is progressing
well to achieving forward commitments outlined in the Compact. The risk of non-compliance in the
ACT is relatively low.
Out of the Australian Capital Territory’s (ACT) 37 Compact action and work program actions, 36 have
been identified as completed or adequately progressed towards completion and one has been
unable to be assessed due to insufficient information being provided. While the MDBA recognises
that water take in the ACT is small compared to other jurisdictions, there are still a number of
opportunities to improve transparency of information and of the level of detail provided on their
work program. The ACT should therefore consider the recommendations and observations in this
report to ensure their continued commitment to the Compact.

Progress on actions
Compact Action 1.2(b) – Improve transparency of information
The ACT Water Resources public register is a free and publicly available database containing licence,
allocation, access entitlement information, and location of licenced bores. Updates to the register
were made in early November to enable easier access to water licence and entitlement information.
However, entitlement information, real-time information on flows and water management rules are
located on the websites of different agencies. For example, the location of surface water take and
real-time stream flow data is available on the BoM website, ACT’s approach to water management is
set out in the ACT Water Strategy, environmental water is managed under the Water Resource Act
2007 and the Environmental Flow Guidelines 2013, and the total levels of take are published in
MDBA’s water take reports.
Recognising the proportion of water utilised in the ACT is small compared to other areas in the
Basin, the ACT compliance risk is considered to be low. Nevertheless, there is an opportunity to
improve transparency of information by providing a single point of reference and accessibility to the
public. ACT should consider providing reference links of relevant websites with ACT water
information on their water register landing page.
Compact Action 3.1 (focusing on 3.3 and 3.5) – Metering policy and implementation plan
The ACT has Work Program actions for metering and measurement that do not align clearly with
Compact commitments 3.1, 3.3 and 3.5. Assessment of the ACT’s work on their Work Program
actions has found that the ACT Water Meter Installation, Maintenance and Replacement Guide 2015
(Guide) is largely consistent with the Basin Compact Commitments around metering and
measurement. The ACT provides that the ‘no meter, no pump’ policy is standard practice for all
licensed water take in the ACT as all licences include a condition to have a meter installed. However,
AS4747 is yet to be applied across all meters under the Guide – in particular to those under the
5,000ML/year priority meter threshold. The ACT should consider updating their Work Program
actions and the Guide to better reflect the metering and measurement requirements of the
Compact.
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Compact Action 4.1 and 4.2 – Completion of WRPs
The ACT’s WRP has been adequately progressed, and is likely to meet the due date 30 June 2019.
The ACT and the MDBA continue to work closely to update documents for the surface water WRP
and the groundwater WRP. Relevant amendments to ACT legislation is progressing and on track to
be finalised ahead of incorporation into the draft WRPs in late 2018. The final WRPs are on track to
be submitted to the MDBA for assessment in early 2019.

Other observations
Other observations include:





For action 1.2(a) the ACT could consider reporting on a wider range of discretionary
decisions, for example the power to impose temporary restrictions on water take.
As a part of their revised compliance framework (as required for action 2.1) the ACT has not
published :
o annual audit priorities
o protocols for entitlement holders to follow in the event of meter failure
o the location of compliance activities
o training of compliance staff.
The ACT has published a metering policy and implementation plan (as required by action
3.1), however the plan does not include detail regarding:
o improvement of meter accuracy of all meters within the ACT (action 3.2).
o metering of all high risk take by December 2019 (action 3.5).

The MDBA’s findings for all ACT actions relating to the Compact key themes and individual work
program are set out in Table 5 below. Refer to Appendix E for the Australian Capital Territory
Compact report.

Recommendations for the ACT
The MDBA recommends that the Australian Capital Territory:
1. Review their work program to ensure it better aligns with the Compact key actions.
2. Consider updating the ACT Water Meter Installation, Maintenance and Replacement Guide 2015
to better reflect the requirements of the relevant Compact actions (ie. 3.1-3.5).
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Table 5 The MDBA’s findings for each of the Australian Capital Territory’s Compliance Compact actions.
Status

Actions for
each Status

Actions

2018 Commitments

Completed or substantially complete

33/37

Insufficient evidence provided

0/37

Not complete

0/37

1.1
1.2(a)
1.2(b)
1.2(c)
2.1
2.2
2.3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.8
ACT 1.1
ACT 1.2
ACT 1.3
ACT 1.4
ACT 1.5
ACT 2.1
ACT 2.2
ACT 2.3
ACT 2.4
ACT 2.5
ACT 2.6
ACT 3.1
ACT 3.2
ACT 3.3
ACT 3.5
ACT 3.6
ACT 3.7
ACT 3.8
ACT 3.10

Forward Commitments
Adequate Progress

3/37

3.10
4.1
5.1

Insufficient evidence provided

1/37

ACT 3.11

Inadequate Progress

0/37
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2.6 Department of Agriculture and Water
Resources
All of the Department of Agriculture and Water Resources (the Department) Compact and work
program actions have been identified as completed or adequately progressed towards completion.
The MDBA’s findings for all of the Department’s actions relating to the Compact key themes and
individual work program are described below and set out in Table 6. Refer to Appendix F for the
Department’s Compact report.
1. Transparency and accountability
The Department’s only action related to this theme was to conduct a review into the current
selection process used to appoint Murray–Darling Basin Authority members by 31 August 2018. This
review was completed in November 2018 when the final report was circulated to Basin States. It is
anticipated that the review outcomes will be considered by the MDB Ministerial Council in due
course.
The Department also commissioned a review of joint governments’ governance arrangements on
behalf of the Basin Officials Committee, as per Compact Action 1.4. This review is currently in train
and expected to be complete by 31 December 2018 or soon thereafter.
2. Compliance and enforcement frameworks
The Department’s actions related to this theme involve providing extra funding to the MDBA to
undertake compliance activities, and the drafting of legislative amendments in line with the findings
and recommendations made in the Murray–Darling Basin Water Compliance Review.
Additional funding of $9.13m has been provided to the MDBA to support its compliance program
over the next three years. The Department has prepared draft legislative amendments in line with
the findings and recommendations made in the Murray–Darling Basin Water Compliance Review.
The commitments have therefore been assessed as complete.
4. Finalising water resource plans
The Department’s actions related to this theme involve water resource plans and the linkages
between the Department and the MDBA regarding the accreditation of WRPs, and between the
Department and Basin States regarding the linking of funding to WRP delivery.
The Department did not provide any supporting evidence to demonstrate the completion or
progress of these actions. The MDBA was able to confirm internally that:




For Work Program action 4.1 and 4.3 the Department has engaged with Basin States
regarding their intention to link funding under the National Partnerships Agreement (NPA)
to progress on WRP accreditation and compliance reform.
For Work Program action 4.2 the Department has established a team that meets with the
MDBA regularly to discuss WRP accreditation and related policy issues.
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These commitments have therefore been assessed as complete or making adequate progress.
5. Protecting and managing environmental water
The Department’s action related to this theme involves committing to providing timely funding to
Basin States for the delivery of supply and constraint measures and the roll-out of efficiency
measure programs.
The commitment to funding of these activities is set out in the Intergovernmental Agreement for
Basin Plan implementation, or for the efficiency measures program, in the Water Act 2007.
The roll out of supply, constraints and efficiency measures will be a challenging issue over the next 5
years to 2024 when all work is to be completed. The MDBA will publish an annual progress report on
this work.
Table 6 The MDBA’s findings for each of Department of Agriculture and Water Resources Compliance Compact actions.
Actions for
each Status

Status

Actions

2018 Commitments

Completed or substantially complete

5/8

Not complete

0/8

Insufficient evidence provided

0/8

1.4
DAWR 1.8
DAWR 2.6
DAWR 2.7
DAWR 4.2

Forward Commitments
Adequate Progress

3/8

Inadequate Progress

0/8

Insufficient evidence provided

0/8
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3. Recommendations
LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS
1. NEW SOUTH WALES
1.1

1.2

1.3

Consider including links to all relevant sources of NSW water information in a consolidated
webpage, in order to improve transparency and accessibility of the information (Action
1.2(b)).
Consider publishing an updated schedule of progress regarding implementation of NSW
commitments on PPMs (NSW Work Program Action 5.2(a)).
Work with the MDBA and the Australian Government on the development of
contingency arrangements in case not all of the NSW WRPs are accredited by 30 June
2019.
2. VICTORIA

2.1
2.2

Finalise its review of governance arrangements for non-urban water compliance and
enforcement as soon as possible (action 1.1 and Work Program action 1.1).
Publish progress reports on:
a. improving the transparency of information about water take under entitlements
by 30 June 2019 (action 1.2(b), 2.1 and Work Program action 2.1).
b. the development of meter implementation plans (action 3.1).
c. implementing their PPMs by 30 June 2019 (action 5.1).

3.1

3. QUEENSLAND
While Queensland appears to be progressing its Compact commitments, it has provided
inadequate information to conduct assurance over many actions, and a small number of
Compact timelines have been missed. While short delays on key issues such as the
Queensland metering policy (3.1 – 3.6) may be acceptable if this results in a higher
quality outcome, it would assist with confidence in the process if Queensland were to
clarify when its commitments will be met and when there will be opportunities for
stakeholder input.
To this end, it is recommended that Queensland provide a public report on progress
with its Compact commitments as soon as practicable. Noting that initial engagement
with key stakeholder bodies has commenced with the Water Engagement Forum.
4. SOUTH AUSTRALIA

4.1

4.2

Review work program to ensure it better aligns and includes all the requirements of the
Compact key theme actions, for example in relation to reporting of significant water
management decisions (action 1.2(a)) and transparency of information (action 1.2(b)).
Consider publishing an updated schedule of progress regarding implementation of SA’s
commitments on PPMs (action 5.1)
5. AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY

5.1

Review their work program to ensure it better aligns with the Compact key actions.
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5.2

Consider updating the ACT Water Meter Installation, Maintenance and Replacement
Guide 2015 to better reflect the requirements of the relevant Compact actions (ie. 3.13.5).
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PART B – Independent Assurance
Committee Assurance Report
Assessment of MDBA progress on Compliance Compact
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Executive Summary
Background
The Murray–Darling Basin Compliance Compact (Compact) was agreed by the Murray–Darling Basin
Ministerial Council (Ministerial Council) on 6 June 2018. The Compact includes provisions to assess,
verify and annually report on the extent to which progress on commitments under the Compact has
been embedded into each jurisdiction’s ongoing practices.
A component of the Compact annual report is an assurance report of Murray–Darling Basin
Authority’s (MDBA) progress, prepared by the Independent Assurance Committee (IAC) (this report).
The IAC was established by the MDBA in February 2018 to provide independent, expert advice on
the design, implementation and adequacy of the MDBA’s Basin Plan compliance program.
The IAC carried out its assurance assessment by analysing the evidence provided in the MDBA’s selfassessment report (of progress on its commitments under the Compact) and seeking additional
information where the report was unclear or deficient. The evidence included the documents,
websites and other public information included in the self-assessment, as well as additional
information (for example emails or screen shots) provided by the MDBA on request.
The amount and nature of additional detail sought by the IAC to support its findings varied
depending on its assessment of the quality and completeness of material provided by the MDBA,
and the priority of the commitment. Priority levels were determined by the IAC on the basis of an
assessment of the significance of each action using a risk assessment tool in the methodology. This
considered the impact of the action on stakeholder confidence and on delivering substantial
compliance reform. Ten of the 31 actions were rated by the IAC as high priority.
The methodology adopted by the IAC to evaluate the self-assessment was consistent with that used
by the MDBA in assessing the performance of the other jurisdictions.

Findings
The MDBA’s self-report was thorough and fairly objective on its own progress although there were
some areas where the IAC needed to seek further clarification and supplementary information.
Additionally, the IAC advised the MDBA that it should also seek information from DAWR on its
performance under the Compact, either to be included as part of the MDBA self-report or as part of
the broader assurance report on jurisdictions.
Overall, the MDBA has made considerable progress with most of its Compact obligations. However,
three of the 10 actions rated by the IAC as high priority in this assessment are considered to have
had inadequate progress at the time of the review, as highlighted in the status table below.
The IAC found that 20 out of 31 actions were complete. While these actions are complete in terms of
meeting the Compact requirements, the MDBA will need to ensure that it continues to pay attention
to those actions that are ongoing or require regular review and updating. Actions in this category
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include maintaining internal governance, a culture of compliance, and adequate resourcing of the
compliance function; ensuring the effectiveness of the network of compliance practitioners; and
maintaining the currency of online resources. This will be best done by reviewing and amending the
compliance work plan to ensure these matters are not lost or forgotten.
Five of the 31 actions are substantially complete but additional work is needed either to provide
formal completion or meet a satisfactory standard. Examples include the guidelines for consistent
reporting of compliance activities (which do not include the location to which compliance activity
related) and improvement of the online register of compliance activities.
Two related actions were not yet completed but are likely to be completed soon – publication of the
SDL Reporting and Accounting Framework and the publication of communication materials about
SDL compliance and accounting arrangements.
Four of the actions are showing inadequate progress. These are:


With Basin States, to scope out a proposal for a Basin-wide system to provide real time
advice on environmental watering (PA 1.3).



With Basin States, to agree guidelines for reviewing metering thresholds (PA 3.3(iv)).



With Basin States, to set a timetable for delivering a comprehensive range of patternapproved meters (PA 3.8).



Publish a practice note on floodplain harvesting (MDBA 3.4).

The IAC acknowledges that where actions are to be jointly carried out by the MDBA and Basin States,
progress will depend both on the MDBA’s ability to successfully engage states, and on states’ own
commitment to joint actions.
The status of Compact actions for which the MDBA has responsibility is shown in Table 7 below. The
actions rated as high priority by the IAC in this assessment are identified in a separate column.
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Table 7 The IAC’s findings for each of the Murray Darling Basin Authority’s Compliance Compact actions.

STATUS

NUMBER

ACTIONS
HIGH PRIORITY ACTIONS

OTHER ACTIONS

Complete - monitor for ongoing
implementation or improvement

20/31

PA1.1
MDBA 2.5
PA 4.2
MDBA 4.1
MDBA 5.1

MDBA 1.4
MDBA 1.5
MDBA 1.6
MDBA 1.7
PA 2.2
MDBA 2.1
MDBA 2.2
MDBA 2.3
MDBA 3.1
MDBA 3.2
MDBA 3.3
PA 4.3
MDBA 4.2
MDBA 4.3
PA 5.4

Substantially complete - some additional
action required

5/31

PA 2.1

MDBA 1.2
MDBA 1.3
PA 2.3
MDBA 2.4

Not complete by due date but likely to be
complete within acceptable timeframe

2/31

MDBA 1.1

MDBA 3.5

4/31

PA 3.3(iv)
PA 3.8
MDBA 3.4

PA 1.3

Inadequate progress

Recommendations
A complete list of recommendations is provided at Chapter 6.
The most significant concern the four actions where progress is inadequate. These relate to
environmental watering, metering and floodplain harvesting. All of the matters are of high public
interest and inaction will erode the considerable progress that has been made in rebuilding public
confidence in the management of Basin water. Not only are the issues associated with these
recommendations complex, they all require the cooperation and agreement of the signatories to the
Compact. The most direct way to overcome this impediment is to report these matters to the
Ministerial Council and seek its commitment and direction to get this work done.
The remainder of the recommendations relate to relatively minor matters that could be described as
closing out on detail.
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1. Transparency and accountability
Compact priority actions
Compact Priority Action 1.1
Each Basin State and the MDBA will review internal governance arrangements to ensure a
strong culture of compliance that is led ‘from the top’. Review outcomes may include
publishing a statement of obligations, Ministerial letters of expectations or similar (including
an expectation of regulatory best practice; a regulatory policy that is endorsed by the highest
responsible body), compliance metrics as a performance indicator for executive staff and
ethics training for compliance staff. By 31/12/2018
The IAC rated Compact priority action 1.1 as high priority. Governance arrangements and a strong
compliance culture are fundamental to embedding good practice into organisations.
This commitment was met by the due date.
The MDBA used the Murray–Darling Basin Water Compliance Review (MDB Compliance Review) as its
internal review of governance. The governance arrangements that have been put in place appear
reasonable and fit for purpose, and are likely to ensure a strong culture of compliance that is led ‘from
the top’. The Authority has a standing agenda item for compliance and the Chair of the IAC reports to
each meeting.

Compact Priority Action 1.3
The Australian Government will scope out with Basin States a proposal for a Basin-wide
system to provide publicly accessible, real time advice on environmental watering. By
30/9/2018
Although this commitment was partially met by the due date, the IAC considered that progress was
inadequate.
The MDBA has completed a scoping specification report (October 2018) but this work has not been
progressed jointly with states. There is an apparent lack of collective commitment from some states
and DAWR, which would facilitate a joint approach, with some states seeking funding in order to
develop their own individual portals.
The intention of this commitment is that there would be a single, Basin-wide system; a collaborative
approach is essential, and the jurisdictions are urged to re-commit to a Basin-wide system.
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MDBA work program actions
MDBA 1.1
The MDBA will publish a Sustainable Diversion Limit reporting and accounting framework. By
30/9/2018
The IAC rated MDBA 1.1 as high priority. The objectives of the Water Act 2007 (Cth) and Basin Plan
2012 (Cth) cannot be met unless SDLs are complied with and public confidence in the integrity of SDL
reporting and accounting is essential.
The action is not yet complete. The cause of the delay has been explained, in part, by amendments
to the Basin Plan which have affected treatment of SDL reporting and compliance. A draft
framework was published in July 2018, and the final is expected to be endorsed by the MDBA in late
November 2018. It will be important that the framework correctly reflects the complex legal
provisions relating to SDL accounting. The MDBA has confirmed that the framework has been
informed by relevant legal advice.

MDBA 1.2
The MDBA will publish guidelines for the consistent reporting of compliance activities. By
30/09/2018.
The action has been completed, with publication of a template for reporting compliance activities.
Basin States and the MDBA have commenced reporting using the template.
The template does not include reporting of the location to which compliance activity related. It was
a requirement of Compact priority action 2.1 that compliance activities be reported ‘by location’ (see
element (f) in action 2.1). MDBA has advised that it agrees that reporting of compliance activity by
location is desirable and will consider adding location for the 2019-2020 template in consultation
with Basin States.

MDBA 1.3
The MDBA will report publicly on compliance and enforcement activities, in line with
guidelines for the consistent reporting of compliance activities. Annually from 30/9/2018
The action was done in 2018 by the due date. The MDBA’s reporting has been done in accordance
with the template referred to in action MDBA 1.2.
The IAC notes (see above) that the template needs to record the location to which compliance
activities related. The MDBA has advised that it also maintains a public record of compliance and
enforcement allegations (‘register of compliance matters’) which records the MDBA’s timeliness of
response, and the location to which allegations relate.
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MDBA 1.4
The MDBA has published information on how members of the public can make an allegation
of non-compliance, such as water theft: https://www.mdba.gov.au/Basin-plan-roll-out/Basinwide-compliance-review/report-breach-Basin-plan.
The action is complete and adequate. The website permits online reporting of allegations in a simple
format.

MDBA 1.5
On 14 December 2017 the MDBA established a dedicated Office of Compliance:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/media/mr/compliance-improvements-track.
The action is complete and adequate, with the Office of Compliance established and operational.

MDBA 1.6
On 12 February 2018 the MDBA established an Independent Assurance Committee:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/media/mr/independent-assurance-committee-strengthen-Basinwide-compliance.
The action is complete and adequate. The IAC members are independent, and it has been meeting
regularly and operating as intended, since its establishment, with its reports to the Authority publicly
available.

MDBA 1.7
The MDBA will implement a targeted APS Code of Conduct training. In addition to current
ethics training as part of the implementation of the APS Code of Conduct training, the
Australian Government will introduce integrity awareness training at the Department of
Agriculture and Water Resources. By 31/12/2018
The MDBA has implemented its part of this action. Training requirements include annual refresher
courses for existing employees and mandatory training as part of induction for new employees.

Conclusions
The MDBA has made substantial progress in the area of improving transparency and accountability.
The delay with one action (MDBA 1.1) was unavoidable, however, concern is expressed about the
apparent lack of commitment to a Basin-wide portal on environmental watering (Compact priority
action 1.3).
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Recommendations
1.1 Ministerial Council be asked to confirm its commitment, and direct that work be done, to achieve a
common Basin-wide portal for information on environmental watering (Compact priority action 1.3).
1.2 The MDBA revise the compliance activity reporting template to add the location of compliance activity
(MDBA 1.2, MDBA 1.3).
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2. Compliance and enforcement
frameworks
Compact priority actions
Compact Priority Action 2.1
Each Basin State and the MDBA will publish a revised compliance framework addressing the
requirements of recommendation 6 of the MDB Compliance Review. By 31/12/2018
The IAC rated Compact priority action 2.1 as high priority. An effective framework is the foundation
for good compliance and enforcement and the Murray–Darling Basin Water Compliance Review
(2017) sets out the requirements of an effective framework in its recommendation 6:
a) a risk-based strategy for guiding compliance monitoring effort
b) annual audit priorities
c) an escalation pathway to apply once non-compliance is detected
d) a mandatory protocol for entitlement holders to follow in the event of meter failure (State
only)
e) a statement of the penalties and sanctions regime, and any improvements required
f) annual reporting of data on compliance activities by location including the timeliness with
which allegations are addressed
g) provisions to ensure compliance staff are adequately trained
h) a program of community awareness and education including a program to ensure that
water plans, licences and management rules are expressed as simply as possible and guides for
these instruments are published
i) a program to ensure information about entitlements, allocations, licence conditions, meter
readings, account balances and so on are easily accessible to the public in real-time (State
only)
j) a program to ensure meters are identified by a unique reference number, and entitlement
and pump details are publicly accessible (State only)
k) a commitment to effectiveness and efficiency, including the adoption of new technologies
l) adequate resourcing based on a cost recovery pathway, with compliance budgets protected
from the normal exigencies of government budgets.
The MDBA has published a revised framework however some additional work is required to meet all
of the elements of what has been deemed an effective framework –


The MDBA’s Compliance and Enforcement Policy 2018-21 does not include a
statement of penalties under the Water Act 2007 (Cth) or of improvements required.
This recommendation of the compliance review was aimed at attempting to achieve
some consistency in the levels of penalty across the Basin.
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The MDBA’s annual compliance activity reporting records timeliness of compliance
activity but not location of allegations. Location of allegations is however available
from the MDBA’s online ‘register of compliance matters’.
MDBA is developing a compliance capability plan which will include training
requirements but this is not yet finalised.

Compact Priority Action 2.2
Basin States and the MDBA will establish a network of water compliance practitioners, coordinated by the MDBA, to promote best practice and innovation in water compliance. Initial
topics will include training and certification for water compliance officers, development of
compliance standards, and collaboration on the use of new technology in compliance
(including remote sensing). By 30/9/2018
The network (now referred to as a Community of Practice) was established as a committee of the
Australasian Environmental Law Enforcement and Regulators Network (AELERT) in July 2018,
meeting for the first time in November 2018. Agenda items include culture and governance, design
or penalty regimes, and operations (including use of new technology), but not specifically training
and certification of officers.

Compact Priority Action 2.3
The MDBA and Basin States will develop protocols in relation to MDBA’s Basin Plan
compliance and enforcement actions with a view to ensuring effective, transparent and
efficient outcomes on water theft. Protocols will:
a) cover how allegations of non-compliance by individual entitlement holders will be
coordinated in each jurisdiction.
b) explain arrangements both before and after accreditation of WRPs.
c) be published on the MDBA website. By 31/12/2018
This commitment is likely to be partially or wholly met by the due date.
A generic draft protocol, used as basis for protocol discussions with states, addresses the two required
elements, as well as other matters. The ACT has signed a protocol, but it is not yet published on the
website. The MDBA advises that other states’ protocols are expected to follow shortly.
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MDBA work program actions
MDBA 2.1
The MDBA will commence an audit program to provide assurance of state reporting on Basin
Plan compliance and publish its audit reports and assurance reporting. By 30/6/2018
The action is complete, with initial audit engagement notices issued in June 2018. The MDBA’s audit
program in relation to state reporting on Basin Plan compliance for 2018-19 concentrates on water
trade price reporting. There are additional ‘assurance engagements’ planned.
One assurance report has been published (Review of the Northern Rivers Connectivity Event, October
2018). The MDBA role in this review was appropriate, and includes recommendations aimed at
encouraging continuous improvement. The report was completed in a thorough and timely way.

MDBA 2.2
The MDBA will review and revise its web site content with respect to its work on compliance.
By 30/6/2018
The action is complete. The revised website for the MDBA’s compliance and enforcement activities is
adequate.

MDBA 2.3
On 14 December 2017 the MDBA published its revised protocol for handling and escalating
allegations of non-compliance: https://www.mdba.gov.au/Basin-plan-roll-out/Basin-widecompliance-review/action-compliance-review.
The action is complete. The protocol is adequate.

MDBA 2.4
On 14 December 2017 the MDBA published its online register to report on the handling and
progress of compliance matters reported to the organisation:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/Basin-plan-roll-out/Basin-wide-compliance-review/actioncompliance-review.
The action is complete. IAC has identified shortcomings with the register, in that it:




is not yet accessible through the MDBA page ‘compliance and enforcement documents’
is in the form of a static document updated from time to time (not specified) rather than a
real-time report (current publication is dated October 2018)
does not clearly identify close-out arrangements and final reporting on the outcome of
compliance allegations.
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Consideration should be given to establishing an online register that is updated in real time, as
changes occur in the progress of an allegation. The register should be accessed through a clear link
from the MDBA’s compliance and enforcement homepage. An online link to the existing register
should be replaced or relocated, as the document could not be found online.

MDBA 2.5
The MDBA will address the details of its review of internal governance arrangements as noted
in action 1.1 when it publishes its revised compliance and enforcement policy. By 30/9/2018
The IAC rated action MDBA 2.5 as high priority. Governance arrangements and a strong compliance
culture are fundamental to compliance and enforcement success.
The revised Compliance and Enforcement Policy was published in June 2018.

Conclusions
The MDBA has made considerable progress on its commitments relating to the compliance and
enforcement frameworks.

Recommendations
2.1 The MDBA act promptly to complete outstanding matters in priority action 2.1 to achieve a fully
compliant framework.
2.2 The MDBA consider a real-time register of progress on compliance allegations and ensure that the
register is available directly from the compliance and enforcement homepage.
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3. Metering and measurement
Compact priority actions
Compact Priority Action 3.3(iv) Meter Coverage
Basin States and the MDBA will agree guidelines for reviewing metering thresholds. By 30 June
2019.
Action 3.3(iv) complements a larger and more immediate commitment - that meter coverage,
including the basis on which meter thresholds have been set, will form part of each state’s metering
policy and implementation plan, to be published by 31 December 2018 (priority action 3.1).
The IAC rated priority action 3.3(iv) as a high priority. The need for universal metering was an
important theme of the Independent investigation into NSW water management and compliance
(Matthews, 2017), and was reiterated by the Murray–Darling Basin Water Compliance Review, which
recommended that 95% of meterable take be metered. During development of the Compact, states
did not agree to a longer-term target to meter all water take but did agree to work with the MDBA
towards a consistent method for determining a threshold for metering. This agreement is expressed
in priority action 3.3(iv). The Independent Reviewer for the Compact remarked in relation to this
commitment that there was community demand for universal measurement of water extractions,
and urged the states to pursue a volumetric threshold, and agree a timely date for implementing
such a threshold.
Little progress appears to have been made on this action. The MDBA advises that it is leading this
action by developing a discussion paper with state contacts. A teleconference between the MDBA
and Basin State representatives is planned for early 2019, to discuss an approach to developing
guidelines for reviewing meter thresholds.

Compact Priority Action 3.8
The Australian Government and Basin States will work with other jurisdictions, testing
laboratories, meter manufacturers and industry to set a timetable for delivering a
comprehensive range of pattern approved meters. By 31/12/2018
The IAC rated priority action 3.8 as a high priority. Bringing a comprehensive range of pattern
approved meters to the market is critical to implementing consistent metering of water take.
This action is not complete and progress is considered inadequate.
The MDBA has been working with meter manufacturers and relevant bodies in order to progress
pattern approved meters, and with states to better define indicative needs.
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However, the MDBA has advised that the action may not be deliverable in accordance with the way
it is worded, and noted the difficulty for jurisdictions to set the timetable for delivery of a
comprehensive range of pattern approved meters.
The MDBA plans to work with the states to produce a list of available and soon to be available
pattern approved meters, including approved flow-rates; and then prepare a statement on the
metering needs across the Basin, derived from the advice of each state.
As a joint action, the MDBA has taken the lead to date. The work has not progressed sufficiently to
determine whether the intent of the action will be met. The MDBA and Basin states must confirm
the arrangements and commit to completing this action by 30 March 2019.

MDBA work program actions
MDBA 3.1
The MDBA will publish guidelines for hydrometric networks and hydrological modelling. By
30/6/2018
The action was completed by the due date and is adequate.
Water information guidelines were published by the MDBA in June 2018, in response to the Basin
Compliance Review. The guidelines have since been refined in their presentation and are now
included in the Water Information Quality Assurance Framework, published October 2018. Basin
States are to have regard to the water information guidelines when publishing reviews of their water
information requirements (see priority action 3.10).

MDBA 3.2
The MDBA will publish an annual quality assurance report on hydrometric data for the River
Murray system. Annually by 31 December each year
The MDBA expects that the report will be completed by the due date. The IAC notes that the
Independent Review of River Operations Group (IRORG) will be asked to review the completed
report.

MDBA 3.3
The MDBA will publish a model improvement program for its hydrological models. By
30/6/2018
A model improvement program was published in August 2018. The MDBA has advised that all
aspects of model improvement are subject to peer review, as well as scrutiny by state-based working
groups of officials.
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MDBA 3.4
The MDBA will publish a practice note on floodplain harvesting measurement. By 30/9/2018
The IAC rated MDBA action 3.4 as a high priority. Proper water accounting, including in particular,
measuring floodplain harvesting, was an area of priority for both the Murray–Darling Basin
Compliance Review and the Compact.
The action is not complete however a substantial amount of work has been done, and the deadline
may need to be reconsidered given the complexity of the subject.
The MDBA has advised that floodplain harvesting modelling and measurement are so
interconnected that it would be best to adopt a modelling foundation and prepare four discrete but
inter-related practice notes covering –





Floodplain water balance
On-farm water balance
Floodplain harvesting
Residual inflows

The MDBA intends to publish these notes by April 2019. This action has most direct relevance to
NSW and Queensland and their cooperation and participation will be essential to concluding this
action.

MDBA 3.5
The MDBA will publish communication materials on sustainable diversion limit compliance
and accounting arrangements. By 31/12/2018
The action is partially complete. Webinars have been conducted for key stakeholders, and a Draft
Framework Summary published. Publication of the final framework is pending Authority approval
and is, therefore, likely to be completed by the due date.

Conclusions
Some commitments in this category have not been adequately progressed. Accounting for water take
is fundamental to proper water management. Compliance and enforcement programs cannot be
effective without adequate means to meter or measure water take. Failure of proper water
accounting, including by appropriate metering, was at the heart of the issues uncovered by the July
2017 Four Corners report and detailed in subsequent reviews.
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Recommendations
3.1 The Ministerial Council be asked to confirm its commitment to the actions on metering and
floodplain harvesting measurement, and direct that this work be completed in a reasonable time.
3.2 As a matter of some urgency, BOC and the MDBA agree a pathway to deliver the three outstanding
measurement actions
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4. Finalising water resource plans
Compact priority actions
Compact Priority Action 4.2
Where necessary, Basin States and the MDBA will increase resourcing for WRP development.
By 30/6/2019
The IAC rated priority action 4.2 as a high priority. Accredited water resource plans for all Basin
water resources are central to implementation of the Basin Plan, in particular, the Sustainable
Diversion Limits (SDLs).
The MDBA has increased resourcing for its water resource plan assessment function, with
documentation showing that staff resources in the WRP area (generally) have increased from 24 FTE
in December 2017 to 30 FTE at 30 September 2018. The IAC is regularly briefed on progress in this
area, and there is no doubt that this is a high priority for the MDBA.

Compact Priority Action 4.3
The MDBA will publish quarterly reports on the progress of Basin States and the MDBA with
WRP accreditation. Commenced February 2018
Reporting commenced by the due date. While early reports were not especially informative, the
most recent (September 2018) uses a helpful range of ways used to show progress, including
‘confidence charts’ indicating the MDBA’s confidence in the rate of progress. The current report
format is fit for purpose.

MDBA work program actions
MDBA 4.1
In October 2017 the MDBA published its water resource plan assessment framework:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/sites/default/files/pubs/D17-25883-WRP-Assessment-Framework16-Nov.pdf. The Murray−Darling Basin Authority is continuing to work with Basin States to
implement the framework and streamlined water resource planning processes.
The IAC rated action MDBA 4.1 as a high priority. Accredited water resource plans for all Basin
water resources are central to implementation of the Basin Plan, in particular, the SDLs.
The action is complete. The framework is concise and clear. The MDBA has committed additional
resources to assist with states’ development of water resource plans (see priority action 4.2).
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MDBA 4.2
In February 2018 the MDBA and the Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder agreed on
an approach to ensure that the Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder is consulted in
relation to water resource plans.
This action has been completed, as is evidenced by a terms-of-reference agreed by an executivelevel committee of MDBA, CEWO and DAWR, and regular meetings to discuss water resource plans.
The IAC has met with the CEWH and it is evident that consultation is occurring.

MDBA 4.3
When the Commonwealth Water Minister is considering if the Minister will accredit state
water resource plans based on the requirements of the Basin Plan, the MDBA will provide
contextual information to the Minister on compliance and enforcement arrangements in that
state.
The MDBA advises that this advice will be included as a separate Ministerial briefing accompanying
the advice on each water resource plan forwarded to the Minster for accreditation.

Conclusions
The MDBA’s efforts to ramp up activity and exert pressure on the states to progress water resource
plans, as well as to put in place a streamlined, effective accreditation process, have been substantial.
Progress overall on commitments relating to finalising water resource plans is adequate.
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5. Protecting and managing
environmental water
Compact priority actions
Compact Priority Action 5.4
The MDBA will publish and maintain a register of Basin State measures to better protect
environmental water. By 30/6/2018
The action has been met, albeit two and a half months after the due date. The MDBA has reported
that the cause of the delay was due to competing resources and the requirement to consult with the
office of the Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder.
The register as it stands is adequate. The MDBA has advised that the register will be updated as
WRPs are accredited and protocols will be established with the states to notify the MDBA when any
changes are made to state arrangements affecting environmental water.

MDBA work program actions
MDBA 5.1
As part of the water resource plan accreditation process, the MDBA will confirm that Basin
States have met the requirements of section 10.26 in the Basin Plan, to ensure that water
resource plans are consistent with the relevant environmental watering plan and the Basinwide environmental watering strategy. By 30/6/2019
The IAC rated action MDBA 5.1 as a high priority. Ensuring that water resource plans appropriately
provide for the protection and management of environmental water is one of the most significant
tools available to enable the MDBA to have a future role in compliance and enforcement relating to
environmental watering.
The action has been met and is evidenced by the assessment template used as part of the water
resource plan assessment report, published October 2018. The template includes assessment of
each required provision of chapter 10 of the Basin Plan, including s 10.26. The completed water
resource plan assessment report forms the basis of the MDBA’s assessment advice to the
Commonwealth Minister for the purposes of accreditation.

Conclusions
The MDBA’s commitments relating to protecting and managing environmental water have been
adequately met.
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6. Independent Assurance Committee
Recommendations
LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONs
1. TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
1.1

Ministerial Council be asked to confirm its commitment, and direct that work be done, to
achieve a common Basin-wide portal for information on environmental watering
(Compact priority action 1.3).

1.2

MDBA revise the compliance activity reporting template to add the location of
compliance activity (MDBA 1.2, MDBA 1.3).
2. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT FRAMEWORKS

2.1

The MDBA act promptly to complete outstanding matters in priority action 2.1 to achieve
a fully compliant framework.

2.2

The MDBA consider a real-time register of progress on compliance allegations and
ensure that the register is available directly from the compliance and enforcement
homepage.
3. METERING AND MEASUREMENT

3.1

3.2

The Ministerial Council be asked to confirm its commitment to the actions on metering
and floodplain harvesting measurement, and direct that this work be completed in a
reasonable time
As a matter of some urgency, BOC and the MDBA agree a pathway to deliver the three
outstanding measurement actions.
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PART C – Basin State and Australian
Government Progress Reports
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NSW Murray–Darling Basin Compliance Compact Report
New South Wales Compact Commitments
Table 8 New South Wales Compliance Compact Self Report on transparency and accountability commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 1.1

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Each Basin State and the MDBA will review
their internal governance arrangements for nonurban water management to ensure a strong
culture of compliance that is led ‘from the top’.
Review outcomes may include publishing a
statement of obligations, Ministerial letters of
expectations or similar (including an expectation
of regulatory best practice; a regulatory policy
that is endorsed by the highest responsible
body), compliance metrics as a performance
indicator for executive staff and ethics training
for compliance staff.
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Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

New South Wales has, through the Natural Resources
Access Regulator (NRAR) Board, established a
compliance and enforcement strategy and endorsed a
NRAR Regulatory Policy that encourages a strong culture
of compliance led from the top and a commitment to
transparency.

31 December
2018

NRAR Board minutes are published on the NRAR
website.
100%
The Minister for Primary Industries, Regional Water and
Trade and Industry issued a letter of expectations to the
NRAR Board on 27 February 2018 which sets out a clear
mandate from Government regarding NRAR’s operations.
New South Wales also published a Water Reform Action
Plan in December 2017 that demonstrates a top level
commitment to compliance and transparency across the
New South Wales government.
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 1.2 (a)

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Each Basin State will publish a reporting
framework for identified significant water
management decisions involving discretion (e.g.
the granting of exemptions to water take rules
and retrospective approvals for unlicensed
illegal works) and commence reporting in
accordance with this framework. Decisions
made should be published in an easy to access,
searchable format (e.g. on a register) and in a
timely manner as per timeframes in reporting
frameworks.
Each Basin State will publish a work program to
improve the transparency of information about
water take under entitlements, to be
implemented no later than 2025, that
addresses:



Action 1.2 (b)


Action 1.2 (c)

Real-time information on flows,
extractions and related rules in
unregulated river systems.
Location of take (e.g. Pumps, bores or
meters) and levels of take in all surface
and groundwater systems.
Changes to water registers to ensure
that information about water
entitlements and trades can be easily
accessed by the public.

The work program should be rolled out
progressively, with a priority on high risk areas,
it should respect relevant privacy laws, and
include any exemptions made by the state
should be supported by justification published
on the website of the relevant state agency.
Publicly report on compliance and enforcement
actions by location including the timeliness with
which allegations are addressed.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

30 September
2018

Commentary on progress to date

Completed

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

100%

Initial public consultation on information transparency
measures was undertaken in March/April 2018.

30 June 2019

The Water Management Act 2000 was amended in June
2018. The amendments include enabling creation of a
single point of information on water entitlements, water
licences and water work approvals.

20%

Annually, starting
30 Sept 2018
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

The Australian Government will scope out with
Basin States a proposal for a Basin-wide
30 September
Action 1.3
State commentary is optional
system to provide publicly accessible, real time
2018
advice on environmental watering.
The Australian Government and Basin States
will review joint governments’ governance
arrangements in the Basin. This review will take
31 December
Action 1.4
account of the governance recommendations in
State commentary is optional
2018
the MDB Compliance Review, and will seek to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
current arrangements.
Table 9 New South Wales Compliance Compact Self Report on compliance and enforcement framework commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Action 2.1

Each Basin State and the MDBA will publish a
revised compliance framework addressing the
requirements of recommendation 6 of the MDB
Compliance Review.

Action 2.2

Basin States and the MDBA will establish a
network of water compliance practitioners, coordinated by the MDBA, to promote best
practice and innovation in water compliance.
Initial topics will include training and certification
for water compliance officers, development of
compliance standards, and collaboration on the
use of new technology in compliance (including
remote sensing).

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)
Reporting not
required

Reporting not
required

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

31 December
2018

The NRAR has established a Regulatory Policy which
addresses a number of the requirements of
recommendation 6 of the MDBA Compliance Review. A
Regulatory Framework that addresses the remaining
requirements will be published in December 2018.

70%

30 September
2018

The NRAR will attend the first Community of Practice
hosted by the MDBA in November 2018.

Reporting not
required
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 2.3

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
MDBA and Basin States will develop protocols
in relation to MDBA’s Basin Plan compliance
and enforcement actions with a view to ensuring
effective, transparent and efficient outcomes on
water theft. Protocols will:

cover how allegations of noncompliance by individual entitlement
holders will be coordinated in each
jurisdiction.

explain arrangements both before and
after accreditation of WRPs.

be published on the MDBA website.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

31 December
2018

Commentary on progress to date

The MDBA and NRAR has an existing MoU that
addresses the majority of the protocol topics. A protocol
MDBA/NRAR document will be developed to cover the
remaining topics. The Department of Industry, Lands and
Water and Water NSW will also establish protocols with
the MDBA to address their respective responsibilities in
water management.

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

30%
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Table 10 New South Wales Compliance Compact Self Report on metering and measurement commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Action 3.1

Each Basin State will publish a metering policy
and implementation plan addressing 3.2-3.6
below.

Action 3.2

Meter accuracy:
i. All new and replacement meters must
comply with AS4747 including pattern
approval and verification, by no later
than June 2025.
ii. Commencing immediately, and until
June 2025:
a. All new and replacement
meters to comply with
AS4747 where available.
b. Where an AS4747 compliant
meter is not available the use
of an interim meter that has
been verified with a
manufacturer’s certificate of
accuracy to within +/- 5% is
acceptable.
iii. When an existing meter no longer
meets +/- 5% accuracy in the field it
must be repaired and validated so that
it is accurate to within +/- 5% in the
field, or replaced (see 3.2(i)).
iv. All meters to be periodically validated
consistent with the requirements of
AS4747.
v. Any exemptions to 3.2(i) to 3.2(iv)
made by the state to be supported by a
justification published on the relevant
state agency website.

Action 3.3

Meter coverage:

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

31 December
2018

Commentary on progress to date

Completed

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)
100% - policy,
regulation and Act
commenced 1
December 2018

100%
Policy, regulation
and Act
commenced 1
December 2018,
implementation
underway.

31 December
2018

Completed

31 December
2018

Completed

All new and
replacement meters
installed from 1
April 2019 must be
pattern-approved,
existing meters
must be verified for
accuracy and
validated.

100%
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.

v.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

All take via water entitlements to be
metered by June 2025, and a plan for
achieving this.
Any exemptions to 3.3(i) made by the
state to be supported by a justification,
such as regulatory impact statement,
published on the relevant state agency
website.
The basis upon which meter thresholds
have been set.
Basin States and the MDBA will agree
guidelines for reviewing metering
thresholds by 30 June 2019.
Once finalised, Basin States agree to
have regards to the guidelines when
reviewing meter thresholds.

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)
Policy, regulation
and Act
commenced 1
December 2018,
implementation
underway.
The metering
thresholds will result
in over 95% of
licensed
infrastructure being
accurately metered,
affecting around
60% of works.
100%

Transmission of data:
i.
Action 3.4
ii.

Action 3.5

A program to progressively automate
the reporting of water take, regardless
of how that is measured, no later than
2025.
Any exemptions to 3.4(i) made by the
state to be supported by a justification
published on the relevant state agency
website.

The highest risk take, including large users in
the Barwon-Darling, to be accurately metered
by December 2019 and will publish what
constitutes highest risk in their metering
policies. High risk take should also be
telemetered by December 2019 with any
exemptions published.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

31 December
2018

Completed

Policy, regulation
and Act
commenced 1
December 2018,
implementation
underway.
Telemetry is
required for all
surface water
works, except
pumps authorised
to be less than
200mm.
100%

31 December
2018

Completed

Policy, regulation
and Act
commenced 1
December 2018,
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)
implementation
underway.
Surface water users
with pumps 500mm
and above must be
accurately metered
and telemetered by
1 December 2019.
100%

Action 3.6

A timetable for the installation of new meters
and telemetry, and auditing and maintenance of
the metering fleet to meet the above
requirements.

Action 3.7

Each Basin State will report annually on
progress with the implementation plan, including
the relative proportion of take via AS4747
meters, interim verified meters, unverified
meters, and unmetered take

31 December
2018

Annually
commencing 30
Sept 2019

Action 3.8

Australian Government and Basin States will
work with other jurisdictions, testing
laboratories, meter manufacturers and industry
to set a timetable for delivering a
comprehensive range of pattern approved
meters.

31 December
2018

Action 3.9

NSW and Queensland will publish their
respective programs for improved measurement
of floodplain harvesting and overland flow
harvesting.

30 June 2019

Action 3.10

To provide public assurance over the quality
and coverage of water information for

30 June 2019

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Policy, regulation
and Act
commenced 1
December 2018.

Completed

Reporting for 2018 not required

To support the availability of pattern approval facilities for
larger, high-capacity meters and reduce market
barriers, the NSW Government provided funding in early
2018 to Manly Hydraulics Laboratory to enable it to seek
accreditation for testing larger non-urban water meters.
Accreditation will significantly increase the flow rates that
can be tested and approved in the Australian market for
both closed conduit and open channel meters up to 1,200
litres/second. The government has been regularly liaising
with NSW manufacturers to provide them with information
about the proposed timing and to receive feedback about
how they are proceeding with seeking pattern-approval.
Floodplain Harvesting Monitoring and Auditing Approach
released, including timeframes for release of Draft
Strategy, Finalisation and also provision for a review in 2
years, with implementation in 3 years is available on the
NSW DOI Water website.
This will be carried out in a number of way with the most
significant being the Hydrometric Review which will look

Reporting not
required

75%

80%

5%
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Due date

compliance and enforcement, including from
hydrometric networks and hydrologic models,
each Basin State will take the following actions
having regard to the MDBA water information
guidelines:
i. publish a review of its water
information requirements to identify
any gaps
ii. publish a water information
improvement program for addressing
priority issues including maintenance
backlogs.

Action 3.11

Each Basin state will report annually on their
progress against their water information
improvement program.

Action 3.12

Each Basin State will conduct and publish a
review every five years of their water
information systems.

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

at the requirements of modelling, environmental
management, compliance, water quality, operational etc.
Discussions in regards to the review have been had with
WaterNSW and roles of each organisation have been
established. A project is about to commencement to
establish the Terms of reference and a Hydrometric
Review Framework (completion expected Dec 18), in
consultation with the Commonwealth and other Basin
jurisdictions, to ensure that all clients requirements are
taken into account and that any assessment to remove or
add sites is based on a clear set of defined benefits and
outcomes. The review will be undertaken and completion
expected by June 2018.
Annually
commencing 30
Sept 2019
Every five years
commencing as
per state
programs

Reporting for 2018 not required

Reporting not
required

Reporting for 2018 not required

Reporting not
required

Table 11 New South Wales Compliance Compact Self Report on their finalising water resource plans commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #
Action 4.1

Action 4.2
Action 4.3

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Each Basin State will submit individual WRPs
for Commonwealth accreditation in accordance
with the agreed timeline published by the
MDBA.
Where necessary Basin States and the MDBA
will increase resourcing for WRP development.
The MDBA will publish quarterly reports on the
progress of Basin States and the MDBA with
WRP accreditation.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date
To enable
accreditation of
all WRPs by 30
Jun 2019
30 June 2019
Commenced Feb
2018

Commentary on progress to date
Considerable work and resource have been applied by
NSW and eight WRPs will have been put on public
exhibition by Christmas 2018. NSW remains committed to
implementing the Basin Plan in full.
NSW has increased resourcing internally and externally
for WRP development
MDBA action - reporting not required

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)
40% by End 2018
Calendar Year
100%
Reporting not
required
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Table 12 New South Wales Compliance Compact Self Report on their protecting and managing of environmental water commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 5.1

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Each Basin State will implement measures
(referred to as ‘prerequisite policy measures’) to
better protect environmental water to deliver
Basin Plan environmental outcomes in
accordance with agreed, published
implementation plans. These will be
incorporated into Basin Plan WRPs where
appropriate.
In the unregulated systems of the northern
Basin, the Queensland government will revise
their Basin Plan WRPs to include more effective
policies for the protection of environmental
water to deliver Basin Plan environmental
outcomes, particularly in the Lower Balonne.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

30 June 2019

On track - NSW

50%

30 June 2019

Nil.

NSW reporting not
required

Action 5.3

In the unregulated systems of the northern
Basin, including the Barwon-Darling River and
relevant unregulated tributaries, the New South
Wales government will trial interim and develop
enduring solutions for the better protection and
management of environmental water, including
held environmental water when left in-stream, to
deliver Basin Plan environmental outcomes.
Where appropriate, these policies will be
implemented through amendments to NSW
water sharing plans and incorporated into Basin
Plan WRPs as part of the accreditation process.

30 June 2019

Initial consultation on NSW Better Management of
Environmental Water document published and public
consultation undertaken March 2018.
Better management of environmental water: interim
solutions package document released June 2018.
Hydrological modelling of identified options is underway
and will feed into environmental and economic analysis
on the impacts and benefits of identified options for
reform.
The Better Management of Environmental Water
Snapshot Northern Basin: December 2018 will be
published in December 2018. This will provide a
summary of commitments, progress to date and next
steps.

40%

Action 5.4

The MDBA will publish and maintain a register
of Basin State measures to better protect
environmental water.

30 June 2018

MDBA action - NSW reporting not required

Reporting not
required

Action 5.2

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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New South Wales Work Program Commitments
Table 13 New South Wales Compliance Compact Self Report on their transparency and accountability Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #

Work Program Action Description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

New South Wales has, through the Natural Resources Access Regulator
(NRAR) Board, established a compliance and enforcement strategy and
endorsed a NRAR Regulatory Policy that encourages a strong culture of
compliance led from the top and a commitment to transparency.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/data/assets/pdf_file/0003/144039/NRAR
-Regulatory-Policy.pdf
NRAR Board minutes are published on the NRAR website.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/natural-resources-access-regulator

NSW 1.1

The Minister for Primary Industries, Regional Water and Trade and
Industry issued a letter of expectations to the NRAR Board on 27
February 2018 which sets out a clear mandate from Government
regarding NRAR’s operations.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/data/assets/pdf_file/0008/142793/Letterof-expectations-to-the-NRAR-Chair.pdf

Complete

Complete

Reporting not
required

30 June
2018

Compliance strategies, processes and
procedures have been reviewed. Procedures
have been updated and are available for staff
to use.

Reporting not
required

June 2019

Not yet in progress as the priority action refers
to commencing the development of this
program by June 2019

N/A as not yet in
progress

New South Wales also published a Water Reform Action Plan in
December 2017 that demonstrates a top level commitment to compliance
and transparency across the New South Wales government.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/data/assets/pdf_file/0016/136204/nswgovernm ent-water-reform-action-plan.pdf

NSW 1.2

NSW 1.3

New South Wales will review its compliance strategies processes and
procedures to ensure that decisions are made in accordance with NRAR
Regulatory Policy and that assignment of decision- making
responsibilities are clear and at the appropriate level.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/144039/NR
AR-Regulatory-Policy.pdf
New South Wales will commence the development of a program of
community awareness and education including work to ensure that water
plans, licences and management rules are expressed as simply as
possible.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Work
program
action #

NSW 1.4

NSW 1.5

NSW 1.6

NSW 1.7

NSW 1.8

NSW 1.9
NSW
1.10

Work Program Action Description

New South Wales will publish explanatory materials to inform the public
on how environmental water is managed.

New South Wales has established a state-wide non-compliance reporting
hotline and email reporting channel which includes a facility for
anonymous reporting.
New South Wales has, through the NRAR Board, published a guideline
document for reporting alleged breaches of the NSW Water Management
Act. The document includes contact details and ‘who-is-responsible-forwhat’ for compliance and enforcement in NSW and processes for timely
feedback to informants throughout the course of an investigation.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/156860/NR
AR-Compliance-with-water-legislation.pdf
New South Wales will implement comprehensive public reporting on
NSW compliance and enforcement activities, as already required under
the National Framework for Compliance and Enforcement Systems.
Reports will be published on the NRAR website.
New South Wales will implement public reporting of compliance and
enforcement activities for each NSW Water Sharing Plan—and after
2019, each NSW Water Resource Plan under the Basin Plan. Reports will
be published on the NRAR website.
New South Wales established and resourced a dedicated Taskforce and
Oversight Committee to drive implementation of the NSW Water Reform
Action Plan.
New South Wales will commission an annual independent review of
progress on the Water Reform Action Plan and publish the results

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

March 2019

Budget for Explanatory materials and
publishing approved. Responsibility assigned
to project team.
Working with the Intergovernmental Working
Group: Better Management of Environmental
Water to identify the best approach to take
with publication of this material.

5%

Complete

Complete

Reporting not
required

Complete

Complete

Reporting not
required

To
commence
Sep 2018

NRAR published, on its website, regulatory
activity for the first 100 days since the
establishment of the NRAR. Additional
statistics will be added on a standard report
format, when available.

Reporting not
required

To
commence
June 2019

On Track

Reporting not
required

Complete

April 2019

Budget for independent review allocated.
Responsibility for managing review assigned.
Information for reviewers being collated.

5%
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Work
program
action #

NSW
1.11

Work Program Action Description

New South Wales has reviewed the Code of Conduct of the Department
of Industry, as well as the departmental guidance documents covering the
handling of classified and sensitive government information.

Due date

Complete

New South Wales will review all ethics-related departmental policies,
including: Code of Conduct Policy, Fraud and Corruption Prevention
Policy, Gifts and Benefits Policy, Sponsorship Policy, ICAC Corruption
Prevention Policy, Public Interest Disclosures Policy and processes.

30 June
2018

NSW
1.13

New South Wales will update staff induction processes to emphasise
ethical and conduct obligations of staff.

30 June
2018

NSW
1.14

New South Wales has commenced a ‘speak up’ service to enable
anonymous reporting of suspected unsatisfactory conduct.

Complete

NSW
1.15

New South Wales published on 28 March 2018 a new Water Stakeholder
and Community Engagement Policy which sets out how the Department
of Industry will actively and transparently engage with a wide range of
stakeholders in development and implementation of the reforms as well
as for future water management
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/148529/IND
-I-245-Water-Stakeholder-and-Engagement-Policy.pdf

Complete

NSW
1.12

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Commentary on progress to date
The "Code of Conduct - Accountable and
Ethical Decision Making" e-learning module is
mandatory for all DOI staff (new and existing)
to complete, and covers the handling of all
Government information. (See code of conduct
link in NSW1.12).
The Department has established the ethicall service for staff to discuss ethical dilemma
confidentially. NRAR has also developed a
code of ethics and conduct document.
The "Code of Conduct - Accountable and
Ethical Decision Making" e-learning module is
mandatory for all DOI staff (new and existing)
to complete, and covers the handling of all
Government information.
The Department has also established the ethicall service for staff to discuss ethical dilemma
confidentially.
September 2018 DOI updated their induction
guide which includes key information and
support resource links such as the "Ethi-Call"
and "Speak Up" initiatives.
Of particular note is "Code of Conduct Accountable and ethical decision making"
which along with WHS Induction are now
mandatory training requirements.
The department has a Speak Up hotline
(provided by KPMG) which allows staff or
members of the public to lodge reports about
suspect fraud and other serious misconduct.

Complete

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Reporting not
required

Reporting not
required

Reporting not
required

Reporting not
required

Reporting not
required
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Table 14 New South Wales Compliance Compact Self Report on their compliance and enforecement framework Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #

NSW 2.1

Work Program Action Description
New South Wales has, through the NRAR Board, published a NRAR
Regulatory Policy which commits the NRAR to a risk-based and outcomefocused regulatory strategy that guides regulatory effort including
compliance monitoring.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/144039/NRARRegulatory-Policy.pdf

NSW 2.2

New South Wales will, through the NRAR Board, develop and maintain
annual audit priorities in accordance with the NRAR Regulatory Policy that
requires an annual risk-based operational plan detailing audit priorities. The
operational plan will be published on the NRAR website once finalised.

NSW 2.3

New South Wales will, through the NRAR Board, will develop and publish
process and procedure documents for an escalation pathway once noncompliance is detected that includes:
• clear guidance for staff in responding to non-compliance and escalating a
report of non-compliance
• protocols for the engagement senior officers and the NRAR Board
• the range of enforcement actions that can be taken in responding to noncompliance
• publishing identities of water users who are found guilty of serious water
management offences
• the involvement of specialist investigators in appropriate NRAR
enforcement work and improve the capability of existing staff
• how investigators can be supported by water experts and legal officers
• post action audits of each major enforcement case to extract learnings and
improve processes, procedures and practice
• An information publication containing a summary of the escalation process
will also be developed and published.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Complete

Commentary on progress to date

Complete

30 June 2018

30 June 2018

NRAR risk-based audit priorities have
been published on the NRAR website
to cover the period May to December
2018. The Regulatory Framework, that
describes how the NRAR achieves
risk-based regulation, will be published
in December 2018, together with
annual audit priorities.
A process and procedure document for
an escalation pathway once noncompliance is detected was published
for NRAR staff use in May 2018.
The Fact Sheet: “Compliance with
water legislation”, containing a
summary of the compliance process
was published on the NRAR website in
May 2018. A factsheet "Complying with
eater management laws" was
published on the NRAR website.

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Reporting not
required

Reporting not
required

Reporting not
required

An "Investigating alleged breaches"
"frequently asked questions" factsheet
was published on the NRAR website.
Prosecution guidelines have been
published on the NRAR website.
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Work
program
action #

NSW 2.4

Work Program Action Description

New South Wales will develop rules for entitlement holders to follow in the
event of meter failure.

Due date

30 June 2019

Commentary on progress to date
New rules relating to faulty metering
equipment are included in the draft
metering policy and regulation that
were released for public consultation
between 27 Aug - 30 Sept 2018.
New regulations intended to
commence in Dec 2018. Current
regulatory arrangements covering
meter failure are in place until the new
provisions commence.
Detailed implementation planning
underway.
Current dedicated project team of 5
FTE a part of the Water Renewal
Taskforce, with strong support from
NRAR and DoI Water

NSW 2.5

New South Wales will publish a statement of the penalties and sanctions
regime under the NSW Water Management Act 2000.

30 September
2018

NSW 2.6

New South Wales will review its legislation and if needed propose any
amendments necessary to ensure that the compliance and enforcement
framework is robust.

30 June 2018

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Additional detail provided: 06NOV18
Provisions for meter failure will be built
into our new regulation which will be
made in December 2018.
The Fact Sheet: “Compliance with
water legislation” was published on the
NRAR website in May 2018. The Fact
Sheet contains a statement of the
penalties and sanctions regime under
the NSW Water Management Act
2000. The Fact Sheet was updated in
August 2018 to reflect legislative
changes.
The NSW Water Management Act
2000 was amended in June 2018 to
include (amongst other things)
additional enforcement mechanisms (a
new Division 8 in Chapter 7) and to
increase penalties for offences

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

75% of policy
and regulation
development
complete
Detailed
implementation
planning
underway
Current
regulatory
arrangements
covering meter
failure are in
place until the
new provisions
commence.

Reporting not
required

Reporting not
required
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Work
program
action #

NSW 2.7

Work Program Action Description

New South Wales will recruit specialist investigators and identify the training
required to ensure that NRAR staff are adequately trained to competently
and confidently undertake compliance activities safely, consistently, lawfully,
fairly and in the public interest.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

30 June 2018

The NRAR contracted a team of
specialist investigators on its
establishment in May 2018. The NRAR
structure incudes specialist investigator
positions and the NRAR is actively
recruiting to fill these positions.
Investigator training material has been
prepared and training provided in
August 2018. Ongoing training has
been planned for operational staff.

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Reporting not
required

New South Wales, through the NRAR Regulatory Policy which was
published in February 2018, has made a commitment to achieve regulator
efficiency and effectiveness.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/144039/NRARRegulatory-Policy.pdf.
The NRAR structure includes a branch dedicated to regulatory innovation
and its Establishment Plan includes a pilot of new water monitoring,
metering and measuring technology and the application of the successful
technology to inform enforcement and strategic intelligence activity.
NSW 2.8

https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/145546/NRAREstablishment-Plan-2018.pdf
In the Memorandum of Understanding between the MDBA and the NRAR,
the parties agree to endeavour to share experience and opportunities that
could enhance compliance and enforcement capacity in relation to, but not
limited to:

new technologies;

regulatory craft and strategy;

community of practice;

staff training and skills development; and

staff exchanges.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Ongoing

Reporting not
required
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Work
program
action #

NSW 2.9

NSW 2.10

NSW 2.11

Work Program Action Description

New South Wales will increase compliance and enforcement resourcing by
$9.5 million in the short term. Longer-term resourcing will be determined by
the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) pricing
determinations.

New South Wales has established the NRAR under the NRAR Act, which
was assented to in November 2017. NRAR will carry out water compliance
and enforcement functions and is governed by an independent Board.
NRAR sits within the Department of Industry but is separate to and
independent of the water policy, water planning, water delivery, and
environment and agriculture areas of the business. The Department of
Industry is also a separate agency to WaterNSW which carries out customer
service functions. The roles, responsibilities and accountabilities agreed to
in the settlement will be made publicly available and all parties will continue
to work together to ensure a constructive, collaborative working relationship.
Details, policies, Board minutes and other documentation are available on
the NRAR website.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/natural-resources-access-regulator
New South Wales, through a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
between NRAR and the Murray–Darling Basin Authority, has established a
coordinated response to non-compliance and an appropriate escalation
pathway for non-compliance to ensure effective and efficient regulation of
water management laws.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/157049/NRARMDBA-signed-memorandum-of-understanding.pdf

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Ongoing

The NSW Government has provided
additional resourcing to increase the
enforcement and compliance capability
of the NRAR. NRAR is well on the way
to tripling the number of compliance
and investigations officers - from the
previous 12, to 38 under the new
structure. IPART revenues covering
compliance and other regulatory
activities have been transferred from
WaterNSW to cover the remaining
portion of the current determination
period. NRAR will deliver its own
pricing submission for the next
determination period and is putting
appropriate cost reporting structures in
place to inform this process.

Reporting not
required

Complete

Complete

Reporting not
required

Complete

Complete

Reporting not
required
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Work
program
action #

Work Program Action Description
New South Wales will develop and publish a process and procedure
document for NRAR officers to follow when working with:

NSW 2.12
Lands & Forestry officers on overlapping regulatory issues,
Other agencies when non-water legislation is involved.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

31 December
2018

A process and procedure document for
NRAR officers to follow when working
with other agencies is in development.

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

20%

Table 15 New South Wales Compliance Compact Self Report on their metering and measurement Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #

NSW 3.1

NSW 3.2

NSW 3.3

Work Program Action Description
New South Wales will, through the NRAR, develop and maintain annual
audit priorities in accordance with the NRAR Regulatory Policy that requires
an annual risk-based operational plan detailing audit priorities. The
operational plan and its associated compliance procedures will include:

validation processes for required installed meters,

audits of water take by stock and domestic and other rights holders
when the potential impact on the environment and other users is
assessed as sufficiently high.
New South Wales is in the process of bringing floodplain harvesting into its
licensing framework through implementation of the NSW Floodplain
Harvesting Policy. The approach to updating the assessment of annual
permitted water take by floodplain harvesting will be confirmed following
consultation and finalisation of a revised Policy.

New South Wales has been consulting on the proposal to use a staged
approach for monitoring floodplain harvesting extractions. NSW will confirm
the requirements for the monitoring and measuring of floodplain harvesting
diversions and the associated timeframes following the finalisation of a
refined NSW Floodplain Harvesting Policy.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

31 December
2018

NRAR risk-based audit priorities have
been published on the NRAR website
to cover the period May to December
2018. The Regulatory Framework, that
describes how the NRAR achieves
risk-based regulation, will be published
in December 2019, together with
annual audit priorities.

75%

30 June 2019

This process will be captured as part of
the 'Internal' document for the
Floodplain Harvesting Monitoring &
Auditing Strategy.

10%

30 June 2019

The staged approach to monitoring of
floodplain harvesting was included in
the updated FPH Policy (2018). An
approach to Monitoring and Auditing
was released as part of consultation
activities relating to the peer review of
the modelling. The Draft Strategy will
be released at the end of November for
broad consultation through to mid Feb
2019.

60%
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Work
program
action #

NSW 3.4

NSW 3.5

Work Program Action Description

New South Wales will work with the Murray–Darling Basin Authority in the
development of a guideline for hydrometric data collection and hydrologic
modelling for planning and compliance activities to improve Basin Plan
compliance and will undertake subsequent reviews of our hydrometric
program in accordance with the Guidelines, noting that any improvements
are contingent on funding

New South Wales will undertake an improvement program to develop
hydrologic models of all seven major NSW Murray–Darling Basin river
systems using the eWater Source software which will over time displace
existing models of the same rivers developed using existing in-house
software.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

30 June 2019

31 December
2020

Commentary on progress to date
A review of the Hydrometric
infrastructure to ensure it is fit for
purpose is to be undertaken. To
effectively achieve this initial project is
about to be undertaken to prepare a
the Terms of reference and a
Hydrometric Review Framework, in
consultation with the Commonwealth
and other Basin jurisdictions, to ensure
that all clients requirements are taken
into account and that any assessment
to remove or add sites is based on a
clear set of defined benefits and
outcomes.
DoI NSW has made significant
progress in developing new hydrologic
models for six of the 7 major NSW
MDB river systems using eWater
Source software. New eWater Source
models have been already built for
NSW Border Rivers and Belubula
System. Source model developments
for Namoi and Murrumbidgee valleys
are in advanced stage. Significant
progress has been made in flow
calibration in Macquarie, Gwydir and
Lachlan valleys.

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

5%

100% completed
for NSW Border
Rivers System
and Belubula
system. 50%
progress in
Namoi and
Murrumbidgee,
30% progress in
Macquarie, 20%
progress in
Gwydir and
Lachlan.
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Work
program
action #

NSW 3.6

Work Program Action Description

New South Wales called for proposals under a Water Pilot Technology
Program to support development of new technologies to assist with water
regulation, and support compliance and better protection of environmental
water in the state's river system

Due date

June 2018

Commentary on progress to date
The NSW Government offered grants
of up to $150,000 each to develop
pilots or proof of concepts of innovative
technologies to improve water
regulation, compliance and
environmental water management
activities. More than 50 applications
were received from universities, other
research organisations and the private
sector. Applications were assessed by
an assessment panel including
members from the NSW Natural
Resource Access Regulator,
Department of Industry and Office of
Environment and Heritage, Office of
the Chief Scientist and Engineer and
the Murray–Darling Basin Authority.

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Reporting not
required

Table 16 New South Wales Compliance Compact Self Report on their water resource plan Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #

NSW 4.1

Work Program Action Description

New South Wales will continue to work closely with the Murray–Darling
Basin Authority to complete the NSW WRPs on time.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

30 June 2019

Considerable work and resource have
been applied by NSW and eight WRPs
will have been put on public exhibition
by Christmas 2018. NSW remains
committed to implementing the Basin
Plan in full.

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

40% by
Christmas
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Table 17 New South Wales Compliance Compact Self Report on their protection and management of environmental water Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #

NSW 5.1

Work Program Action Description

Due date

New South Wales has established an Interagency
Working Group (IWG) for Better Managing
Environmental Water to develop and recommend
solutions to improve the management of
environmental water. This IWG has prepared advice
in its report “Better Management of Environmental
Water – Interim solutions package” in May 2018. This
package includes interim solution and a roadmap to
further investigate a package of enduing solutions to
better manage environmental water to deliver Basin
Plan environmental outcomes in the unregulated
systems of the northern Basin, including the Barwon–
Darling River and relevant unregulated tributaries.
Enduring solutions will be implemented through the
regulatory framework where appropriate, including
amendment to water sharing plans as part of the
water resource plan development process.

Advice from
IWG provided in
May 2018

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of % complete (for
activities in progress)

Reporting not required
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Work
program
action #

Work Program Action Description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date
a) PPM progress is on track. Ongoing
consultation with WaterNSW, OEH,
DPI Fisheries and MDBA. Will be
discussing PPMs with Murrumbidgee
and Murray stakeholder advisory
panels in November

NSW 5.2

NSW 5.3

To better manage environmental water in the
southern-connected Basin, New South Wales is
committed to implementing the SDL adjustment
mechanism including:

state policies to improve protection of
environmental water (also called prerequisite
policy measures) as required under the Basin
Plan.

completion of supply and constraints projects,
subject to timely funding consistent with the 2013
IGA on Implementing Water Reform in the
Murray–Darling Basin

New South Wales through the NRAR will conduct a
post-case review after the resolution of cases of
allegedly non-compliant extraction of water for
irrigation from the Barwon–Darling River system.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

a) 30 June 2019
b) June 2024

Within 3 months
of case
resolutions

b) NSW is working hard to secure
Stage 1 funding from the
Commonwealth for pre-construction
activities for 7 of NSW's projects.
Significant progress can be made on
these projects once funding is
received. For projects where there are
joint proponents, discussions are in
train with respect to progressing a
Stage 1 funding proposal.
NSW will continue to progress its
rules based projects and will
accelerate implementation of these
wherever possible.
A SDL programs team has been
established within the Department of
Industry to lead implementation of
NSW's SDL projects, including supply
and constraints projects.
The NRAR has initiated proceedings
for a number of alleged breaches.

Assessment of % complete (for
activities in progress)
a) PPMs are at 50% and tracking to
be completed by December
b) NSW is developing a
comprehensive resourcing and
project management framework for
the SDLAM projects which includes
comprehensive project schedules.
The establishment of our programlevel governance framework has
commenced with the implementation
of the programs State-based
interagency steering committee. NSW
intends to submit a stage 1 funding
bid to the Commonwealth by the end
of 2018. In addition, NSW is working
collaboratively with other Basin states
and the Commonwealth to progress a
number of policy matters to enable
progression of the National
Partnership Agreement (NPA) which
we note will need to be agreed by all
jurisdictions prior to stage 2 funding
for project implementation being
provided by the Commonwealth.

N/A
Post-case reviews will be carried out
once the matters are resolved.
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VIC’s Murray–Darling Basin Compliance Compact Report
Victoria’s Compact Commitments
Table 18 Victoria’s Compliance Compact Self Report on transparency and accountability commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 1.1

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Each Basin State and the MDBA will
review their internal governance
arrangements for non-urban water
management to ensure a strong
culture of compliance that is led
‘from the top’. Review outcomes may
include publishing a statement of
obligations, Ministerial letters of
expectations or similar (including an
expectation of regulatory best
practice; a regulatory policy that is
endorsed by the highest responsible
body), compliance metrics as a
performance indicator for executive
staff and ethics training for
compliance staff.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Work in progress.

31 December
2018

Victoria is reviewing the governance arrangements for non-urban water
compliance and enforcement to ensure that Victoria's strong compliance
culture is maintained. The Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning (DELWP) is currently liaising with rural water corporations on the
recommendations from the review. This action is on track to be completed
by 31 December 2018.

75%
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Action 1.2 (a)

Each Basin State will publish a
reporting framework for identified
significant water management
decisions involving discretion (e.g.
the granting of exemptions to water
take rules and retrospective
approvals for unlicensed illegal
works) and commence reporting in
accordance with this framework.
Decisions made should be published
in an easy to access, searchable
format (e.g. on a register) and in a
timely manner as per timeframes in
reporting frameworks.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Completed.
30 September
2018

The response to this action is published on the DELWP website
(https://www.water.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/393111/CompactAction-1.2a-Victoria.pdf).

Reporting not
required
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Due date

Each Basin State will publish a work
program to improve the transparency
of information about water take
under entitlements, to be
implemented no later than 2025, that
addresses:
i.

ii.

Action 1.2 (b)
iii.

Real-time information on
flows, extractions and
related rules in unregulated
river systems.
Location of take (e.g.
Pumps, bores or meters)
and levels of take in all
surface and groundwater
systems.
Changes to water registers
to ensure that information
about water entitlements
and trades can be easily
accessed by the public.

The work program should be rolled
out progressively, with a priority on
high risk areas, it should respect
relevant privacy laws, and include
any exemptions made by the state
should be supported by justification
published on the website of the
relevant state agency.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Work in progress.

30 June 2019

Victoria already has a broad range of information about water resource
management that is publicly available, including take under entitlements in
all surface and groundwater systems; information on flows, extractions; and
rules in unregulated systems. For a comprehensive list (but non-exhaustive)
of publicly available sources of information, refer to DELWP's response to
action 1.2a
(https://www.water.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/393111/CompactAction-1.2a-Victoria.pdf).

20%

DELWP strives to continually enhance transparency; an example is the
initiative to make near-real time data information on surface and
groundwater across Victoria publicly available. For more information on the
NRTD initiative, refer to DELWP's response to VIC 2.11.
To improve DELWP's transparency of information in response to the
Compact requirements, DELWP has commenced an impact assessment
that will consider a range of cost-effective options. The impact assessment
is expected to be completed by mid-2019 as planned.
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Completed.

Action 1.2 (c)

Action 1.3

Action 1.4

Publicly report on compliance and
enforcement actions by location
including the timeliness with which
allegations are addressed.

The Australian Government will
scope out with Basin States a
proposal for a Basin-wide system to
provide publicly accessible, real time
advice on environmental watering.
The Australian Government and
Basin States will review joint
governments’ governance
arrangements in the Basin. This
review will take account of the
governance recommendations in the
MDB Compliance Review, and will
seek to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of current
arrangements.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Annually,
starting 30
Sept 2018

Victoria reports annually on state-wide non-urban water compliance and
enforcement activities. The reports are available on the DELWP website
(https://www.water.vic.gov.au/water-for-agriculture/taking-and-usingwater/compliance-report-2017-18).

Reporting not
required

In response to this action, the 2017-18 report for northern Victoria has also
been published on the DELWP website
(https://www.water.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/393112/CompactAction-1.2c-Annual-Report-on-Compliance-Activities-for-NorthernVictoria.pdf).

30 September
2018

N/A

Reporting not
required

31 December
2018

N/A

Reporting not
required
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Table 19 Victoria’s Compliance Compact Self Report on compliance and enforcement framework commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Work in progress.

Action 2.1

Each Basin State and the MDBA will publish a
revised compliance framework addressing the
requirements of recommendation 6 of the MDB
Compliance Review.

31 December
2018

Victoria already has a strong compliance and
enforcement system to protect existing entitlement
holders and the environment from illegal water use.
Victoria’s response to this action and related actions VIC
2.1 and VIC 2.2 will reinforce and refine the risk-based
approaches to compliance already developed through the
National Framework for Compliance and Enforcement
Systems for Water Resources Management that was
completed in 2016.

75%

By the end of 2018, Victoria will produce a statement
outlining its compliance and enforcement framework and
strategy guidelines.

Action 2.2

Basin States and the MDBA will establish a
network of water compliance practitioners, coordinated by the MDBA, to promote best
practice and innovation in water compliance.
Initial topics will include training and certification
for water compliance officers, development of
compliance standards, and collaboration on the
use of new technology in compliance (including
remote sensing).

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

30 September
2018

Victoria co-sponsored proposal to establish the
community of practice under AELERT, which was
accepted. Representatives from rural water corporations
and the Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning attended the inaugural Water Compliance
Community of Practice meeting on 15 Nov 2018 in
Adelaide, and have committed to participate actively to
promote best practice and innovation in water
compliance.

Reporting not
required
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Due date

MDBA and Basin States will develop protocols
in relation to MDBA’s Basin Plan compliance
and enforcement actions with a view to ensuring
effective, transparent and efficient outcomes on
water theft. Protocols will:
Action 2.3

a)

b)
c)

cover how allegations of noncompliance by individual entitlement
holders will be coordinated in each
jurisdiction.
explain arrangements both before and
after accreditation of WRPs.
be published on the MDBA website.

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Work in progress.
31 December
2018

DELWP is working with MDBA on a draft collaboration
protocol. DELWP is seeking to clarify the scope of the
protocol, ensure there is due consideration of privacy
principles and principles for joint enforcement developed
via water resource plans.

75%

Table 20 Victoria’s Compliance Compact Self Report on metering and measurement commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Work in progress.

Action 3.1

Each Basin State will publish a metering policy
and implementation plan addressing 3.2-3.6
below.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

31 December
2018

Victoria has commenced a review of its state-wide
metering policy and implementation plans and will publish
a report on the review with a stocktake of metering assets
and preliminary directions for the updated policy by end
of 2018. Given the comprehensiveness and strength of
Victoria's current metering policies and practices, we do
not expect significant changes. The revised metering
policy and implementation plans are expected to be
finalised by 31 March 2019. This will also include a
rigorous statement of exemptions published on DELWP's
website as per the Compact requirements and guidelines
for rural water corporations to update their metering
action plans by 30 June 2019.

50
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 3.2

Action 3.3

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Meter accuracy:
(i) All new and replacement meters must comply
with AS4747 including pattern approval and
verification, by no later than June 2025.
(ii) Commencing immediately, and until June
2025:
a. All new and replacement meters to comply
with AS4747 where available.
b. Where an AS4747 compliant meter is not
available the use of an interim meter that has
been verified with a manufacturer’s certificate of
accuracy to within +/- 5% is acceptable.
(iii) When an existing meter no longer meets +/5% accuracy in the field it must be repaired and
validated so that it is accurate to within +/- 5% in
the field, or replaced (see 3.2(i)).
(iv) All meters to be periodically validated
consistent with the requirements of AS4747.
(v) Any exemptions to 3.2(i) to 3.2(iv) made by
the state to be supported by a justification
published on the relevant state agency website.
Meter coverage:
(i) All take via water entitlements to be metered
by June 2025, and a plan for achieving this.
(ii) Any exemptions to 3.3(i) made by the state
to be supported by a justification, such as
regulatory impact statement, published on the
relevant state agency website.
(iii) The basis upon which meter thresholds
have been set.
(iv) Basin States and the MDBA will agree
guidelines for reviewing metering thresholds by
30 June 2019.
(v) Once finalised, Basin States agree to have
regards to the guidelines when reviewing meter
thresholds.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Work in progress.

31 December
2018

Victoria has commenced a review of its state-wide
metering policy and implementation plans and will publish
a report on the review with a stocktake of metering assets
and preliminary directions for the updated policy by end
of 2018. Given the comprehensiveness and strength of
Victoria's current metering policies and practices, we do
not expect significant changes. The revised metering
policy and implementation plans are expected to be
finalised by 31 March 2019. This will also include a
rigorous statement of exemptions published on DELWP's
website as per the Compact requirements and guidelines
for rural water corporations to update their metering
action plans by 30 June 2019.

50%

Work in progress.

31 December
2018

Victoria has commenced a review of its state-wide
metering policy and implementation plans and will publish
a report on the review with a stocktake of metering assets
and preliminary directions for the updated policy by end
of 2018. Given the comprehensiveness and strength of
Victoria's current metering policies and practices, we do
not expect significant changes. The revised metering
policy and implementation plans are expected to be
finalised by 31 March 2019. This will also include a
rigorous statement of exemptions published on DELWP's
website as per the Compact requirements and guidelines
for rural water corporations to update their metering
action plans by 30 June 2019.

50%
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Work in progress.

Action 3.4

Action 3.5

Transmission of data:
(i) A program to progressively automate the
reporting of water take, regardless of how that is
measured, no later than 2025.
(ii) Any exemptions to 3.4(i) made by the state
to be supported by a justification published on
the relevant state agency website.

The highest risk take, including large users in
the Barwon-Darling, to be accurately metered
by December 2019 and will publish what
constitutes highest risk in their metering
policies. High risk take should also be
telemetered by December 2019 with any
exemptions published.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

31 December
2018

31 December
2018

Victoria has commenced a review of its state-wide
metering policy and implementation plans and will publish
a report on the review with a stocktake of metering assets
and preliminary directions for the updated policy by end
of 2018. Given the comprehensiveness and strength of
Victoria's current metering policies and practices, we do
not expect significant changes. The revised metering
policy and implementation plans are expected to be
finalised by 31 March 2019. This will also include a
rigorous statement of exemptions published on DELWP's
website as per the Compact requirements and guidelines
for rural water corporations to update their metering
action plans by 30 June 2019.
Work in progress.
Victoria has commenced a review of its state-wide
metering policy and implementation plans and will publish
a report on the review with a stocktake of metering assets
and preliminary directions for the updated policy by end
of 2018. Given the comprehensiveness and strength of
Victoria's current metering policies and practices, we do
not expect significant changes. The revised metering
policy and implementation plans are expected to be
finalised by 31 March 2019. This will also include a
rigorous statement of exemptions published on DELWP's
website as per the Compact requirements and guidelines
for rural water corporations to update their metering
action plans by 30 June 2019.

50%

50%
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Work in progress.

Action 3.6

A timetable for the installation of new meters
and telemetry, and auditing and maintenance of
the metering fleet to meet the above
requirements.

31 December
2018

Action 3.7

Each Basin State will report annually on
progress with the implementation plan, including
the relative proportion of take via AS4747
meters, interim verified meters, unverified
meters, and unmetered take

Annually
commencing 30
Sept 2019

Victoria has commenced a review of its state-wide
metering policy and implementation plans and will publish
a report on the review with a stocktake of metering assets
and preliminary directions for the updated policy by end
of 2018. Given the comprehensiveness and strength of
Victoria's current metering policies and practices, we do
not expect significant changes. The revised metering
policy and implementation plans are expected to be
finalised by 31 March 2019. This will also include a
rigorous statement of exemptions published on DELWP's
website as per the Compact requirements and guidelines
for rural water corporations to update their metering
action plans by 30 June 2019.

Reporting for 2018 is not required

50%

Reporting not
required

Work in progress.

Action 3.8

Australian Government and Basin States will
work with other jurisdictions, testing
laboratories, meter manufacturers and industry
to set a timetable for delivering a
comprehensive range of pattern approved
meters.

31 December
2018

Action 3.9

NSW and Queensland will publish their
respective programs for improved measurement
of floodplain harvesting and overland flow
harvesting.

30 June 2019

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

DELWP and Victoria rural water corporations are actively
participating in an MDBA led review. DELWP, Victoria's
rural water corporations and MDBA's consultant engaged
to conduct this review have met on at least 3 occasions:
23 Aug 2018 (over teleconference), 3 Sep 2018 (face-toface meeting), and 15 Nov 2018 (workshop in
Melbourne).
Action for NSW & Qld - reporting not required

75%

Reporting not
required
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 3.10

Action 3.11

Action 3.12

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
To provide public assurance over the quality
and coverage of water information for
compliance and enforcement, including from
hydrometric networks and hydrologic models,
each Basin State will take the following actions
having regard to the MDBA water information
guidelines:
(i) publish a review of its water information
requirements to identify any gaps
(ii) publish a water information improvement
program for addressing priority issues including
maintenance backlogs.
Each Basin State will report annually on their
progress against their water information
improvement program.
Each Basin State will conduct and publish a
review every five years of their water
information systems.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Work in progress.

30 June 2019

Victoria has commenced its review over the quality and
coverage of water information. Northern Victorian
organisations with monitoring networks have provided
DELWP with a stocktake on monitoring sites and site
purposes. The next steps for DELWP will be to collate the
information for all active groundwater and surface water
monitoring sites to prepare for the hydrometric review.

10%

Victoria is on track to deliver this action as planned.
Annually
commencing 30
Sept 2019

Reporting for 2018 is not required

Reporting not
required

Every five years
commencing as
per state
programs

Reporting for 2018 is not required

Reporting not
required
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Table 21 Victoria’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their finalising water resource plans commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

To enable
accreditation of
all WRPs by 30
Jun 2019

Work in progress.

Action 4.1

Each Basin State will submit individual WRPs
for Commonwealth accreditation in accordance
with the agreed timeline published by the
MDBA.

Action 4.2

Where necessary Basin States and the MDBA
will increase resourcing for WRP development.

30 June 2019

Victoria has increased resourcing of its Water Resource
Plan team to support management of Traditional Owner
engagement activities for WRP development.

Action 4.3

The MDBA will publish quarterly reports on the
progress of Basin States and the MDBA with
WRP accreditation.

Commenced Feb
2018

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Victoria is progressing well and in accordance with the
timelines agreed with the MDBA.
Ongoing considerations.

MDBA action - reporting not required

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)
50%

Ongoing.

Reporting not
required
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Table 22 Victoria’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their protecting and managing of environmental water commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact
action description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment
of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Work in progress.
Work in progress.
Victoria is on track to implement the prerequisite policy measures (PPMs)
as required under the Basin Plan.

Action 5.1

Each Basin State will implement
measures (referred to as
‘prerequisite policy measures’) to
better protect environmental water
to deliver Basin Plan environmental
outcomes in accordance with
agreed, published implementation
plans. These will be incorporated
into Basin Plan WRPs where
appropriate.

PPMs are already well established in northern Victoria with large volumes
of water delivered every year using them and only minor actions required to
improve operability and transparency. Victoria's PPM Implementation Plan
has identified four actions to make PPMs state-wide fully operational by
June 2019. The approval process for PPMs will be undertaken by the
MDBA in early 2019.
The right to ensure flows throughout the length of and between rivers and
to release environmental water on top of other in-stream flows are secured
in entitlements held by the Victorian Environmental Water Holder (VEWH).
30 June 2019

The obligations to deliver orders placed under the VEWH’s entitlements,
subject to operating constraints, are contained in GMW’s relevant source
bulk entitlements.

90%

In 2017-18, PPM arrangements enabled 1,179 GL of environmental water
to be delivered under the VEWH's entitlements in northern Victoria, of
which 660 GL was recredited to the VEWH accounts for return flows
delivered through upstream sites to the River Murray (VEWH Annual
Report 2017-18).
To improve transparency of Victoria's PPM arrangements and meet the
requirements of the Basin Plan, Victoria is currently developing a public
document which will detail how PPMs are implemented in Victoria.
Victoria has been working with MDBA and the other River Murray
jurisdictions to better document how PPMs are implemented at the
wholesale level in the Murray system. This has included clarifying
arrangements that enable the use of Victorian return flows at interstate
sites.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 5.2

Action 5.3

Action 5.4

Basin Compliance Compact
action description
In the unregulated systems of the
northern Basin, the Queensland
government will revise their Basin
Plan WRPs to include more
effective policies for the protection
of environmental water to deliver
Basin Plan environmental
outcomes, particularly in the Lower
Balonne.
In the unregulated systems of the
northern Basin, including the
Barwon-Darling River and relevant
unregulated tributaries, the New
South Wales government will trial
interim and develop enduring
solutions for the better protection
and management of environmental
water, including held environmental
water when left in-stream, to deliver
Basin Plan environmental
outcomes. Where appropriate,
these policies will be implemented
through amendments to NSW water
sharing plans and incorporated into
Basin Plan WRPs as part of the
accreditation process.
The MDBA will publish and maintain
a register of Basin State measures
to better protect environmental
water.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment
of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

30 June 2019

Qld action - reporting not required

Reporting not
required

30 June 2019

NSW action - reporting not required

Reporting not
required

30 June 2018

MDBA action - reporting not required

Reporting not
required
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Victoria’s Work Program Commitments
Table 23 Victoria’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their transparency and accountability Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #
VIC 1.1

VIC 1.2

Work Program Action Description
To implement 1.1, Victoria will undertake a review of governance
arrangements for non-urban water compliance and enforcement to ensure
Victoria’s strong compliance culture is maintained.
Victoria will continue to maintain a public Water Register website that
provides detailed information on entitlements, water availability and use and
water trading http://waterregister.vic.gov.au/
Victoria also produces annual water accounts, which provide comprehensive
statements of entitlements and usage for surface and groundwater
catchments in Victoria http://waterregister.vic.gov.au/water-availability-anduse/victorian-water-accounts

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

31 December
2018

As per Compact Action 1.1

As per Compact
Action 1.1

Completed

Completed

Reporting not
required

Table 24 Victoria’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their compliance and enforcement framework Work Program commitments.
Work
progra
m
action
#

VIC
2.1

VIC
2.2

Work Program Action Description

Victoria will publish risk-based compliance strategy guidelines to support the
development of consistent compliance strategies by rural water corporations. The
guidelines will include requirements for:
i. a commitment to transparency;
ii. a risk-based approach for guiding compliance monitoring effort;
iii. clear assignment of decision making responsibilities;
iv. annual audit priorities; and
v. an escalation pathway to apply once non-compliance is detected; and
vi. vi. consideration of education, communications and engagement.
Victoria will publish compliance strategies in accordance with compliance
strategy guidelines prepared in the above action.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

31 December
2018

As per Compact Action 2.1

As per Compact
Action 2.1

31 December
2019

As per Compact Action 2.1

As per Compact
Action 2.1
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Work
progra
m
action
#

Work Program Action Description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Completed
VIC
2.3

Victoria will publish a Statement of Penalties and Sanctions under the Victorian
Water Act.

31 December
2018

VIC
2.4

Victoria will continue to review the Victorian Water Act to:
i. find opportunities to improve regulatory frameworks to meet best practice and
support effective compliance and enforcement; and
ii. make best efforts to seek legislative amendment, including penalties and
sanctions, where appropriate.

As needed

VIC
2.5

VIC
2.6
VIC
2.7
VIC
2.8

Victoria applies standard conditions for works licences that require entitlement
holders to notify the water corporation within one business day if the meter
ceases to function or operate properly
http://waterregister.vic.gov.au/images/documents/Policies%20for%20Managing%
20Works%20Licences_SIGNED_20160902.pdf
Victoria’s water corporations report annually on their compliance and
enforcement statistics to the Secretary, Department of Environment, Land, Water
and Planning https://www.water.vic.gov.au/water-for-agriculture/taking-and-usingwater/water-compliance-report-2016-17
Victoria’s water corporations will continue to report on their compliance with the
Victorian Water Act.
Victoria will continue to seek ways to improve its annual reporting on compliance
activities to ensure improved transparency.

Statement of penalties and charges
https://www2.delwp.vic.gov.au/doingbusiness-with-us/fees-and-charges
Ongoing.
Victoria has developed options for
strengthening relevant compliance and
enforcement provisions in the Water
Act 1989.

Reporting not
required

Ongoing.

Completed

Completed

Reporting not
required

Completed

Completed

Reporting not
required

Completed

Completed

Reporting not
required

As needed

"Ongoing.

VIC 2.8

To be commenced in 2019.

VIC
2.9

Victoria will develop training manuals for compliance with the Victorian Water Act
consistent with new compliance strategies.

31 December
2019

VIC
2.10

Victoria promotes compliance with the Victorian Water Act through public
education programs and information.

Completed

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Work to commence in 2019 as planned,
following the finalisation of the statewide compliance and enforcement
policy and discussions with rural water
corporations on their compliance
strategies. Victoria's water corporations
already have training manuals to assist
new staff. This action will revise these
training manuals.
Completed

0%

Reporting not
required
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Work
progra
m
action
#

Work Program Action Description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Ongoing.

VIC
2.11

Victoria will continue to promote innovation in the water sector, which may
include the adoption of new technologies where it is cost effective to do so.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Ongoing as
per Victoria
Government
policy

The following information on the Near
Realtime Data (NRTD) project is
provided as an example of innovation in
Victoria's water sector. The NRTD
project will allow real time data to be
published on the Water Management
Information System (WMIS), the public
website that contains monitoring data
for surface water gauges and
groundwater bores across Victoria. This
project will deliver on commitments in
the Victorian Government's Water Plan
Water for Victoria to provide accurate,
trusted and timely water data to the
public and to Government. The NRTD
project will enable WMIS to receive real
time data and the data will be published
within 1 hour of being received. Surface
water sites typically send data every
hour, and groundwater bores every
day. The NRTD project includes up to
340 groundwater bores and 430
surface water sites telemetered over
the mobile and satellite networks and
managed through the Regional Water
Monitoring Partnerships. All water
quantity, water quality and weather data
collected and stored in loggers at
monitoring sites or groundwater bores
with telemetry will be reported. The
NRTD Project is due to be completed
by the end of 2018.

Ongoing.
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Table 25 Victoria’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their metering and measurement Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #

VIC 3.1

VIC 3.2

VIC 3.3

VIC 3.4

Work Program Action Description
Victoria will publish:
(a) guidelines to support the development of Implementation Plans for
Metering by
rural water corporations; and
(b) Implementation Plans in accordance with the guidelines prepared in VIC
3.1(a).
Victoria estimates water use, in the event of meter failure, as provided for in
section 142(2) of the Victorian Water Act and section 3.7 of the Customer
Service Code for Rural Water Corporations.
Victoria accounts for water use from small catchment dams and domestic
and stock bores, uses best endeavours to improve these accounting
methods over time, and periodically reviews the long-term risks to Victoria’s
water resources through mechanisms such as long-term water resource
assessments and sustainable water strategies
http://waterregister.vic.gov.au/water-availability-and-use/victorian-wateraccounts
Victoria operates its flow monitoring network in line with best practice,
including minimisation of data loss

Due date

30 March
2019

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

As per Compact actions 3.1 to 3.6

As per Compact
actions 3.1 to
3.6

Completed

Completed

Reporting not
required

Completed

Completed

Reporting not
required

Completed

Completed

Reporting not
required

30 June 2019

Work in progress.
VIC 3.5

Victoria will undertake an audit of its monitoring network control structure
condition and prepare a prioritised work program.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

30 June 2019

Victoria commenced an independent
audit with a major surface water
contract on 1 October 2018. This action
is on track with the agreed timelines.

10%
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Work
program
action #

Work Program Action Description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Work in progress.
Basin Plan compliance obligations are
currently provided for in Part 4 of Basin
Plan - Method for determining
compliance with long-term annual
diversion limit, and requires each Basin
State to determine Permitted Take and
Actual Take for each water year.
DELWP is developing surface water
models for Permitted Take.

VIC 3.6

Victoria will document water resource assessment tools and models to meet
Basin Plan compliance obligations, and will submit the relevant
documentation to the Commonwealth as part of the existing water resource
plan accreditation process.

In progress

For a water accounting period,
Victoria's groundwater annual
Permitted Take for all forms of take will
be equal to the groundwater
sustainable diversion limit (SDL) for
each SDL water resource area and
therefore uses the results from the
modelling and climate sequence used
to determine the long term average
groundwater sustainable diversion
limits for each SDL resource area.

Ongoing.

The modelling is documented in the
Groundwater SDL methodology for the
Murray–Darling Basin Plan, (Murray–
Darling Basin Authority, CSIRO and
SKM, 2010); The proposed
Groundwater Baseline and Sustainable
Diversion Limits: Methods Report
(MDBA 2012); The Northern Victoria
Groundwater Model Conceptualisation
and Calibration (DEPI, 2014); and the
Northern Victorian MDB groundwater
model scenario report (DEPI 2014).

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Work
program
action #

VIC 3.7

Work Program Action Description
Victoria works closely with other members of the National Hydrology and
Modelling Partnership to implement eWater Source
https://www.water.vic.gov.au/water-reporting/surface-watermodelling/hydrological-modelling-using-ewater-source

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Completed

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Completed
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QLD’s Murray–Darling Basin Compliance Compact Report
Queensland’s Compact Commitments
Table 26 Queensland’s Compliance Compact Self Report on transparency and accountability commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 1.1

Action 1.2 (a)

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Each Basin State and the MDBA will review
their internal governance arrangements for nonurban water management to ensure a strong
culture of compliance that is led ‘from the top’.
Review outcomes may include publishing a
statement of obligations, Ministerial letters of
expectations or similar (including an expectation
of regulatory best practice; a regulatory policy
that is endorsed by the highest responsible
body), compliance metrics as a performance
indicator for executive staff and ethics training
for compliance staff.
Each Basin State will publish a reporting
framework for identified significant water
management decisions involving discretion (e.g.
the granting of exemptions to water take rules
and retrospective approvals for unlicensed
illegal works) and commence reporting in
accordance with this framework. Decisions
made should be published in an easy to access,
searchable format (e.g. on a register) and in a
timely manner as per timeframes in reporting
frameworks.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

31 December
2018

In progress

30 September
2018

Completed

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Reporting not
required
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Each Basin State will publish a work program to
improve the transparency of information about
water take under entitlements, to be
implemented no later than 2025, that
addresses:

Action 1.2 (b)

Action 1.2 (c)

Action 1.3

Action 1.4

i. Real-time information on flows, extractions
and related rules in unregulated river systems.
ii. Location of take (e.g. pumps, bores or
meters) and levels of take in all surface and
groundwater systems.
iii. Changes to water registers to ensure that
information about water entitlements and trades
can be easily accessed by the public.
The work program should be rolled out
progressively, with a priority on high risk areas,
it should respect relevant privacy laws, and
include any exemptions made by the state
should be supported by justification published
on the website of the relevant state agency.
Publicly report on compliance and enforcement
actions by location including the timeliness with
which allegations are addressed.
The Australian Government will scope out with
Basin states a proposal for a Basin-wide system
to provide publicly accessible, real time advice
on environmental watering.
The Australian Government and Basin States
will review joint governments’ governance
arrangements in the Basin. This review will take
account of the governance recommendations in
the MDB Compliance Review, and will seek to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
current arrangements.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

30 June 2019

In progress

Annually, starting
30 Sept 2018

In progress

Reporting not
required

30 September
2018

State commentary is optional

Reporting not
required

31 December
2018

State commentary is optional
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Table 27 Queensland’s Compliance Compact Self Report on compliance and enforcement framework commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 2.1

Action 2.2

Action 2.3

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Each Basin State and the MDBA will publish a
revised compliance framework addressing the
requirements of recommendation 6 of the MDB
Compliance Review.

Basin States and the MDBA will establish a
network of water compliance practitioners, coordinated by the MDBA, to promote best
practice and innovation in water compliance.
Initial topics will include training and certification
for water compliance officers, development of
compliance standards, and collaboration on the
use of new technology in compliance (including
remote sensing).
MDBA and Basin States will develop protocols
in relation to MDBA’s Basin Plan compliance
and enforcement actions with a view to ensuring
effective, transparent and efficient outcomes on
water theft. Protocols will:
a) cover how allegations of non-compliance by
individual entitlement holders will be
coordinated in each jurisdiction.
b) explain arrangements both before and after
accreditation of WRPs.
c) be published on the MDBA website.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

31 December
2018
[Qld framework
to be finalised
by 1 Jul 2019,
with a progress
report by 31
Dec 2018]

In progress

30 September
2018

In progress

31 December
2018

In progress

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Reporting not
required
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Table 28 Queensland’s Compliance Compact Self Report on metering and measurement commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Due date

Action 3.1

Each Basin State will publish a metering policy
and implementation plan addressing 3.2-3.6
below.

31 December
2018 [see note
in 3.5 for
separate
deadline for
metering high
risk take]

Action 3.2

Meter accuracy:
(i) All new and replacement meters must comply
with AS4747 including pattern approval and
verification, by no later than June 2025.
(ii) Commencing immediately, and until June
2025:
a. All new and replacement meters to comply
with AS4747 where available.
b. Where an AS4747 compliant meter is not
available the use of an interim meter that has
been verified with a manufacturer’s certificate of
accuracy to within +/- 5% is acceptable.
(iii) When an existing meter no longer meets +/5% accuracy in the field it must be repaired and
validated so that it is accurate to within +/- 5% in
the field, or replaced (see 3.2(i)).
(iv) All meters to be periodically validated
consistent with the requirements of AS4747.
(v) Any exemptions to 3.2(i) to 3.2(iv) made by
the state to be supported by a justification
published on the relevant state agency website.

31 December
2018 [see note
in 3.5 for
separate
deadline for
metering high
risk take]

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Commentary on progress to date

In progress

In progress

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 3.3

Action 3.4

Action 3.5

Action 3.6

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Meter coverage:
(i) All take via water entitlements to be metered
by June 2025, and a plan for achieving this.
(ii) Any exemptions to 3.3(i) made by the state
to be supported by a justification, such as
regulatory impact statement, published on the
relevant state agency website.
(iii) The basis upon which meter thresholds
have been set.
(iv) Basin States and the MDBA will agree
guidelines for reviewing metering thresholds by
30 June 2019.
(v) Once finalised, Basin States agree to have
regards to the guidelines when reviewing meter
thresholds.
Transmission of data:
(i) A program to progressively automate the
reporting of water take, regardless of how that is
measured, no later than 2025.
(ii) Any exemptions to 3.4(i) made by the state
to be supported by a justification published on
the relevant state agency website.
The highest risk take, including large users in
the Barwon-Darling, to be accurately metered
by December 2019 [Qld to publish alternative
dates for accurate metering and telemetry in
their metering policy] and will publish what
constitutes highest risk in their metering
policies. High risk take should also be
telemetered by December 2019 with any
exemptions published.
A timetable for the installation of new meters
and telemetry, and auditing and maintenance of
the metering fleet to meet the above
requirements.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

31 December
2018 [see note
in 3.5 for
separate
deadline for
metering high
risk take]

In progress

31 December
2018 [see note
in 3.5 for
separate
deadline for
metering high
risk take]

In progress

31 December
2018 [see note
in 3.5 for
separate
deadline for
metering high
risk take]

In progress

31 December
2018 [see note
in 3.5 for
separate
deadline for
metering high
risk take]

In progress

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 3.7

Action 3.8

Action 3.9

Action 3.10

Action 3.11

Action 3.12

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Each Basin State will report annually on
progress with the implementation plan, including
the relative proportion of take via AS4747
meters, interim verified meters, unverified
meters, and unmetered take
Australian Government and Basin States will
work with other jurisdictions, testing
laboratories, meter manufacturers and industry
to set a timetable for delivering a
comprehensive range of pattern approved
meters.
NSW and Queensland will publish their
respective programs for improved measurement
of floodplain harvesting and overland flow
harvesting.
To provide public assurance over the quality
and coverage of water information for
compliance and enforcement, including from
hydrometric networks and hydrologic models,
each Basin State will take the following actions
having regard to the MDBA water information
guidelines:
(i) publish a review of its water information
requirements to identify any gaps
(ii) publish a water information improvement
program for addressing priority issues including
maintenance backlogs.
Each Basin State will report annually on their
progress against their water information
improvement program.
Each Basin State will conduct and publish a
review every five years of their water
information systems.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Annually
commencing 30
Sept 2019

Reporting for 2018 is not required

31 December
2018

In progress

30 June 2019

In progress

30 June 2019

In progress

Annually
commencing 30
Sept 2019

Reporting for 2018 is not required

Reporting not
required

Every five years
commencing as
per state
programs

Reporting for 2018 is not required

Reporting not
required

Reporting not
required
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Table 29 Queensland’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their finalising water resource plans commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #
Action 4.1

Action 4.2
Action 4.3

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Each Basin State will submit individual WRPs
for Commonwealth accreditation in accordance
with the agreed timeline published by the
MDBA.
Where necessary Basin States and the MDBA
will increase resourcing for WRP development.
The MDBA will publish quarterly reports on the
progress of Basin States and the MDBA with
WRP accreditation.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

To enable
accreditation of
all WRPs by 30
Jun 2019

In progress

30 June 2019

In progress

Commenced Feb
2018

MDBA action - no reporting required

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Reporting not
required

Table 30 Queensland’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their protecting and managing of environmental water commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 5.1

Action 5.2

Basin Compliance Compact action description
Each Basin State will implement measures (referred to as
‘prerequisite policy measures’) to better protect
environmental water to deliver Basin Plan environmental
outcomes in accordance with agreed, published
implementation plans. These will be incorporated into Basin
Plan WRPs where appropriate.
In the unregulated systems of the northern Basin, the
Queensland government will revise their Basin Plan WRPs to
include more effective policies for the protection of
environmental water to deliver Basin Plan environmental
outcomes, particularly in the Lower Balonne.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

30 June 2019

Not applicable to Queensland.

30 June 2019

In progress

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 5.3

Action 5.4

Basin Compliance Compact action description
In the unregulated systems of the northern Basin, including
the Barwon-Darling River and relevant unregulated
tributaries, the New South Wales government will trial interim
and develop enduring solutions for the better protection and
management of environmental water, including held
environmental water when left in-stream, to deliver Basin
Plan environmental outcomes. Where appropriate, these
policies will be implemented through amendments to NSW
water sharing plans and incorporated into Basin Plan WRPs
as part of the accreditation process.
The MDBA will publish and maintain a register of Basin State
measures to better protect environmental water.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

30 June 2019

NSW action - no reporting required

Reporting not
required

30 June 2018

MDBA action - no reporting required

Reporting not
required
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Queensland’s Work Program Commitments
Table 31 Queensland’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their transparency and accountability Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #
QLD 1.1

QLD 1.2

QLD 1.3

QLD 1.4

QLD 1.5
QLD 1.6

Work Program Action Description

Due date

The Queensland Government Response and the Rural Water Management
Program demonstrates Queensland’s commitment to Action 1.1
The Queensland Government has established a Water Markets and Supply
Division within DNRME to improve the transparency of water management,
allocation and use. The new Division will provide greater separation
between operational and compliance responsibilities within DNRME and
provide a regulatory framework assurance role.
DNRME released a trial version of its new water dashboard for two water
management areas to provide water users with information on their
entitlements, water availability and their usage.
As part of delivering the Queensland Government’s response, DNRME will
develop and implement a formalised management framework and
associated governance arrangements for its rural water management water
business. This framework will include assurance and audit processes.
DNRME will also release an online tool to help the community identify
available water throughout Queensland.

Commenced
at June 2018

Completed

Commenced
at May 2018

Completed

Commenced
at March
2018

Completed

Dec-18

In progress

Dec-18

In progress

DNRME will consider the need for investment in water information and
accounting systems once it has completed its review of its existing systems.

Commenced
– June 2019

In progress

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)
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Table 32 Queensland’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their compliance and enforecement framework Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #
QLD 2.1

QLD 2.2

QLD 2.3

Work Program Action Description
The Queensland Government will review existing legislation and policies
and identify enhancements in relation to its water compliance arrangements.
DNRME will build on existing systems and processes to deliver a robust
approach to water plan implementation and compliance that is consistent
with other natural resource operational activities undertaken by DNRME.
This will include finalising compliance policies, procedures and guidelines to
support compliance activity.
The Queensland Government will publish an annual review of water
regulatory activities, governance and achievements and set regulatory
strategies for the coming business year.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Jul-18

In progress

Ongoing

In progress

Commencing
-mid 2019

In progress

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Table 33 Queensland’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their metering and measurement Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #
QLD 3.1
QLD 3.2

QLD 3.3

QLD 3.4

QLD 3.5

QLD 3.6

Work Program Action Description
DNRME already has a metering policy which is consistent with AS4747.
DNRME will focus resources on implementing this policy in high risk areas.
DNRME’s Water Monitoring Network is quality assured to ISO 9001 and is
widely recognised as best practice. Annual reviews will continue to assess
the adequacy and scope of the network and innovation opportunities.
DNRME is currently undertaking a state-wide review and audit of
Queensland’s hydrometric network and the development of a risk-based
program to implement corrective actions and ensure the state’s monitoring
networks are fit-for-purpose
Based on the pressure on the water resource in each catchment, DNRME
will undertake a state-wide risk assessment of its water measurement
(including metering) and monitoring activities. Future compliance and
metering activities will focus on highest priorities identified.
In future, water plans will consider on a risk basis appropriate metering and
measurement priorities as they are developed or updated.
DNRME, as the lead agency with responsibility for water measurement and
metering, will review its metering policy and where necessary, provide
recommendations to government for improved measurement and metering
arrangements.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Ongoing

Completed

Ongoing

Completed

Commenced
at March
2018

In progress

Oct-18

In progress

Ongoing –
whole of Qld

Completed

Feb-19

In progress

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)
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Work
program
action #
QLD 3.7

QLD 3.8

QLD 3.9

Work Program Action Description
DNRME will review its existing metering policy to ensure it delivers a
comprehensive validation, maintenance and assurance regime, consistent
with Australian Standard 4747.
DNRME will require Resource Operations Licence (ROL) holders to provide
an independent report on the condition and quality of the Hydrometric
monitoring networks.
The draft Border Rivers and Moonie Water Plan proposes that large volume
overland flow water take is measured in high priority areas. Note that the
existing Water Plan (Condamine-Balonne) Water Plan currently regulates
overland flow take in the Lower Balonne near St George.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Feb-19

In progress

Dec-19

In progress

Jun-20

In progress

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Table 34 Queensland’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their water resource plan Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #
QLD 4.1

QLD 4.2
QLD 4.3

Work Program Action Description
Queensland has continually committed to and has been delivering its Basin
plan commitments in full and on time. Queensland has delivered an
accredited water resources plan.
In April 2018, Anthony Lynham Minister for Natural Resources, Mines and
Energy released the draft water plans for the Condamine-Balonne and
Border Rivers and Moonie catchments.
Queensland is on track in meet its commitments to enable the
Commonwealth to accredit these remaining water plans by 30 June 2019.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Ongoing

In progress

See Qld 4.3

See Qld 4.3

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

In progress
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Table 35 Queensland’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their protection and management of environmental water Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #

QLD 5.1

QLD 5.2

QLD 5.3

Work Program Action Description
Queensland catchment MDB water plans already
provide protection and management mechanisms for
environmental water held by the Commonwealth.
There are also provisions to enable the
Commonwealth to relocate its purchased entitlements
to enable active management.
Queensland’s existing water plans already provide
protection and management of environmental water.
The Condamine Balonne Water Plan reflects the
specific management strategies and address high
risks in the Lower Balonne.
The draft Queensland MDB plans released for
community consultation in April 2018 further expand
and deliver on the protection of environmental flows.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of % complete (for
activities in progress)

Ongoing

Ongoing

See Qld 4.3
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SA’s Murray–Darling Basin Compliance Compact Report
South Australia’s Compact Commitments
Table 36 South Australia’s Compliance Compact Self Report on transparency and accountability commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 1.1

Action 1.2 (a)

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Each Basin State and the MDBA will review
their internal governance arrangements for nonurban water management to ensure a strong
culture of compliance that is led ‘from the top’.
Review outcomes may include publishing a
statement of obligations, Ministerial letters of
expectations or similar (including an expectation
of regulatory best practice; a regulatory policy
that is endorsed by the highest responsible
body), compliance metrics as a performance
indicator for executive staff and ethics training
for compliance staff.
Each Basin State will publish a reporting
framework for identified significant water
management decisions involving discretion (e.g.
the granting of exemptions to water take rules
and retrospective approvals for unlicensed
illegal works) and commence reporting in
accordance with this framework. Decisions
made should be published in an easy to access,
searchable format (e.g. on a register) and in a
timely manner as per timeframes in reporting
frameworks.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

31 December
2018

See SA 1.1

100%

30 September
2018

See SA 1.2

Reporting not
required
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Each Basin State will publish a work program to
improve the transparency of information about
water take under entitlements, to be
implemented no later than 2025, that
addresses:

Action 1.2 (b)

Action 1.2 (c)

Action 1.3

Action 1.4

i. Real-time information on flows, extractions
and related rules in unregulated river systems.
ii. Location of take (e.g. pumps, bores or
meters) and levels of take in all surface and
groundwater systems.
iii. Changes to water registers to ensure that
information about water entitlements and trades
can be easily accessed by the public.
The work program should be rolled out
progressively, with a priority on high risk areas,
it should respect relevant privacy laws, and
include any exemptions made by the state
should be supported by justification published
on the website of the relevant state agency.
Publicly report on compliance and enforcement
actions by location including the timeliness with
which allegations are addressed.
The Australian Government will scope out with
Basin States a proposal for a Basin-wide
system to provide publicly accessible, real time
advice on environmental watering.
The Australian Government and Basin States
will review joint governments’ governance
arrangements in the Basin. This review will take
account of the governance recommendations in
the MDB Compliance Review, and will seek to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
current arrangements.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

30 June 2019

See SA 1.2

Annually, starting
30 Sept 2018
30 September
2018

See SA 1.3

Reporting not
required

31 December
2018

SA has provided comments on the draft Collaboration
protocol

100%
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Table 37 South Australia’s Compliance Compact Self Report on compliance and enforcement framework commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #
Action 2.1

Action 2.2

Action 2.3

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Each Basin State and the MDBA will publish a
revised compliance framework addressing the
requirements of recommendation 6 of the MDB
Compliance Review.
Basin States and the MDBA will establish a
network of water compliance practitioners, coordinated by the MDBA, to promote best
practice and innovation in water compliance.
Initial topics will include training and certification
for water compliance officers, development of
compliance standards, and collaboration on the
use of new technology in compliance (including
remote sensing).
MDBA and Basin States will develop protocols
in relation to MDBA’s Basin Plan compliance
and enforcement actions with a view to ensuring
effective, transparent and efficient outcomes on
water theft. Protocols will:
a) cover how allegations of non-compliance by
individual entitlement holders will be
coordinated in each jurisdiction.
b) explain arrangements both before and after
accreditation of WRPs.
c) be published on the MDBA website.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

31 December
2018

See SA 2.1

100%

30 September
2018

SA will attend, present and facilitate field trip for the
inaugural meeting of the AELERT network of compliance
practitioners (Community of Practice to be held in
November 2018).

Reporting not
required

31 December
2018

SA has provided comments on the draft Collaboration
protocol

50%
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Table 38 South Australia’s Compliance Compact Self Report on metering and measurement commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #
Action 3.1

Action 3.2

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Each Basin State will publish a metering policy
and implementation plan addressing 3.2-3.6
below.
Meter accuracy:
(i) All new and replacement meters must comply
with AS4747 including pattern approval and
verification, by no later than June 2025.
(ii) Commencing immediately, and until June
2025:
a. All new and replacement meters to comply
with AS4747 where available.
b. Where an AS4747 compliant meter is not
available the use of an interim meter that has
been verified with a manufacturer’s certificate of
accuracy to within +/- 5% is acceptable.
(iii) When an existing meter no longer meets +/5% accuracy in the field it must be repaired and
validated so that it is accurate to within +/- 5% in
the field, or replaced (see 3.2(i)).
(iv) All meters to be periodically validated
consistent with the requirements of AS4747.
(v) Any exemptions to 3.2(i) to 3.2(iv) made by
the state to be supported by a justification
published on the relevant state agency website.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

31 December
2018

See SA 3.1

31 December
2018

See SA 3.1 to 3.10

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 3.3

Action 3.4

Action 3.5

Action 3.6

Action 3.7

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Meter coverage:
(i) All take via water entitlements to be metered
by June 2025, and a plan for achieving this.
(ii) Any exemptions to 3.3(i) made by the state
to be supported by a justification, such as
regulatory impact statement, published on the
relevant state agency website.
(iii) The basis upon which meter thresholds
have been set.
(iv) Basin States and the MDBA will agree
guidelines for reviewing metering thresholds by
30 June 2019.
(v) Once finalised, Basin States agree to have
regards to the guidelines when reviewing meter
thresholds.
Transmission of data:
(i) A program to progressively automate the
reporting of water take, regardless of how that is
measured, no later than 2025.
(ii) Any exemptions to 3.4(i) made by the state
to be supported by a justification published on
the relevant state agency website.
The highest risk take, including large users in
the Barwon-Darling, to be accurately metered
by December 2019 and will publish what
constitutes highest risk in their metering
policies. High risk take should also be
telemetered by December 2019 with any
exemptions published.
A timetable for the installation of new meters
and telemetry, and auditing and maintenance of
the metering fleet to meet the above
requirements.
Each Basin State will report annually on
progress with the implementation plan, including
the relative proportion of take via AS4747
meters, interim verified meters, unverified
meters, and unmetered take

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

31 December
2018

See SA 3.1

31 December
2018

See SA 3.4

31 December
2018

See SA 3.1

31 December
2018

See SA 3.1 to 3.10

Annually
commencing 30
Sept 2019

Reporting for 2018 not required.

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Reporting not
required
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 3.8

Action 3.9

Action 3.10

Action 3.11

Action 3.12

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Australian Government and Basin States will
work with other jurisdictions, testing
laboratories, meter manufacturers and industry
to set a timetable for delivering a
comprehensive range of pattern approved
meters.
NSW and Queensland will publish their
respective programs for improved measurement
of floodplain harvesting and overland flow
harvesting.
To provide public assurance over the quality
and coverage of water information for
compliance and enforcement, including from
hydrometric networks and hydrologic models,
each Basin State will take the following actions
having regard to the MDBA water information
guidelines:
(i) publish a review of its water information
requirements to identify any gaps
(ii) publish a water information improvement
program for addressing priority issues including
maintenance backlogs.
Each Basin State will report annually on their
progress against their water information
improvement program.
Each Basin State will conduct and publish a
review every five years of their water
information systems.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

31 December
2018

SA is contributing with the MDBA and other jurisdictions
to review the National Metering Framework.

30 June 2019

Action for NSW & QLD - reporting not required

30 June 2019

See SA 3.10

Annually
commencing 30
Sept 2019

Reporting for 2018 not required.

Reporting not
required

Every five years
commencing as
per state
programs

Reporting for 2018 not required.

Reporting not
required

Reporting not
required
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Table 39 South Australia’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their finalising water resource plans commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #
Action 4.1

Action 4.2
Action 4.3

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Each Basin State will submit individual WRPs
for Commonwealth accreditation in accordance
with the agreed timeline published by the
MDBA.
Where necessary Basin States and the MDBA
will increase resourcing for WRP development.
The MDBA will publish quarterly reports on the
progress of Basin States and the MDBA with
WRP accreditation.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

To enable
accreditation of
all WRPs by 30
Jun 2019

See SA 4.1

30 June 2019

See SA 4.1

Commenced Feb
2018

MDBA action - reporting not required

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Reporting not
required
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Table 40 South Australia’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their protecting and managing of environmental water commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 5.1

Action 5.2

Action 5.3

Action 5.4

Basin Compliance Compact action description
Each Basin State will implement measures (referred to as
‘prerequisite policy measures’) to better protect
environmental water to deliver Basin Plan environmental
outcomes in accordance with agreed, published
implementation plans. These will be incorporated into Basin
Plan WRPs where appropriate.
In the unregulated systems of the northern Basin, the
Queensland government will revise their Basin Plan WRPs to
include more effective policies for the protection of
environmental water to deliver Basin Plan environmental
outcomes, particularly in the Lower Balonne.
In the unregulated systems of the northern Basin, including
the Barwon-Darling River and relevant unregulated
tributaries, the New South Wales government will trial interim
and develop enduring solutions for the better protection and
management of environmental water, including held
environmental water when left in-stream, to deliver Basin
Plan environmental outcomes. Where appropriate, these
policies will be implemented through amendments to NSW
water sharing plans and incorporated into Basin Plan WRPs
as part of the accreditation process.
The MDBA will publish and maintain a register of Basin State
measures to better protect environmental water.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

30 June 2019

See SA 4.1

30 June 2019

Qld action - reporting not required

Reporting not
required

30 June 2019

NSW action - reporting not required

Reporting not
required

30 June 2018

MDBA action - reporting not required

Reporting not
required
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South Australia’s Work Program Commitments
Table 41 South Australia’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their transparency and accountability Work Program commitments.

Work
program
action #

SA 1.1

Work Program Action Description

Department of Environment and Water (DEW)
has established a comprehensive compliance
framework as detailed in the MDBA and
independent panel reviews. Through publication
of compliance Web pages and annual public
reporting, DEW demonstrates and leads a strong
compliance culture in South Australia.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment
of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Completed
Completed

Water Compliance Reporting http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/managing-naturalresources/compliance/water-compliance/water-compliance-reporting

Reporting not
required

Completed

SA 1.2

DEW has clearly documented delegated powers
at the position level for each section of the NRM
Act, which are maintained centrally. In addition,
all breaches under the NRM Act have been
documented with an extensive list of compliance
actions for each. A framework has also been
developed which includes consideration of
discretionary factors to guide which action is
selected. Furthermore, a series of compliance
escalation pathways have been documented for
a number of breaches. Collectively, these
documents clearly define decision making
processes and assigned responsibilities.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

The following web page includes DEW's Targeted Water Compliance
Monitoring Framework and Water Compliance Escalation Pathway:
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/compliance/our-compliancestrategy
Completed

Internal procedures and tools provide further detail and direction to staff,
including a list of all breaches under the Natural Resources
Management Act 2004 (SA) and colour coded compliance options which
link to the discretionary factors in the Water Compliance Escalation
Pathway.

Reporting not
required

Water Compliance Reporting http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/managing-naturalresources/compliance/water-compliance/water-compliance-reporting
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Work
program
action #

SA 1.3

Work Program Action Description

South Australia has undertaken a number of
actions which demonstrate a commitment to
transparency, including but not limited to:
• Annual public compliance reporting online;
• Explanatory information online (links provided
throughout table);
• Public database of licences and permits; and
• Accessible/live tools for customers.
DEW has a Report an offence web page and all
pages of the Department’s website provides the
option for members of the public to provide
general feedback or raise concerns. All water
compliance concerns are investigated and
actioned where appropriate. The Department
works directly with licence holders/alleged
offenders on compliance issues and specific
compliance action and the name of offending
parties are publicly released when a successful
prosecution has been made. The Department
also publishes annual statistics on compliance
action undertaken. Feedback/concerns are also
considered in annual compliance planning.
To ensure that SA remains self-reflective,
transparent and accountable in its compliance
actions, DEW recently (end of 2017) undertook a
Water Compliance Review which was
independently audited. This internal review
process (with potential external audit) and report
will be undertaken by South Australia on an
annual basis with findings reported to the
Minister.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment
of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Completed
Public database Water Licence & Permit Register can be found here:
https://www.waterconnect.sa.gov.au/Systems/WLPR/Pages/Default.aspx
The Water Connect website also features water trade data, processing
times for MDB water trades and information on the water theft risk
category for each of the prescribed water resources in South Australia.

Completed

DEW publishes media releases on its website here:
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/news-hub/news/mediareleases?dlv_Homepage%20Full%20News%20Listing=(pageindex=11)
(Water compliance example on page 11 dated 24 November 2017).

Reporting not
required

Where applicable, DEW may advertise in industry newsletters. For
example: https://www.aelert.net/article/view/239
Water Compliance Reporting http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/managing-naturalresources/compliance/water-compliance/water-compliance-reporting
DEW report a Breach page http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/managing-naturalresources/compliance/report-an-offence
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Work
program
action #

SA 1.4

Work Program Action Description

All water compliance functions are within DEW
(with support from the Crown Solicitor’s Office
within the Attorney General’s Department).
Whilst all water compliance functions are within
DEW, there is an appropriate separation and
stability of functions for appropriate governance.
The majority of compliance issues are dealt with
and resolved within the Water Licensing Branch.
Complex, protracted and/or high level
compliance issues are referred by the
programme to the Department’s Compliance Unit
for formal investigation and prosecution where
appropriate. In addition, the Prosecutions
Steering Committee (PSC) has been established
within DEW to assist the Chief Executive in
making routine prosecution/enforcement
determinations related to alleged breaches of
legislation administered by DEW.
The PSC includes representation from the Water
Licensing Branch, Compliance Unit and Crown
Solicitor’s Office. The role of the PSC is to make
consistent and transparent recommendations to
the Chief Executive and the Minister on whether
to prosecute an alleged offender(s) and to make
decisions throughout court proceedings on
prosecution and civil enforcement proceedings
referred to the Crown Solicitor’s Office.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Completed

Commentary on progress to date

Completed

Assessment
of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Reporting not
required
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Table 42 South Australia’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their compliance and enforecement framework Work Program commitments.

Work
program
action #

Work Program Action Description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment
of %
complete
(for
activities in
progress)

Completed
Please provide links and any relevant documentation e.g.
information or materials outlining DEWs risk based compliance
monitoring and categorisation, metering strategy and
implementation plan.

SA 2.1

Under the National Framework for Compliance and
Enforcement (NFCE) South Australia made a
commitment to undertake on-ground water compliance
monitoring that is risk based, focussing closely on water
theft from the State’s water resources that are
categorised at the highest level of risk. The Department
for Environment and Water (DEW) undertakes an annual
review of water theft risk categories and published this
resulting data by updating an interactive map on the
‘WaterConnect’ Web page annually. DEW’s metering
strategy is also risk-based where all sources are required
to metered except in low-risk situations as identified in
the relevant meter implementation plan.

The following web page includes DEW's Targeted Water
Compliance Monitoring Framework and Water Compliance
Escalation Pathway:
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/compliance/ourcompliance-strategy

Completed

Internal procedures and tools provide further detail and direction
to staff, including a list of all breaches under the Natural
Resources Management Act 2004 (SA) and colour coded
compliance options which link to the discretionary factors in the
Water Compliance Escalation Pathway.

Reporting not
required

Annual public compliance reporting is here:
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/compliance/watercompliance/water-compliance-reporting
Meter Implementation Plans are here:
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/water/water-licencesand-permits/western-mount-lofty-ranges-water-licensingchanges/metering-water-use
WaterConnect webpage https://www.waterconnect.sa.gov.au/Pages/Home.aspx

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Work
program
action #

SA 2.2

Work Program Action Description

Under the NFCE, DEW implemented and continues to
undertake annual compliance planning with consideration
of water theft risk categories to determine audit priorities.
The targeted compliance monitoring programmes and
results are published on the Department’s ‘Water
compliance reporting’ Web page within the first quarter of
each water use year.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment
of %
complete
(for
activities in
progress)

Completed
Completed

Water Compliance Reporting http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/managing-naturalresources/compliance/water-compliance/water-compliancereporting

Reporting not
required

Completed

SA 2.3

Under the NFCE, DEW developed Water Compliance
Escalation Pathway Guidelines and associated resources
which outline water related breaches and the applicable
compliance options for each breach. The guidelines
provide a consistent framework for choosing compliance
actions through consideration of a set of discretionary
factors and documented decision pathways. Whilst
completed and in use, these guidelines have not been
published.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Published by
30 June
2018

The following web page includes DEW's Targeted Water
Compliance Monitoring Framework and Water Compliance
Escalation Pathway:
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/compliance/ourcompliance-strategy

Reporting not
required

Internal procedures and tools provide further detail and direction
to staff, including a list of all breaches under the Natural
Resources Management Act 2004 (SA) and colour coded
compliance options which link to the discretionary factors in the
Water Compliance Escalation Pathway.
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Work
program
action #

Work Program Action Description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment
of %
complete
(for
activities in
progress)

Completed
Please provide links and any other relevant documentation e.g.
the mandatory meter failure protocol and/or guidance on the
process.

SA 2.4

Water licence customers are advised of the mandatory
protocol to follow in the event of meter failure (immediate
notification to Department) through a condition of water
licence. In addition the South Australian Licensed Water
Use Meter Specifications, published on DEW’s ‘Metering
water use’ Web page, requires 48 hours’ notice to DEW
prior to any works on a meter and that certain details are
provided to the Department within 14 days of a repair,
relocation or replacement of a meter. An online Water
Meter Notification Form is available to all customers on
DEW’s ‘Water meter notification’ Web page, as a tool to
assist them to complete these requirements.

Links provided below cover these.

Completed

DEW metering water use web page
http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/managing-naturalresources/water-use/water-planning/water-licences-andpermits/western-mount-lofty-ranges-water-licensingchanges/metering-water-use

Reporting not
required

SA licenced water use meter specifications
http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/water
/sa-licensed-water-use-meter-specification.pdf
DEW water meter verification web page
http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/managing-naturalresources/water-resources/planning/water-licences-andpermits/water-meter-notification

SA 2.5

DEW reviews the penalties for excess and unauthorised
take of water on an annual bases. Penalty rates are
published in the South Australian Government Gazette
annually, once approved by the Minister for
Sustainability, Environment and Conservation. In
addition, DEW publishes penalty rates on its ‘Fees,
charges and penalties’ Web page. Customers are further
reminded of their water entitlement obligations, including
the obligation to ensure that they do not take water in
excess of their allocation, on DEW’s ‘Water compliance
reporting’ Web page.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Completed

Completed

DEW fees charges and penalties web page http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/water/water-marketsand-trade/fees-and-charges

Reporting not
required

Water Compliance Reporting http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/managing-naturalresources/compliance/water-compliance/water-compliancereporting
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Work
program
action #

SA 2.6

Work Program Action Description

DEW publishes data on compliance actions undertaken
in the previous year annually on the ‘Water compliance
reporting’ Web page, including the number of
investigations underway, prosecutions underway and
successfully completed. In addition, the Department
issues a media release where a successful prosecution
has been made and details of prosecutions are publically
available on the Court’s website.
This data does not currently make reference to the
timeliness of addressing allegations, nor is all data
presented on a resource scale. These amendments will
be considered in future reports. Notwithstanding this, the
Compliance Unit of DEW tracks progress of cases
(prosecutions) and provides regular updates on how
cases are progressing through the Prosecutions Steering
Committee. Whilst the statute of limitations is considered
for all offences, the Compliance Unit has a target of 180
days (self-imposed) to resolve cases. This target is less
than the statute of limitations.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment
of %
complete
(for
activities in
progress)

Completed
Completed
(next update
due October
2018)

Water Compliance Reporting http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/managing-naturalresources/compliance/water-compliance/water-compliancereporting

Reporting not
required
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Work
program
action #

SA 2.7

Work Program Action Description

DEW’s Compliance Unit includes a position titled
Coordinator, Authorised Officer Training and
Governance. This position conducts and monitors the
training requirements of all compliance staff across DEW.
All compliance staff have access to documents (such as
procedures and guidelines) and tools which enable them
to effectively undertake their roles and are notified of any
relevant changes to these documents, often represented
on working groups developed to review and implement
changes. The following compliance training specific to
water is offered through the Compliance Unit:
• General Regulators Training Course ( 3 days) ;
• NRM Authorised Officer workshop – Water (2 days),
includes interpreting legislation as well as exhibit
management and reporting of offences;
• Expiation of Offences Act – Training/refresher
Workshop ( 1 day);
• Gathering Information through interviews (1 day); and
• Assessment Compliance Officer - Expiation and note
taking refresher course (1 day)
All compliance staff within the Water Licensing Branch of
DEW have at least completed the training requirements
to become State Authorised Officers under the NRM Act.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment
of %
complete
(for
activities in
progress)

Completed

Completed

The following compliance training specific to water is offered
through the Compliance Unit:
• General Regulators Training Course ( 3 days) ;
• NRM Authorised Officer workshop – Water (2 days), includes
interpreting legislation as well as exhibit management and
reporting of offences;
• Expiation of Offences Act – Training/refresher Workshop ( 1
day);
• Gathering Information through interviews (1 day); and
• Assessment Compliance Officer - Expiation and note taking
refresher course (1 day)
All compliance staff within the Water Licensing Branch of DEW
have at least completed the training requirements to become
State Authorised Officers under the NRM Act and are required to
operate under a Public Sector code of conduct.

Reporting not
required
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Work
program
action #

Work Program Action Description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment
of %
complete
(for
activities in
progress)

Completed

SA 2.8

SA 2.9

Community education programs, which encourage
voluntary compliance through enhanced understanding,
are included as a consideration in annual compliance
planning (and are considered to be a targeted
compliance monitoring programme) and are advertised
each water use year. Where necessary DEW develops
fact sheets and information guides which are published
on DEW’s website and/or provided direct to regular
customers. Some recent examples are the ‘How to Read
Your Meter’ fact sheet and the ‘Guide to water licences
and water allocations in the Western Mount Lofty
Ranges’.

DEW maintains a publically accessible Water Licence
and Permit Register of information in relation to water
rights and their ownership. Additional water account
information is available to water account holders when
submitting a meter reading online. Account balances and
water usage information is not supplied to third parties as
it is considered private information and DEW is not
obligated to provide this information publically by law. In
addition, South Australia is currently undertaking a
project to develop an enhanced water register.
Accessibility to data will be considered through this
development process.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Another example of a community education campaign:
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/Home/Full_newsevents_listin
g/News_Events_Listing/160121-community-drop-in-day

Completed

DEW worked with the local Vietnamese Farmer's Association to
plan the event in a high risk compliance area where language
barriers are seen as a barrier to compliance. A number of water
licensing fact sheets were translated for the event.

Reporting not
required

How to read your meter fact sheet http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/permi
ts_and_licences/water/how-to-read-your-meter-fact.pdf
Guide to water licences and water allocations in the Western
Mount Lofty Ranges http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/water
/western-mt-lofty-guide-to-water-licences-and-water-allocationsfact.pdf
Completed

Completed

The Department is currently exploring opportunities to improve
data quality and accessibility on its register with stakeholders. A
number of discussion papers have been developed and
consultation is occurring with a number of stakeholder groups
with regard to data and functionality needs. Proposed
improvements include enhanced online search facilities to ensure
that customers can access the information they need to inform
trade and investment decisions. Further information on proposed
improvements can be provided upon request.

Reporting not
required

Water Licence and Permit Register https://www.waterconnect.sa.gov.au/Systems/WLPR/Pages/Defa
ult.aspx
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Work
program
action #

SA 2.10

SA 2.11

SA 2.12

Work Program Action Description

A meter is identified by DEW using a unique serial
number, most commonly on the face of the meter. This is
referred to as the meter number which is also featured on
a customer’s instrument documents (i.e. works approval).
The Water Licence and Permit Register includes
publically available information on entitlements and
limited information with regard to source details.
Meter/pump details, such as location, do not feature on
this public register. South Australia is currently
undertaking a project to develop an enhanced water
register. Accessibility to data will be considered through
this development process. A meter is identified by DEW
using the unique serial number, most commonly located
on the face of the meter.
DEW is currently exploring the potential benefits of
utilising satellite technology (such as the internet of
things or virtual water meter technology) to enhance
compliance monitoring programmes as well as gain
insight into crop/industry based irrigation practices.
Partial cost recovery in place with opportunities being
reviewed for full cost recovery. Funding for Murray–
Darling Basin water licensing and compliance activities
are currently segmented from other state funding, in a
project costing model. This ensures transparency and
accountability of South Australian Murray–Darling Basin
responsibilities under state funding.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment
of %
complete
(for
activities in
progress)

Completed

Completed

The how to read your meter fact sheet includes information on
meter serial numberhttp://www.environment.sa.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/permi
ts_and_licences/water/how-to-read-your-meter-fact.pdf

Reporting not
required

In addition, licence holders can access their meter serial number
through the online Meter Reading Form or on their licence itself."
Water Licence and Permit Register https://www.waterconnect.sa.gov.au/Systems/WLPR/Pages/Defa
ult.aspx
In progress
In progress

Completed

DEW has put forward two separate funding bids to conduct
satellite technology trials in order to enhance its compliance
programs.
In progress

50%

Partial cost recovery in place with $1.3 million in water licensing
fee revenue offsetting state appropriation costs and further
opportunities are being explored to implement cost recovery.
Funding for Murray–Darling Basin water licensing and compliance
activities are currently segmented from other state funding, in a
project costing model. This ensures transparency and
accountability of South Australian Murray–Darling Basin
responsibilities under state funding.
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Table 43 South Australia’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their metering and measurement Work Program commitments.

Work
program
action #

SA 3.1

SA 3.2

Work Program Action Description

The South Australian Licensed Water Use
Meter Policy (the Meter Policy) requires that
all licensed water use shall be metered. The
Meter Policy further defines that
implementation of the policy will be
sufficiently flexible to recognise on-ground
implementation issues. Meter implementation
plans developed for prescribed resources
may define and document situations where
flexible provisions are to be utilised. Flexibility
applies in limited low risk situations in the
South Australian Murray–Darling Basin, as
defined in the Meter Implementation Plan for
the River Murray Prescribed Watercourse.
South Australia commits to reviewing its
metering framework to require that AS4747
meters be used where a suitable meter is
available for all new and replacement meters,
to be implemented from 1 July 2019.
South Australia commits to reviewing its
metering framework to require that AS4747
meters be used where a suitable meter is
available for all new and replacement meters,
to be implemented from 1 July 2019. It is
hoped that this will help foster demand for
manufacturers to market compliant meters.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment
of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

In progress

Completed

South Australian Licensed Water Use Meter Policy:
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/water/westernmt-lofty-sa-licensed-water-use-metering-policy-and-specs-fact.pdf
Meter Implementation Plans are here:
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/water/water-licences-andpermits/western-mount-lofty-ranges-water-licensing-changes/meteringwater-use

In progress
In progress

SA has commenced this body of work with drafting instructions lodged with
the legislative drafters to amend the Natural Resources Management
(Financial Provisions) Regulations 2005.

On track for 30
June 2019
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Work
program
action #

SA 3.3

Work Program Action Description

DEW agrees that all take via water
entitlements must be metered unless
exempted by government policy and to
publish circumstances where a meter may
not be required with justification through a
risk or cost benefit assessment. South
Australia does this through publication of
meter implementation plan for each
prescribed resource. DEW to review
metering framework by 30 June 2019 with a
view to all new and replacement meters
installed being AS4747 compliant where a
suitable meter is available.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment
of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

In progress

30 June
2019

South Australian Licensed Water Use Meter Policy:
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/water/westernmt-lofty-sa-licensed-water-use-metering-policy-and-specs-fact.pdf

On track for 30
June 2019

Meter Implementation Plans are here:
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/water/water-licences-andpermits/western-mount-lofty-ranges-water-licensing-changes/meteringwater-use
In progress

SA 3.4

South Australia is committed to exploring
opportunities to mandate telemetry for high
risk extractions.

In progress

SA 3.5

As per SA 2.4

Completed

SA 3.6

Meter installations in South Australia are
either validated by DEW or by an accredited
validator. An accredited validator is a person
in the private sector who has undertaken the
appropriate training and has been supplied
with validator ID by DEW, allowing them to
sign off on a meter installation. Accordingly,
DEW suggests the words ‘compliance
agency’ be replaced by an accredited
validator.
Further, the South Australian Licensed Water
Use Meter Specification requires that all
meters are serviced at least every five years
to ensure they continue to operate within
acceptable accuracy limits.

2018-19 compliance program in high non-compliance risk area in SA to be
undertaken which will focus on irrigators with a history of non-compliance
(meter tampering) and where a meter has reached the end of its economic
life licence holders may be directed to replace meter with a meter that is
impervious to interference.
Completed
As per SA 2.4

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

0% compliance
program to be
complete by
30 June 2019
Reporting not
required

Completed
Completed

South Australian Licenced Water Use Meter specification
http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/water/salicensed-water-use-meter-specification.pdf

Reporting not
required
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Work
program
action #

Work Program Action Description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Completed
SA 3.7

As per Action SA 2.10

Reporting not
required

Completed
As per Action SA 2.10
In progress

SA 3.8

DEW to review South Australian metering
framework, including a metering improvement
plan

SA 3.9

DEW undertakes both random and targeted
compliance monitoring programmes for the
South Australian River Murray Prescribed
Watercourse. DEW will continue to monitor
compliance through a risk based approach,
which considers water theft risk based on
based on the level of availability and use of
water, current and future demand and the
impact of unlawful or unauthorised use.
Further information can be found on DEW’s
‘Risk-based water compliance’ Web page.
South Australia is undertaking a project to
determine the level of unlicensed take from
SA’s portion of the River Murray. DEW also
has oversight over water related development
for non-licensed used through the issue of
water affecting activity permits (e.g. for well or
dam construction). In addition, DEW has a
groundwater monitoring network across both
prescribed and non-prescribed areas of the
state which monitors the status and trends of
groundwater resources.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

30 June
2019

Assessment
of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

SA has commenced this body of work with drafting instructions lodged with
the legislative drafters to amend the Natural Resources Management
(Financial Provisions) Regulations 2005.

On track for 30
June 2019

Completed

Completed

With regard to the project to determine level of unlicensed take, DEW are
seeking to finalise its report as part of a package that will be provided to the
MDBA early next year. The methodology developed (identifying properties
with the right to take according to spatial rules) and assigning a particular
volume to each parcel has resulted in verifying the current volume assigned
in the Water Allocation Plan for the River Murray PWC.

Reporting not
required

DEW's risk based water compliance web page http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/managing-naturalresources/compliance/water-compliance/risk-based-water-compliance
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Work
program
action #

SA 3.10

Work Program Action Description

DEW is currently undertaking a review and
business improvement of hydrological
modelling activities. This external review is
expected to be completed by 30 June 2018.
DEW are also preparing a stock take of
hydrological models, which includes the
consideration of future maintenance and
improvement requirement, and application
benefits for each model.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment
of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

External review completed

30 June
2018

DEW’s review and business improvement of hydrological modelling
activities are progressing. An independent review of DEW’s modelling
approaches by Adelaide University will be completed end-June. DEW are
also preparing a stocktake of hydrological models, which includes the
consideration of future maintenance and improvement requirements, and
application to water management in SA for each model.

Reporting not
required

Table 44 South Australia’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their water resource plan Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #
SA 4.1

Work Program Action Description
South Australia is committed to implementation of the Basin Plan on time
and in full.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

In progress

Commentary on progress to date

In progress

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)
Reporting not
required
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ACT’s Murray─Darling Basin Compliance Compact Report
Australian Capital Territory’s Compact Commitments
Table 45 The Australian Capital Territory’s Compliance Compact Self Report on transparency and accountability commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact action
#

Action 1.1

Action 1.2 (a)

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Each Basin State and the MDBA will review their
internal governance arrangements for non-urban
water management to ensure a strong culture of
compliance that is led ‘from the top’. Review
outcomes may include publishing a statement of
obligations, Ministerial letters of expectations or
similar (including an expectation of regulatory
best practice; a regulatory policy that is
endorsed by the highest responsible body),
compliance metrics as a performance indicator
for executive staff and ethics training for
compliance staff.
Each Basin State will publish a reporting
framework for identified significant water
management decisions involving discretion (e.g.
the granting of exemptions to water take rules
and retrospective approvals for unlicensed illegal
works) and commence reporting in accordance
with this framework. Decisions made should be
published in an easy to access, searchable
format (e.g. on a register) and in a timely manner
as per timeframes in reporting frameworks.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

31 December
2018

See 1.1, 1.2 of work program. Water Resources regulated
by independent statutory Authority: with no revenue for the
Authority linked to water use, no operator role in water
delivery. Water resources regulated in same legislative &
compliance framework as other environmental resources,
e.g. waste, mining, land development, air and water
pollution.

100

30 September
2018

Not applicable to ACT. No discretionary decisions on
exemptions or retrospective approvals

Reporting not
required
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Basin
Compliance
Compact action
#

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Each Basin State will publish a work program to
improve the transparency of information about
water take under entitlements, to be
implemented no later than 2025, that addresses:

Action 1.2 (b)

Action 1.2 (c)

Action 1.3

Action 1.4

Real-time information on flows, extractions and
related rules in unregulated river systems.
ii. Location of take (e.g. Pumps, bores or
meters) and levels of take in all surface and
groundwater systems.
iii. Changes to water registers to ensure that
information about water entitlements and trades
can be easily accessed by the public.
The work program should be rolled out
progressively, with a priority on high risk areas, it
should respect relevant privacy laws, and
include any exemptions made by the state
should be supported by justification published on
the website of the relevant state agency.
Publicly report on compliance and enforcement
actions by location including the timeliness with
which allegations are addressed.
The Australian Government will scope out with
Basin States a proposal for a Basin-wide system
to provide publicly accessible, real time advice
on environmental watering.
The Australian Government and Basin States
will review joint governments’ governance
arrangements in the Basin. This review will take
account of the governance recommendations in
the MDB Compliance Review, and will seek to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
current arrangements.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

30 June 2019

Updates to register in progress to enable easier access to
Water Access Entitlements and Licences to take Water
new site expected to go live 6 November

Annually, starting
30 Sept 2018

90

Reporting not
required

30 September
2018

State commentary is optional

Reporting not
required

31 December
2018

State commentary is optional

Reporting not
required
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Table 46 The Australian Capital Territory’s Compliance Compact Self Report on compliance and enforcement framework commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #
Action 2.1

Action 2.2

Action 2.3

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Each Basin State and the MDBA will publish a
revised compliance framework addressing the
requirements of recommendation 6 of the MDB
Compliance Review.
Basin States and the MDBA will establish a
network of water compliance practitioners, coordinated by the MDBA, to promote best
practice and innovation in water compliance.
Initial topics will include training and certification
for water compliance officers, development of
compliance standards, and collaboration on the
use of new technology in compliance (including
remote sensing).
MDBA and Basin States will develop protocols
in relation to MDBA’s Basin Plan compliance
and enforcement actions with a view to ensuring
effective, transparent and efficient outcomes on
water theft. Protocols will:
a) cover how allegations of non-compliance by
individual entitlement holders will be
coordinated in each jurisdiction.
b) explain arrangements both before and after
accreditation of WRPs.
c) be published on the MDBA website.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

31 December
2018

see work program 2.1-2.6

100

30 September
2018

ACT EPA already invested in AELERT for >15 years (for
second part of paragraph see 1.1)

Reporting not
required

31 December
2018

Collaboration protocol signed and submitted 24/10/2018

100
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Table 47 The Australian Capital Territory’s Compliance Compact Self Report on metering and measurement commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #
Action 3.1

Action 3.2

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Each Basin State will publish a metering policy
and implementation plan addressing 3.2-3.6
below.
Meter accuracy:
(i) All new and replacement meters must comply
with AS4747 including pattern approval and
verification, by no later than June 2025.
(ii) Commencing immediately, and until June
2025:
a. All new and replacement meters to comply
with AS4747 where available.
b. Where an AS4747 compliant meter is not
available the use of an interim meter that has
been verified with a manufacturer’s certificate of
accuracy to within +/- 5% is acceptable.
(iii) When an existing meter no longer meets +/5% accuracy in the field it must be repaired and
validated so that it is accurate to within +/- 5% in
the field, or replaced (see 3.2(i)).
(iv) All meters to be periodically validated
consistent with the requirements of AS4747.
(v) Any exemptions to 3.2(i) to 3.2(iv) made by
the state to be supported by a justification
published on the relevant state agency website.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

31 December
2018

see work program 3.1 -3.6

31 December
2018

see work program 3.1 -3.7

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 3.3

Action 3.4

Action 3.5

Action 3.6

Action 3.7

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Meter coverage:
(i) All take via water entitlements to be metered
by June 2025, and a plan for achieving this.
(ii) Any exemptions to 3.3(i) made by the state
to be supported by a justification, such as
regulatory impact statement, published on the
relevant state agency website.
(iii) The basis upon which meter thresholds
have been set.
(iv) Basin States and the MDBA will agree
guidelines for reviewing metering thresholds by
30 June 2019.
(v) Once finalised, Basin States agree to have
regards to the guidelines when reviewing meter
thresholds.
Transmission of data:
(i) A program to progressively automate the
reporting of water take, regardless of how that is
measured, no later than 2025.
(ii) Any exemptions to 3.4(i) made by the state
to be supported by a justification published on
the relevant state agency website.
The highest risk take, including large users in
the Barwon-Darling, to be accurately metered
by December 2019 and will publish what
constitutes highest risk in their metering
policies. High risk take should also be
telemetered by December 2019 with any
exemptions published.
A timetable for the installation of new meters
and telemetry, and auditing and maintenance of
the metering fleet to meet the above
requirements.
Each Basin State will report annually on
progress with the implementation plan, including
the relative proportion of take via AS4747
meters, interim verified meters, unverified
meters, and unmetered take

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

31 December
2018

31 December
2018

31 December
2018

31 December
2018

Annually
commencing 30
Sept 2019

will initiate as soon as MDBA provide some idea of the
receptor of the data is

Highest ACT user is the Water supply utility - is
accurately metered and monitored with telemetry. Sites
available at BOM

see work program 3.1-3.6

Reporting for 2018 not required

Reporting not
required
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 3.8

Action 3.9

Action 3.10

Action 3.11

Action 3.12

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Australian Government and Basin States will
work with other jurisdictions, testing
laboratories, meter manufacturers and industry
to set a timetable for delivering a
comprehensive range of pattern approved
meters.
NSW and Queensland will publish their
respective programs for improved measurement
of floodplain harvesting and overland flow
harvesting.
To provide public assurance over the quality
and coverage of water information for
compliance and enforcement, including from
hydrometric networks and hydrologic models,
each Basin State will take the following actions
having regard to the MDBA water information
guidelines:
(i) publish a review of its water information
requirements to identify any gaps
(ii) publish a water information improvement
program for addressing priority issues including
maintenance backlogs.
Each Basin State will report annually on their
progress against their water information
improvement program.
Each Basin State will conduct and publish a
review every five years of their water
information systems.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

31 December
2018

30 June 2019

Action for NSW & Qld - reporting not required

30 June 2019

ACT Government performed review of water monitoring
2015-2017 as part of a Basin Priority Project

Annually
commencing 30
Sept 2019
Every five years
commencing as
per state
programs

Reporting not
required

Reporting for 2018 not required

Reporting not
required

Reporting for 2018 not required

Reporting not
required
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Table 48 The Australian Capital Territory’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their finalising water resource plans commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #
Action 4.1

Action 4.2
Action 4.3

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
Each Basin State will submit individual WRPs
for Commonwealth accreditation in accordance
with the agreed timeline published by the
MDBA.
Where necessary Basin States and the MDBA
will increase resourcing for WRP development.
The MDBA will publish quarterly reports on the
progress of Basin States and the MDBA with
WRP accreditation.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

To enable
accreditation of
all WRPs by 30
Jun 2019

being performed by separate directorate - not part of EPA
compliance framework

30 June 2019

being performed by separate directorate - not part of EPA

Commenced Feb
2018

MDBA action - reporting not required

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Reporting not
required

Table 49 The Australian Capital Territory’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their protecting and managing of environmental water commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 5.1

Action 5.2

Basin Compliance Compact action description
Each Basin State will implement measures (referred to as
‘prerequisite policy measures’) to better protect
environmental water to deliver Basin Plan environmental
outcomes in accordance with agreed, published
implementation plans. These will be incorporated into Basin
Plan WRPs where appropriate.
In the unregulated systems of the northern Basin, the
Queensland government will revise their Basin Plan WRPs to
include more effective policies for the protection of
environmental water to deliver Basin Plan environmental
outcomes, particularly in the Lower Balonne.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

30 June 2019

ACT Environmental Flow guidelines under
review

95

30 June 2019

Qld action - reporting not required

Reporting not
required
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 5.3

Action 5.4

Basin Compliance Compact action description
In the unregulated systems of the northern Basin, including
the Barwon-Darling River and relevant unregulated
tributaries, the New South Wales government will trial interim
and develop enduring solutions for the better protection and
management of environmental water, including held
environmental water when left in-stream, to deliver Basin
Plan environmental outcomes. Where appropriate, these
policies will be implemented through amendments to NSW
water sharing plans and incorporated into Basin Plan WRPs
as part of the accreditation process.
The MDBA will publish and maintain a register of Basin State
measures to better protect environmental water.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

30 June 2019

NSW action - reporting not required

Reporting not
required

30 June 2018

MDBA action - reporting not required

Reporting not
required

Australian Capital Territory’s Work Program Commitments
Table 50 The Australian Capital Territory’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their transparency and accountability Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #

ACT 1.1

ACT 1.2

Work Program Action Description
The ACT Environment Protection Authority (EPA), encourages strong
culture of compliance that is led from the top, and resides within Access
Canberra which is a consolidated regulatory agency that has a number of
statutory roles that operate independent of bureaucratic influence or
direction; but receive the full support of Access Canberra staff and executive
as required. The ACT EPA only has water regulation functions (licence,
audit, compliance and enforcement). It does not perform operational
functions (supply, releases etc).
Within the ACT, there is a clear assignment of decision making
responsibilities at appropriate levels, with decisions made on the grounds
set out in published compliance strategies, for example the Environment
protection compliance framework.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Complete

Complete

Reporting not
required

Complete

Complete

Reporting not
required
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Work
program
action #

ACT 1.3

ACT 1.4

ACT 1.5

Work Program Action Description
The ACT supports a transparent water management system. The ACT has a
program to ensure information about entitlements, allocations, licence
conditions, meter readings, account balances and so on are easily
accessible to the public in real-time. The ACT EPA maintains a public
register for Entitlements and Licenses issued under the Water Resources
Act 2007 (ACT).
Awareness is raised, and information is provided, about water plans,
licences and management rules through the licence administration process
and through the ACT government Environment Directorate website. The
ACT will continue to ensure fact sheets and information guides are
published online and/or provided to licence holders.
The ACT is committed to transparency. The ACT EPA has undertaken a
number of actions which demonstrate a commitment to transparency,
including but not limited to:
a. Publishing annual public compliance reporting;
b. Public database of licences and permits; and
Using the Access Canberra customer relationship management system that
provides for rapid response on any regulatory topic.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Complete

Complete

Reporting not
required

Complete

Complete

Reporting not
required

Complete

Complete

Reporting not
required

Table 51 The Australian Capital Territory’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their compliance and enforcement framework Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #

ACT 2.1

ACT 2.2

ACT 2.3

Work Program Action Description
The ACT EPA will continue to ensure that compliance staff are adequately
trained as required
https://www.cmtedd.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/1181117/Corelearning-policy.pdf
In line with the National Framework for Compliance and Enforcement
(NFCE) the ACT EPA undertakes risk based compliance monitoring,
focusing on water resources that are categorised at the highest level of
risk.
The ACT EPA continues to undertake annual compliance planning for all its
regulatory activities according to risk assessments.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Complete

Complete

Reporting not
required

Complete

Complete

Reporting not
required

Complete

Complete

Reporting not
required
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Work
program
action #

ACT 2.4

ACT 2.5

Work Program Action Description
Compliance escalation pathways and associated resources which outline
breaches and the applicable compliance options through consideration of a
set of discretionary factors are outlined in the ACT EPA compliance
framework:
https://www.accesscanberra.act.gov.au/ci/fattach/get/160507/1501544552/r
edirect/1/filename/Environment+protection+compliance+framework.pdf
The ACT EPA publishes its water resources regulation activities (including
compliance actions) undertaken during the previous year in the
Directorate’s annual report.
In line with the requirements of the NFCE, the Water Resources Act 2007
(ACT) was reviewed ensure its sanctions and penalties aligned with other
states. Amendments were made in 2013 and included specific provisions
for meter tampering, submission of bore reports and unauthorised bore
work.

ACT 2.6

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Complete

Complete

Reporting not
required

Complete

Complete

Reporting not
required

Complete

Complete

Reporting not
required

An outline of the ACT’s penalties and sanctions regime is included in the
ACT EPA compliance framework. The regime was reviewed under the
NCFE:
https://www.accesscanberra.act.gov.au/ci/fattach/get/160507/1501544552/r
edirect/1/filename/Environment+protection+compliance+framework.pdf
Table 52 The Australian Capital Territory’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their metering and measurement Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #
ACT 3.1

ACT 3.2

Work Program Action Description
In line with the ‘No meter, no pump’ policy, in the ACT it is a standard
condition on all licences to take water.
The ACT will continue to implement the policy that an AS4747 meter must
be installed where there is an appropriate pattern-approved meter on the
market. The implementation of AS4747 meters is problematic in the ACT as
currently there are insufficient meters available on the market suitable for all
field situations. Jurisdictions have suggested that this recommendation be
re-framed to be that an AS4747 meter must be installed where there is an
appropriate pattern-approved meter on the market. The ACT EPA Water
Meter Installation, Maintenance and Replacement Guideline reflects that
intent.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Complete

Commentary on progress to date

Complete

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)
Complete

Complete
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Work
program
action #

ACT 3.3

ACT 3.4

ACT 3.5
Act 3.6

ACT 3.7

ACT 3.8

ACT 3.9

Work Program Action Description
The ACT will continue to ensure that 95% of meterable take in each water
resource area is metered using AS4747 compliant meters by 31 December
2022. This is part of licence conditions and detailed in the March 2015
Water Meter Installation, Maintenance and Replacement Guideline.
Telemetry is not required for the ACT’s spatial scale. It would introduce
costs and regulatory burden on licensees without significant improvement in
data collection.
The ACT has published a mandatory protocol to be followed in the event of
meter failure, as detailed in the March 2015 Water Meter Installation,
Maintenance and Replacement Guideline and as a condition of a licence.
The ACT will continue to follow its risk assessment program for licences,
which results in a meter being inspected once every three years.
For transparency and to assist compliance, the ACT will continue to ensure
that meters are identified using a unique serial number, most commonly
located on the face of the meter. This is referred to as the meter number
which is also kept on a customer’s licence file. The information is available
upon specific request.
The ACT Government achieves cost recovery through fees under the Water
Resources Act 2007 (ACT).
The ACT will continue to report on metering stock in the ACT annual reports.
Given the characteristics of the ACT’s metering stock (age, quality and
variety), the ACT does not require an improvement plan (ie except the
Utility, all meters are off the shelf commercial retail units).

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Complete

Complete

Complete

N/A

Complete

Complete

Complete

N/A

N/A

Complete

Complete

Complete

N/A

N/A

Complete
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MDBA Murray─Darling Basin Compliance Compact Report
Murray Darling Basin Authority Compact Commitments
Table 53 The Murray Darling Basin Authority’s Compliance Compact Self Report on transparency and accountability commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 1.1

Basin Compliance Compact action description

Due date

Each Basin State and the MDBA will review their internal
governance arrangements for non-urban water management
to ensure a strong culture of compliance that is led ‘from the
top’. Review outcomes may include publishing a statement of
obligations, Ministerial letters of expectations or similar
(including an expectation of regulatory best practice; a
regulatory policy that is endorsed by the highest responsible
body), compliance metrics as a performance indicator for
executive staff and ethics training for compliance staff.

31 December 2018

Commentary on progress to date

See commentary for MDBA 2.5. In addition a tailored ethics
training will be held for all Office of Compliance staff by the end
of 2018.

The MDBA has scoped out the user requirements to inform the
proposed Basin wide system to provide real time advice on
environmental water (refer to documents PA 1.3A, PA 1.3B, PA
1.3C).

Action 1.3

The Australian Government will scope out with Basin States
a proposal for a Basin-wide system to provide publicly
accessible, real time advice on environmental watering.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

30 September 2018

The MDBA has consulted internally and externally to inform a
series of user requirements which focus on tracking e-water and
the development of useful data sets for water compliance
purposes. At this stage the work has been limited to relevant
Commonwealth agencies while the states determine their
positions for Commonwealth funding, although this work builds
off joint workshops with NSW agencies.
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Table 54 The Murray Darling Basin Authority’s Compliance Compact Self Report on compliance and enforcement framework commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 2.1

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Each Basin State and the MDBA will
publish a revised compliance framework
addressing the requirements of
recommendation 6 of the MDB
Compliance Review.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

31 December
2018

Commentary on progress to date

MDBA published its updated compliance policy on 26 June 2018. The requirements of
recommendation 6 are being addressed through this policy and through the following
documents and actions:
a) a risk-based strategy for guiding compliance monitoring effort - addressed in MDBA's
published compliance and enforcement policy (refer to second hyperlink)
b) annual audit priorities – the compliance priorities 2018-2019 set out the risk based audit
priorities.
c) an escalation pathway to apply once non-compliance is detected - addressed by MDBA
protocol for handling allegations of non-compliance (refer to third hyperlink)
d) a mandatory protocol for entitlement holders to follow in the event of meter failure- N/A
for MDBA
e) a statement of the penalties and sanctions regime, and any improvements required –
The Australian Government is currently considering amendments to the Water Act to clarify
the MDBA's compliance and enforcement powers, include criminal sanctions and adopt
evidentiary provisions (refer to DAWR 2.7)
f) annual reporting of data on compliance activities by location including the timeliness with
which allegations are addressed – see commentary under MDBA 1.3
g) provisions to ensure compliance staff are adequately trained – being addressed by the
development of a compliance capability plan
h) a program of community awareness and education including a program to ensure that
water plans, licences and management rules are expressed as
simply as possible and guides for these instruments are published – being addressed by
the development of MDBA's communications plan, and the publication of key compliance
documents such as the SDL reporting and compliance framework (see MDBA 1.1 & MDBA
3.5), annual compliance priorities and escalation protocols (refer to third hyperlink)
i) a program to ensure information about entitlements, allocations, licence conditions, meter
readings, account balances and so on are easily accessible to
the public in real-time – N/A for MDBA but increased transparency in water information is
supported by the work MDBA is doing scoping the water information portal
j) a program to ensure meters are identified by a unique reference number, and entitlement
and pump details are publically accessible – N/A for MDBA
k) a commitment to effectiveness and efficiency, including the adoption of new technologies
– addressed in MDBA's compliance and enforcement policy, and the work MDBA is doing
in the remote sensing space (refer to fourth hyperlink)
l) adequate resourcing based on a cost recovery pathway, with compliance budgets
protected from the normal exigencies of government budgets. – N/A, see DAWR 2.6
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Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 2.2

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

Basin States and the MDBA will establish
a network of water compliance
practitioners, co-ordinated by the MDBA,
to promote best practice and innovation
in water compliance. Initial topics will
include training and certification for water
compliance officers, development of
compliance standards, and collaboration
on the use of new technology in
compliance (including remote sensing).

Due date

30 September
2018

MDBA and Basin States will develop
protocols in relation to MDBA’s Basin
Plan compliance and enforcement
actions with a view to ensuring effective,
transparent and efficient outcomes on
water theft. Protocols will:
Action 2.3

a) cover how allegations of noncompliance by individual entitlement
holders will be coordinated in each
jurisdiction.
b) explain arrangements both before and
after accreditation of WRPs.
c) be published on the MDBA website.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

31 December
2018

Commentary on progress to date
Completed. Victoria, NSW NRAR, South Australia and the MDBA prepared a proposal to
establish a water compliance community of practice for consideration by the Steering
Committee of the Australasian Environmental Law Enforcement Regulators Network
(AELERT) in July (Documents PA 2.2A, PA 2.2D). The proposal was accepted. An
inception meeting has been planned for November 15 and 16 in Adelaide, where capacity
building and sessions sharing experiences are scheduled, as well as discussions on how
the water compliance community of practice will function (refer to hyperlink, draft agenda document PA 2.2B, AELERT newsletter - document PA 2.2C). MDBA has provided
secretariat services for the water compliance meeting working with support from the
AELERT secretariat. Feedback from Victoria, South Australian and Queensland water
compliance agencies have helped shaped the agenda, as well as a survey of likely
participants of expectations and needs.
The MDBA has been working with jurisdictions to develop a collaboration protocol to ensure
Basin Plan compliance and enforcement is managed effectively. A generic draft
collaboration protocol was sent to all jurisdictions on 19 September 2018 for their review
(documents PA 2.3A to PA2.3E) and comments, with an understanding that the final
protocols may differ to reflect state specific processes and preferences. Please refer to the
email record the MDBA has provided as supporting evidence.
At present, the MDBA has received a signed collaboration protocol from ACT (Document
PA2.3F), and proposed revisions and comments from SA (Document PA2.3G), NSW
(NRAR) (Document PA2.3H), and VIC (Document PA2.3I). Further meetings have been
scheduled with the relevant agencies 31 October to discuss the comments and possible
amendments.
The MDBA has been liaising closely with QLD and NSW (DOI) to obtain their comments on
the draft protocol. A revised protocol document is expected to be provided to the MDBA by
NSW DOI on 31 October 2018 followed up with a detailed discussion meeting.
Please refer to the comments and amended collaboration protocols from the jurisdiction as
evidence of progress. The MDBA expects this work to be completed by 31 December 2018
as planned.
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Table 55 The Murray Darling Basin Authority’s Compliance Compact Self Report on metering and measurement commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 3.8

Basin Compliance Compact action description

Australian Government and Basin States will work with other
jurisdictions, testing laboratories, meter manufacturers and
industry to set a timetable for delivering a comprehensive
range of pattern approved meters.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date
The MDBA has engaged with jurisdictions to review current
metering arrangements. MDBA has undertaken direct
consultation with jurisdictions and meter manufacturers to
identify pattern-approved meters already on the market (and in
development) and will contribute to the development of the
timetable required by Priority Action 3.8. This has been done
through an inter-jurisdictional workshop held on 15 October and
meetings on 23 and 24 October with manufacturers, Manly
Hydraulics and the National Measurement Institute. In addition to
developing the timetable, MDBA will work with jurisdictions to
develop a statement on the metering needs in the Basin.

31 December 2018

The MDBA expects this work to be completed by 31 December
2018 as planned.
Table 56 The Murray Darling Basin Authority’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their finalising water resource plans commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #
Action 4.2
Action 4.3

Basin Compliance Compact action description
Where necessary Basin States and the MDBA will increase
resourcing for WRP development.
The MDBA will publish quarterly reports on the progress of Basin
States and the MDBA with WRP accreditation.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

30 June
2019
Commenced
Feb 2018

See Action 4.2 in Commonwealth work program
Reporting commenced in February 2018 (refer to hyperlink)
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Table 57 The Murray Darling Basin Authority’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their protecting and managing of environmental water commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 5.4

Basin Compliance Compact action
description

The MDBA will publish and maintain a register of
Basin State measures to better protect
environmental water.

Due date

30 June
2018

Commentary on progress to date
The interim register was published on 19 September 2018 (refer to hyperlink). The
register will be updated as new rules are developed and WRPs are accredited. The
publication delay was due to competing resources with the delivery of the Compact
(agreed by Ministerial Council on 8 June) and compliance policy (published on
June), and the time needed for consultation with MDBA and CEWO staff.

Murray Darling Basin Authority’s Work Program Commitments
Table 58 The Murray Darling Basin Authority’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their transparency and accountability Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #

MDBA 1.1

Work Program Action Description

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will publish a Sustainable Diversion
Limit reporting and accounting framework

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

30 September
2018

In progress. The draft SDL reporting
and compliance framework summary
was published on 25 July 2018 (refer to
hyperlink). The final framework is due
to be published in late November 2018.
Since the Murray–Darling Basin Water
Compliance Review the Basin Plan has
been amended. The amendments
affect the treatment of SDL reporting
and compliance, particularly in relation
to groundwater. The release of the final
framework has been moved back to
ensure that the policy reflects current
legislative requirements. The
framework is in the final stages of
development and is intended to be
tabled for Authority review at Authority
123 (23 Oct 2018).
Due to changes to the MDBA website,
the publication date on the website for
the draft framework is incorrect. For the
correct date see Document MDBA 1.1.

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

85%
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Work
program
action #

MDBA 1.2

MDBA 1.3

MDBA 1.4

MDBA 1.5

MDBA 1.6

MDBA 1.7

Work Program Action Description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will publish guidelines for the consistent
reporting of compliance activities

30 September
2018

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will report publicly on compliance and
enforcement activities, in line with guidelines for the consistent reporting of
compliance activities.
The Murray−Darling Basin Authority has published information on how
members of the public can make an allegation of non-compliance, such as
water theft: https://www.mdba.gov.au/Basin-plan-roll-out/Basin-widecompliance-review/report-breach-Basin-plan.
On 14 December 2017 the Murray−Darling Basin Authority established a
dedicated Office of Compliance:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/media/mr/compliance-improvements-track.
On 12 February 2018 the Murray−Darling Basin Authority established an
Independent Assurance Committee:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/media/mr/independent-assurance-committeestrengthen-Basin-wide-compliance.

Annually from
30 September
2018

Completed. The guideline was
published on 19 July 2018 (refer to
hyperlink). Due to changes to the
MDBA website, the publication date on
the website is incorrect. For the correct
date see Document MDBA 1.1.
Completed. The water compliance
activity report was published on 28
September 2018 (refer to hyperlink)

Completed

Reporting not required

Completed

Completed

Reporting not required

Completed

Completed

Reporting not required

Completed

31 December
2018

On 24 October, the MDBA introduced a
Learning Management System with an
eLearning module on the APS Values
and Code of Conduct. This is
mandatory for all new starters in the
Agency and current employees will be
required to complete refresher training
on an annual basis. From September
2018, the MDBA is participating in a
pilot induction program run by the
APSC which contains a module on
Integrity and Values. New starters are
sent the link to complete this module
which is one of 13 modules relating to
working in the APS. A tailored ethics
training will be held for all Office of
Compliance staff by the end of 2018.

100%

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will implement a targeted APS Code of
Conduct training. In addition to current ethics training as part of the
implementation of the APS Code of Conduct training, the Australian
Government will introduce integrity awareness training at the Department of
Agriculture and Water Resources.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Completed

Completed
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Table 59 The Murray Darling Basin Authority’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their compliance and enforecement framework Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #

Work Program Action Description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

The MDBA Compliance Priorities 2018-2019 (published on 28
June 2018) outlines audits in response to areas of Basin Plan
compliance risk (refer to first hyperlink).
The MDBA's Compliance and Enforcement Policy (pg 9) outlines
use of audits in our compliance work program (refer to second
hyperlink).
Four assurance engagements has been scheduled to be
conducted across the 2018-19 water year:

MDBA 2.1

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will
commence an audit program to provide
assurance of state reporting on Basin Plan
compliance, and publish its audit reports and
assurance reporting.

30 June 2018

1. Review of the Northern Rivers Connectivity Event during the
Temporary Water Restrictions;
2. Water Trade Price Reporting Audit (This audit is split in two
phases. Phase 1 involves assessing Basin states processes and
procedures and Phase 2 involves selecting a sample of water
trade transactions and reconciling it to buyer/seller
documentation);
3. Review of Metering and measurement in Queensland; and
4. Review of Metering and measurement in New South Wales.

Completed

The MDBA has provided the Review of the Northern Rivers
Connectivity Event signed engagement plan and the final report
as evidence of the finalisation of this review. In addition, the
signed engagement plan for ACT, NSW, QLD, SA, and VIC Water
Trade Price Reporting audit has been provided as evidence of the
commencement.
The MDBA is currently in the process of drafting the Water Trade
Price Reporting Audit Phase 1 report with an expected publish
date of January 2019, and have completed and the Review of the
Northern Rivers Connectivity Event during the Temporary Water
Restrictions Report. The report is due to be published the week of
29 October.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Work
program
action #

MDBA 2.2

MDBA 2.3

MDBA 2.4

MDBA 2.5

Work Program Action Description

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will review
and revise its web site content with respect to
its work on compliance.

On 14 December 2017 the Murray−Darling
Basin Authority published its revised protocol
for handling and escalating allegations of noncompliance: https://www.mdba.gov.au/Basinplan-roll-out/Basin-wide-compliancereview/action-compliance-review.
On 14 December 2017 the Murray−Darling
Basin Authority published its online register to
report on the handling and progress of
compliance matters reported to the
organisation: https://www.mdba.gov.au/Basinplan-roll-out/Basin-wide-compliancereview/action-compliance-review.

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will
address the details of its review of internal
governance arrangements as noted in action
1.1 when it publishes its revised compliance
and enforcement policy.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

30 June 2018

The MDBA reviewed and revised its compliance and enforcement
webpages in June 2018 to make it clearer what the MDBA's
compliance role is, how to report a breach, and what approach it
takes to Basin Plan compliance. A central webpage (refer to
hyperlink) has also been created for compliance and enforcement
where its compliance and enforcement policies and documents
can be accessed. The MDBA will continue to review its
webcontent and ensure that information is clear, accessible and
that it transparently reports its compliance activity (e.g. allegations
currently being managed, annual compliance activity).

Completed

Completed

Completed

Completed

Commenced
Dec 2017

Commenced Nov 2017, and updated in February and July 2018
(refer to hyperlink)

Reporting not
required

30 September
2018

The MDBA has updated its internal governance to support
enhanced compliance and enforcement functions, including
creating an Office of Compliance led by an SES Band 2 that
reports directly to the Chief Executive (refer to first hyperlink) and
a section 203 (Water Act) advisory committee consisting of
compliance and enforcement experts to provide advice to the
Authority. The Independent Assurance Committee publishes its
advice to the Authority following each meeting (refer to second
hyperlink). These arrangements are noted in the MDBA's
compliance and enforcement policy (pg 6) revised in June 2018
(refer to third hyperlink).

100%
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Table 60 The Murray Darling Basin Authority’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their metering and measurement Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #

Work Program Action Description

Due date

MDBA 3.1

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will publish guidelines for hydrometric
networks and hydrological modelling

30 June 2018

MDBA 3.2

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will publish an annual quality assurance
report on hydrometric data for the River Murray system.

Annually, by
31 Dec

MDBA 3.3

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will publish a model improvement
program for its hydrological models by 30 June 2018

30 June 2018

MDBA 3.4

The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will publish a practice note on floodplain
harvesting measurement.

30 September
2018

MDBA 3.5

The Murray–Darling Basin Authority will publish communication materials on
sustainable diversion limit compliance and accounting arrangements.

31 December
2018

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Commentary on progress to date
Completed. Published 22 October 2018
(refer to hyperlink). Publication of the
guideline was delayed due to the time
needed to consult with Basin states
(Document MDBA 3.1)
The 2017-18 report is drafted and
awaiting comments from MDBA and
Water Liaison Working Group
comments before publication (see
documents MDBA 3.2A and MDBA
3.2B).
Completed. Published 16 August 2018
(refer to hyperlink)
In progress but deadline has not been
met. It is intended to break this task
into four components - covering water
balance, on-farm water balance,
floodplain harvesting and residual
inflows. It is intended to publish the
first of these by Dec 2018 and the latter
two by April 2019
Completed. The MDBA has revised its
webpage on Sustainable Diversion
Limits (SDL) and published a factsheet
(see hyperlinks). The MDBA has
developed an SDL compliance 101
presentation, which was used to brief
peak organisations as part of
consultations of the SDL compliance
and accounting framework (see
Documents MDBA 3.5A and MDBA
3.5B).

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Completed

80%

Completed

30%

Completed
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Table 61 The Murray Darling Basin Authority’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their water resource plan Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #

Work Program Action Description

Due date

MDBA 4.1

In October 2017 Murray−Darling Basin Authority published its water
resource plan assessment framework:
https://www.mdba.gov.au/sites/default/files/pubs/D17-25883-WRPAssessment-Framework-16-Nov.pdf. The Murray−Darling Basin Authority is
continuing to work with Basin States to implement the framework and
streamlined water resource planning processes.

Completed

MDBA 4.2

In February 2018 the Murray−Darling Basin Authority and the
Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder agreed on an approach to
ensure that the Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder is consulted in
relation to water resource plans.

Completed

MDBA 4.3

When the Commonwealth Water Minister is considering if the Minister will
accredit state water resource plans based on the requirements of the Basin
Plan, the Murray−Darling Basin Authority will provide contextual information
to the Minister on compliance and enforcement arrangements in that state.

Ongoing

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Commentary on progress to date
Completed. There remains a strong
commitment to ensuring that all WRPs
are accredited and that core WRP
elements are in place by 30 June 2019.
In October 2018 the MDBA published
the WRP assessment report template
used to support the MDBA’s
assessment of WRP requirements in
the Basin Plan (see hyperlink)
Completed. The approach was agreed
via an executive-level committee with
representatives from MDBA, CEWO
and DAWR and is guided by agreed
terms of reference (see Document
MDBA 4.2). Senior officials meet
regularly (usually every month) to
discuss WRPs and environmental
watering matters.
Ongoing. No WRPs have been
provided to the Minister for
accreditation since the Compact was
agreed at Ministerial Council. However
draft advice has been prepared for the
Murray SA plan.

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

Completed

Completed

Completed
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Table 62 The Murray Darling Basin Authority’s Compliance Compact Self Report on their protection and management of environmental water Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #

MDBA 5.1

Work Program Action Description

As part of the water resource plan accreditation process, the
Murray−Darling Basin Authority will confirm that Basin States
have met the requirements of section 10.26 in the Basin Plan,
to ensure that water resource plans are consistent with the
relevant environmental watering plan and the Basin-wide
environmental watering strategy.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

30 June 2019

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment of
% complete
(for activities in
progress)

Completed. A Basin state must meet the
requirements of s 10.26 of the Basin Plan for the
MDBA to recommend accreditation to the Minister.
The MDBA has recently published its WRP
assessment report template used to support the
MDBA’s assessment of WRP requirements (refer
to hyperlink).
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DAWR Murray–Darling Basin Compliance Compact Report
Department of Agriculture and Water Resources Compact
Commitments
Table 63 The Department of Agriculture and Water Resources Compliance Compact Self Report on transparency and accountability commitments.
Basin
Compliance
Compact
action #

Action 1.4

Basin Compliance Compact action
description
The Australian Government and Basin States
will review joint governments’ governance
arrangements in the Basin. This review will take
account of the governance recommendations in
the MDB Compliance Review, and will seek to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
current arrangements.

Due date

22 February
2019

Assessment of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Commentary on progress to date

The Terms of Reference and the reviewer for the review
of the Murray–Darling Basin joint governance
arrangements have now been agreed. Mr Greg Claydon
has been contracted to undertake the review by the
MDBA on behalf of the joint governments.

25%

Department of Agriculture and Water Resources Work Program
Commitments
Table 64 The Department of Agriculture and Water Resources Compliance Compact Self Report on their transparency and accountability Work Program commitments.

Work program
action #

DAWR 1.8

Work Program Action Description

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

The Australian Government will review the
current process to ensure that a broad range of
experience is considered as part of the selection
process to appoint Murray–Darling Basin
Authority members.

31 August 2018

A draft report is with DAWR for consideration before sharing
with the Basin states.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

95%
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Table 65 The Department of Agriculture and Water Resources Compliance Compact Self Report on their compliance and enforecement framework Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #

Work Program Action Description

DAWR 2.6

The Department of Agriculture and Water Resources provided $9.1
million to strengthen the Murray−Darling Basin Authority’s compliance
functions. The Murray−Darling Basin Authority will use these funds to
increase capacity and resourcing in compliance and enforcement activities.

DAWR 2.7

The Australian Government will draft the legislative amendments required
under the Water Act to give effect to the Murray–Darling Basin Water
Compliance Review findings and recommendations regarding the Murray–
Darling Basin Authority’s compliance and enforcement powers.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Completed

Completed - funding has been
provided.

31 December
2018

This item is being progressed, and is
considered on track to have the
legislative amendments drafted by end
of 2018. Further information is limited
by protection requirements.

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

30

Table 66 The Department of Agriculture and Water Resources Compliance Compact Self Report on their water resource plan Work Program commitments.
Work
program
action #

Work Program Action Description

DAWR 4.1

The Department of Agriculture and Water Resources provides funding for
the implementation of the Basin Plan, including the development of water
resource plans. This funding is provided under the National Partnership
Agreement (NPA) on Implementing Water Reform in the Murray–Darling
Basin. The Department of Agriculture and Water is considering the criteria
used to assess progress against the NPA milestones based on the
Australian National Audit Office findings and the recommendations of the
mid-term review of the NPA completed in August 2017. The Department of
Agriculture and Water will work with jurisdictions/states to establish
arrangements as to how this will be implemented.

DAWR 4.2

The Department of Agriculture and Water Resources established a team to
deal with water resource plan policy issues and liaise closely with the
Murray−Darling Basin Authority on the accreditation process.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Commenced
2012-13 and
finishes 201920

The department and MDBA consulted
with Basin jurisdictions and
implemented a revised information
collection template for jurisdictions to
report on progress in achieving
milestones under the NPA for 2017-18.
Work on revising the template is
continuing for the 2018-19 assessment,
as detailed below at DAWR 4.8.

Completed

Team has been established and is
liaising with MDBA on water resource
plan policy issues and the accreditation
process.

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

50
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Work
program
action #

DAWR 4.3

Work Program Action Description

The Department of Agriculture and Water Resources will link Basin Plan
implementation payments to progress by Basin States in reforming
compliance arrangements and make them conditional on the development
and delivery of Basin Plan-compliant water resource plans for accreditation
by 30 June 2019. The Department of Agriculture and Water will work with
jurisdictions/states to establish arrangements as to how this will be
implemented.

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

30 June 2019

The department is consulting with
Basin jurisdictions on how to implement
this action. As an outcome of a senior
officials’ meeting held on 24 September
2018, an information collection
template is being developed for the
2018-19 assessment to provide more
guidance for jurisdictions’ reporting of
progress in reforming compliance
arrangements.

Assessment of
% complete (for
activities in
progress)

50

Table 67 The Department of Agriculture and Water Resources Compliance Compact Self Report on their protection and management of environmental water Work Program commitments.

Work
program
action #

DAWR 5.2

Work Program Action Description

In delivering the outcomes of the SDL adjustment
mechanism, the Australian Government is committed
to progress timely funding to relevant Basin States to
deliver supply and constraint measures and the rollout of an efficiency measures program consistent with
the 2013 IGA on Implementing Water Reform in the
Murray–Darling Basin.

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

Due date

Commentary on progress to date

Assessment
of %
complete (for
activities in
progress)

Over the year, the Australian Government developed a two
stage process for funding the implementation of supply and
constraints measures, with first stage of funding for project
development activities such as design work, consultation and
regulatory approvals, followed by funding for
implementation. The department worked with NSW, Victoria
and South Australia on proposals for first stage funding and
on developing agreements for the provision of funding.
2024
The Australian Government has launched the Murray–
Darling Basin Water Infrastructure Program. The $1.5 billion
program aims to fund projects that increase water efficiency
while maintaining or improving socio-economic outcomes.
Water recovered under the program will contribute to the 450
GL of efficiency measures required by the Basin Plan.
Tenders are open now. As of 30 October 2018, the
government has held 3 tender rounds and the results will be
announced shortly.
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Appendix A: MDBA methodology
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Conduct risk assessment
and develop assessment
metric

Assess progress on State
reporting.

Quality Check

MDBA assurance report
shared with States

MDBA assurance report
and State reporting
template responses
published by 31 Dec

Prior to commencement
preliminary research is
conducted to gather
information and intelligence
about the audit topic, process
and policy.

Assess Basin states Compact
commitment progress and
deliverables based on a set of
assessment measures
developed.

Nominated second assessors
review the assurance
assessment undertaken on
compact actions, ensuring
assessment is consistent and
reasonable.

The MDBA develops the
assurance report to be
circulated to Basin states to
confirm factual accuracy.

The MDBA assurance report is
published on the MDBA
website.

Undertake risk assessment
and prioritisation process
to identify high
risk/importance areas. This
involved asking the
following questions for
each Compact
commitment:





Obtain Compact report
from Basin states with
relevant supporting
documentation.



Where insufficient
supporting documentation
was provided, the MDBA
requested additional
evidence from Basin states
to support
deliverable/progress and/or
used existing publicly
available information.

If the Compact priority
action/work program was not
delivered as per the agreed date
or to an adequate quality, could
this impact on:
-

Restoring stakeholder’s
confidence in water
resource management in
the Basin?

Murray–Darling Basin Authority



For high risk commitment
actions, undertake further
assurance procedures, such
as corroborating



Assessments are prepared
and reviewed by two
independent assessors.



Identify and undertake
further assurance if
required for gaps identified
by the reviewer.



The MDBA drafts an
assurance report based on
conclusions from assurance
activities performed.



Draft assurance report gets
circulated to Basin states to
confirm factual accuracy.



MDBA makes amendments
where relevant.



Final MDBA assurance
report is provided to BOC
members and Ministerial
Council.



Final assurance reports,
incorporating Basin states
reporting template gets
published on the MDBA
website by 31 December.



Final report includes
assessment by the
Independent Assurance
Committee of the MDBA’s
progress against compact
commitments.
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-

The credibility of the
Compact as a mechanism
to reform compliance in
the Basin?

-

The effectiveness of the
Compact as a mechanism
to reform compliance and
enforcement in each
jurisdiction or Basin-wide?

Murray–Darling Basin Authority

information from sources
independent of the entity.
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Office locations
Adelaide
Albury–Wodonga
Canberra
Goondiwindi
Toowoomba

mdba.gov.au

1800 230 067

engagement@mdba.gov.au

